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1 Executive Summary 

Businesses in the Internet and software related industries are increasingly reshaping their 

business models, building tools and platforms that enable them to harness collaborative open 

source (OS) communities and benefit from productive social relations. Moreover, investments 

by commercial firms in open source software (OSS) development are on the rise. This 

growing trend has raised concern among prominent members of the OS movement, which 

speculate that by paying some developers to work full- or part-time on projects they will lose 

interest in contributing to projects when they are not being paid. 

 

Theorists in the realm of social psychology and behavioral economics have shown that 

financial rewards can have a detrimental effect on intrinsic motivation, effort and 

productivity. However, contrary to findings in other experiments and studies, financial 

rewards have so far been found not to negatively affect intrinsic motivation in OSS 

development. Drawing on theories of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, which underlies most 

of these studies, we challenge this assumption. Inspired by motivation crowding theory and 

the findings in Edward Deci‘s widely cited Soma experiment from 1971 we advance nine 

hypotheses, which predict that the detrimental effect of financial incentives on intrinsic 

motivation, effort and productivity occurs once payments are discontinued – an area that has 

not been explored by previous research. 

 

The empirical study is approached with a quantitative method. A self-completion web-based 

survey is sent to 2000 active OSS developers and responses are gathered from 456 

individuals. Respondents are then categorized according to their payment status (unpaid, paid 

or previously paid), and a Mann-Whitney U test is used to examine the hypotheses on post-

reward crowding effects. Interestingly enough, all hypotheses are rejected. We do not find any 

crowding-out of intrinsic motivation between active OSS developers who have never been 

paid and those who have previously been paid. The results remain consistent when the focus 

is narrowed to OSS developers who have previously received completion contingent rewards 

or those who perceived financial rewards to limit their autonomy during the payment phase. 

Further, we find a substantial crowding-in of productivity among OSS developers who have 

previously been paid. This crowding-in effect partially disappears when controlling for OSS 

experience.  
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3 Preface 

”Peer production is about more than sitting down and having a nice conversation... It's about 

harnessing a new mode of production to take innovation and wealth creation to new levels.” 

- Eric Schmidt, Google CEO, 2007 (Web1) 

 

Innovation is increasingly being driven by a crowd of hobbyists and passionate volunteers at 

the tech-savvy forefront of the computing ecosystem (Lakhani & Wolf, 2005). The basic tools 

needed to produce and distribute information are now in the hands of nearly two billion 

people around the globe who are connected to each other more or less seamlessly. The 

Internet‘s networked information environment has mediated the rapid spread of non-

proprietary, decentralized and collaboratory models of production. No one longer has a 

monopoly on information and knowledge the way that IBM had in computing throughout the 

1960s (Chesbrough & Appleyard, 2007). While corporations have not been rendered obsolete, 

their hegemony has certainly been challenged. The world is becoming too fast, too complex 

and too networked for any company to have all the answers inside. The firm continues to be 

the basic unit of economic production, but the advent of the Internet has changed the way 

business is conducted. Despite its dominant reign throughout the twentieth century, the 

traditional corporate structure is largely an artifact of the Industrial Revolution (Benkler, 

2006).  

 

Open source software (OSS) is a model of software development that uses the connectivity of 

the Internet to foster high levels of collaboration in the contribution to non-proprietary 

software projects. Richard Stallman conceived the free and open source (OS) movement in 

1983 with the purpose of giving the benefit of software freedom to computer users (Stallman, 

2010). In general the term ‗OSS‘ refers to software products distributed under legal terms that 

allow users to: Use the software, modify the software, and redistribute the software. The 

success of OSS projects depends entirely on the steady participation of many software 

developers
1
, with different motivations to disclose and freely share their contributions to a 

project‘s source code. These people engage in the communities using a few shared 

programming languages. The OSS model is not reliant on explicit managerial hierarchies to 

organize production, and the decentralized power structure of (Ghosh, 2006) these projects 

                                                 
1
 An OSS developer is a person or organization concerned with facets of the software development process. This 

thesis only considers developers who actively contribute to an OSS projects‘ source code.  
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secure that no single entity is able to restrict anyone access. Nevertheless, it offers 

considerable advantage to the individual innovator by way of its cooperative nature. Eric 

Raymond, a prominent spokesperson of the OS movement, argues in his widely cited book 

The Cathedral and the Bazaar that "given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow" (Raymond, 

2001, p.41). This means that in the open bazaar model where the source code is publically 

available and open for testing, scrutiny, and experimentation, all forms of bugs will be the 

more rapidly exposed, corrected and released. Conversely, Raymond claims that a tremendous 

amount of time and energy must be spent hunting for bugs in the closed and proprietary, 

cathedral model, since the source code is available only to a few developers and testers. The 

existence of OSS projects is above all based on a collective interest and social norm to 

constantly improve on each other‘s creations (Raymond, 2001) (Ghosh, 2006). The 

development of the Linux operating system and Apache webserver has proved that a 

community of people with a shared mission is able to develop superior products than those of 

a corporate giant like Microsoft. The proliferation of OS projects has, thus, revealed an 

important truth about human productivity that was difficult to observe until the connectivity 

of the Internet brought it into focus: “labor can often be organized more efficiently in the 

context of a community than it can in the context of the corporation” (Howe, 2008, p.8). The 

OS movement has gained significant economic importance in recent years, and though 

proprietary standards still prevail, the number of organizations running OS software on their 

systems and integrate open standards as a part of their value-chain is rapidly increasing 

(Chesbrough & Appleyard, 2007). According to a recent study there are over 200,000 OSS 

projects on the Internet representing more than 4.9 billion lines of available code. Further, it is 

estimated that reproducing this OSS would cost $US 387 billion and would take 2.1 million 

people-years of development (Web2). In 2009, 20 percent of software developments were in 

OSS. This is expected to rise to 27 percent by 2013 (Web3). 

 

Breaking with many established assumptions about how innovation works, this cluster of 

phenomena, from OSS to peer-to-peer file sharing to Wikipedia, also constitutes a challenge 

to the fundamental understanding of the dynamics of innovation and best practice in the 

management of innovation. MIT professor, Eric von Hippel, demonstrated in his 2005 book 

Democratizing Innovation (von Hippel, 2005), how individuals are increasingly taking the 

process of innovation into their own hands. Von Hippel argues that “users that innovate can 

develop exactly what they want, rather than relying on manufacturers to act as their (often 

very imperfect) agents”. Furthermore, users don‘t innovate in isolation. “Individual users do 
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not have to develop everything they need on their own: they can benefit from innovations 

developed and freely shared by others.” (von Hippel, 2005, p.1). They form, in von Hippel‘s 

terminology, user innovation communities. Nevertheless, with OSS gaining significant 

techno-economic importance, companies are increasingly getting involved in different areas 

of these ‗user innovation communities‘ (Chesbrough & Appleyard, 2007).  

 

The nature of OSS communities and the individual developers has changed considerably in 

the past decade. While OSS projects were once considered the work of rebellious volunteers 

donating their free time to build alternatives to proprietary software, recent surveys have 

revealed that the core contributors of all major projects are now paid developers working for a 

company with a commercial interest in the project (Rosenberg, 2010). Businesses in the 

Internet and software related industries are reshaping their business models, building tools 

and platforms that enable them to harness collaborative innovation and benefit from the newly 

productive social relations. Commercially, the value and growth of open source is best 

measured in terms of the revenue generated from it. Red Hat, the leading commercial Linux 

distribution vendor generated revenues of $US 748 million for the fiscal year 2010 (Web4). It 

states that OS is the very core of its business strategy: “Open source isn't a marketing tool. 

Collaboration isn't the buzzword of the week. They're our business model. A community of 

developers working together means the best technology wins.” (Web4). While Red Hat derive 

its revenues directly from the OSS it develops and distributes, other companies like Sun, 

IBM, and Google actually write and contribute far more OS code. Google, a corporation 

invested in Internet search, cloud computing, and advertising technologies, is almost certainly 

the world's largest open-source code contributor (Asay, 2009). The company‘s project hosting 

site, Google Code, is currently home to around 250,000 OS projects (Web5) and most of its 

development is carried out in OS projects, such as Android, Chromium OS and Google Web 

Toolkit. Interestingly enough, Google does not call itself an ‗OS company‘ because OSS 

functions as a strategy for distributing services that will help sell more advertising, which 

accounts for 99% percent of its revenues (Web6). This points to the fact that most tech 

companies are exploiting OSS in different and indirect ways. Hence, it does not make sense to 

simply label a company an ‗OS company‘ because nowadays certain business activities will 

almost always be enabled by OSS, whether talking about Red Hat, Google, Microsoft, or 

Apple. These examples show that bizarre hybrid governance models between commercial 

firms and OSS communities can be successful if participants are motivated and aligned. This 

thesis revolves around the study of these commercial relationships.  
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4 Introduction 

“Research shows that when someone works on something for free … if you start paying 

them you replace those internal rewards. Then if you stop paying them, they will stop working 

on it. Does that hold true for open source software? Are commercial companies killing open 

source by paying people to work on it?” Stormy Peters, Executive Director, Gnome 

Foundation, 2008 (Web7) 

 

This thesis contributes to the exploration of how commercial firms and innovation 

communities can fruitfully collaborate by studying the interaction between financial 

incentives and intrinsic motivation, effort and productivity among open source software 

(OSS) developers. The ability to cultivate high levels of participation in OSS projects has 

become a crucial source of competitive advantage for the many commercial firms involved in 

OSS development. These businesses most often seek to boost motivation and steer developer 

contributions toward certain projects or specific tasks by offering financial rewards, such as 

fixed payments, sponsorships or donations (Dahlander & Wallin, 2006). Corporate 

sponsorships and OSS source code released by major firms have seen a steep increase in 

recent years (Asay, 2009). Of the organizations using OSS, almost nine out of ten (88 

percent) expected to increase their investment in the software in 2010 compared to 2009 

(Web3). 

 

A grave concern was raised at the 2010 O‘Reilly Open Source Convention (OSCON), held in 

July in Portland, Oregon.  A panel moderated by Rob Lanphier of the Wikimedia Foundation 

weighed in on financial incentives in OSS. Donald Smith of the Eclipse Foundation, Leslie 

Hawthorn (formerly of Google), independent developer Todd Crowe, and Stormy Peters of 

the GNOME Foundation explored some of the models for providing financial incentives and 

how companies and communities might work together. They discussed that payment 

relationships between commercial firms and OS developers are often sporadic, which means 

that OS developers in many cases receive irregular payments (and not fixed and steady). 

Hence, the primary concern was that paying developers to work on OSS undermines the 

values that drive open source. Part of the advantage to OSS is that its developers tend to be 

passionate about the projects that they work on. By paying some developers to work full- or 

part-time on projects, it‘s a concern that the developers will lose interest in contributing to 

projects when they‘re not being paid (Brockmeier, 2010). 
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Not only members of the OSS community are concerned that payments can have negative 

effects. Theorists in the realm of social psychology and behavioral economics have shown 

that financial rewards can have a detrimental effect on motivation (e.g. Deci, 1971; Frey & 

Götte, 1999; Lepper & Henderlong., 2000). Motivations fall into extrinsic and intrinsic 

categories. We can think of extrinsic motivations as consisting of carrots (a financial reward) 

and sticks (a scolding from your boss). Intrinsic motivations, on the other hand, consist of 

such goals as creative fulfillment, enjoyment and fun of programming, a belief in the project, 

and the sense of community obligation (Lakhani & Wolf, 2005; Deci & Ryan, 1985; Frey, 

1997). It is an important driver of effort, productivity (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Deci et al., 1999), 

and creativity (Amabile, 1983). In the context of OSS developers, intrinsic motivation is a 

primary driver of a person‘s contributions (Hars & Ou, 2002; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005) and 

furthermore an influential factor in shaping the success of OSS projects (Stewart et al., 2006). 

 

Studies based on cognitive evaluation theory (CET) and motivation crowding theory (MCT) 

predict that the introduction of financial rewards in many cases will negatively affect intrinsic 

motivation, i.e. enjoyment of programming OSS (e.g. Deci, 1971; Deci et al., 1999), leading 

to individuals exhibiting less effort and producing lower-quality output (Amabile, 1983; Deci 

& Ryan, 1985; Deci et al., 1999; Ederer & Manso, 2008; Sauermann & Cohen, 2008). This is 

due to the fact that rewards are likely to be perceived as controlling rather than informational 

(Deci et al., 1999). If this is the case, the perceived locus of control shifts to outside the 

individual, that is, individuals feel that their behavior is controlled externally (Deci et al., 

1999; Frey, 1994). If the individual perceives the outside reward as controlling, it can be 

expected to undermine intrinsic motivation. Authors in MCT refer to this as motivation 

crowding
2
 (Frey, 1997). Obviously such a phenomenon is not acknowledged in traditional 

economics because it contradicts the fundamental economic principle, the price-effect, which 

states that raising monetary incentives increases supply (Frey, 1997). The argument is, 

nonetheless, supported by substantial empirical evidence and has most recently gained much 

attention with the release of Daniel Pink‘s (2010) NY Times bestseller, Drive, which, based 

on SDT and crowding theory, argues for a detrimental effect of financial rewards on intrinsic 

motivation. Thus, it seems distressing enough for further investigation because if this holds 

                                                 
2
 We will use the terms motivation crowding, crowding out, and crowding-out effect interchangeably. 
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true in the OSS context then there is a critical mismatch between what science knows and 

business does.  

 

Not surprisingly, researchers have shown particular interest in uncovering the motivations of 

OSS developers to put considerable resources and efforts into an activity for which they seem 

to be receiving no direct financial returns (e.g. Hars & Ou, 2002; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005; 

Roberts et al., 2006; Stewart & Gosain, 2006). Contrary to findings in other empirical 

settings, financial rewards have so far been found not to negatively affect intrinsic motivation 

among OSS developers (e.g. Hars & Ou, 2002; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005; Roberts et al., 2006). 

However, no studies on motivation and OSS have yet explored what happens when financial 

rewards are discontinued. The post-reward effect of financial incentives on OSS developers‘ 

motivations to code remains unexplored territory. With thought to this theoretical ambiguity 

and the pressing concern about the effect of irregular payments raised by prominent OSS 

advocates, we want to raise, and subsequently empirically test, nine hypotheses on the post-

reward effects of payment on individuals‘ intrinsic motivation, effort and productivity in OSS 

development. We believe that acquiring such insight is crucial to the understanding of how 

financial rewards can contribute to higher effectiveness and efficiency in OS models of 

innovation. The management of financial rewards needs to be carefully evaluated to rule out 

potential negative side effects. Thus, our hypotheses will be generated out of the following 

research questions:  

 

Does the phenomenon of crowding-out exist among previously paid OSS developers, in 

relation to intrinsic motivation, effort and productivity? Does completion contingent rewards 

and limited autonomy during the payment phase influence a potential effect? 
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The thesis is organized as follows: 

 

Figure 1: Chapter outline 

 

 

 

5 Literature Review 

The theoretical framework of the project that contextualizes the research hypothesis deals 

with human motivation in relation to personality, concerning peoples' inherent growth 

tendencies and their innate psychological needs, which if fulfilled will have positive 

consequence, e.g. well being and high performance, but if not will have negative 

consequences. In an attempt to carry out a focused review of the conceptual framework we 

will only present areas relevant for the conceptualization and contextualization of the research 

hypothesis. Thus we will not convey the full scope of each theory or study. We aim at 

reviewing the main ideas and research relating to our chosen area of interest. The review will 

focus extensively on research outcomes and methodology, which will help to identify a lack 

of information on particular research outcomes, thus establishing a justifiable need for an 

outcome study. Naturally, we will try to incorporate the critical responses made by other 

authors in an attempt to disseminate the academic discussions that have taken place between 

the different thoughts of school.  We will focus extensively on areas of the research that deals 

with the psychological conditions under which a crowding-out effect
3
 is proposed or has been 

                                                 
3
 Is a phenomena in behavioral economics that explains how, for example, paid labor can undermine factors such 

as intrinsic motivation, effort and productivity (Frey, 1997). 

Introduction

Literature review

Research method

Results

Discussion

Conclusion
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empirically documented (e.g. (Frey, 1997). Ultimately this will enable us to uncover a 

research gap dealing with the post-reward effects of financial rewards on the intrinsic 

motivation, productivity and effort among individual OSS developers. The literature review is 

divided into two main sections. First, we examine the conceptual frameworks of motivation 

theory and their evolution and integration into economics. Second, we look at studies on 

motivation and OSS development.  

 

The first section begins with an elaboration of the concepts, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, 

which are central to the conceptualization of the research hypotheses in this paper. This will 

lead us to a critical examination of Deci‘s (Deci, 1971) Soma puzzle experiment and Lepper 

et al.‘s (1973) magic marker experiment, which were the first to provide empirical evidence 

for a detrimental effect of financial rewards on intrinsic motivation. The methodology of these 

experiments has greatly inspired our research design and the hypotheses studied in this thesis. 

Both experiments look at the aftereffects of external rewards, which is also the topic of our 

study. Next we will trace and assess the theoretical frameworks that evolved in the school of 

social psychology out of the experimental studies. These are Cognitive Evaluation Theory 

(CET) and Self-Determination Theory (SDT). Finally, we will look at how these 

psychological processes and namely the crowding effect have been integrated into the 

behavioral economics, constituting Motivation Crowding Theory (MCT). As mentioned, this 

theory is generally considered a major anomaly in traditional economics because it predicts 

the reverse reaction expected according to the relative price effect, upon which much of 

accepted economics is based (Frey, 1997).  

 

The second section of our literature review will critically assess the studies exploring the 

motivations of individuals‘ taking part in OSS. We categorize the literature according to three 

broad motivational areas - technological, economic, and social incentives.  The purpose is to 

provide a sufficiently comprehensive account of the contributions in order to draw some 

general conclusions on what is known, and what needs to be further explored. This will 

enable us to identify a gap in the research on which to formulate a number of hypotheses on 

how financial rewards, according to contemporary motivation theory, will have a post-reward 

effect on OSS developers‘ intrinsic motivations, effort and productivity.  

 

Before initiating the literature review a brief description of the search and selection criteria 

used in this literature review will be presented.  
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5.1 Literature Search and Selection  

The idea for this paper was conceived by Dan Pink‘s presentation at TEDGlobal 2009 in July 

2009 (Web27). In his talk, Pink examines the puzzle of motivation, starting with a fact that 

social scientists know, but most managers don't, that financial rewards aren't always as 

effective as we think. He also mentions Deci‘s early Soma experiment (1971), which instantly 

tickled our curiosity because the findings contradicted everything economics had told us 

about the effect of financial incentives. Thus Deci‘s experiment served as our initial 

reference. Shortly hereafter we read Dan Pink‘s book Drive (2010) and Bruno S. Frey‘s book 

‗Not Just For The Money‘ (1997). The bibliographies at the end of these books provided us 

with further relevant references to inspect.  Once we had done a careful reading of the most 

relevant sources referenced in these books, we identified keywords that would help to define 

the boundaries of our theory and research area. The literature search was based on key phrases 

(such as ―motivation‖, ―intrinsic motivation‖, ―crowding-out‖, ―cognitive evaluation‖, ―post-

reward‖, ―completion contingent‖, ―heuristic‖ etc.) and supplemented with related words 

when applied for OSS and motivation (such as ―open source‖, ―OSS‖, ―develop*‖, ―free 

software‖, ―communit*‖, ―Linux‖ ―Sourceforge‖, ―survey‖, ―study‖ etc.). 

 

As we considered the process of literature search to be iterative, the search terms were 

continuously adapted as the research gap became more and more evident.  Electronic 

databases of published literature were then searched for previously published work in the 

field. The following databases were searched using our search terms:  

 

 Copenhagen Business School‘s electronic library. Provides a gateway to all major 

research databases, including the ones below (CBS Library, 2010) 

o Book search  

o Journal search  

o Article search  

o E-resources  

 ACM Digital library 

 EBSCO  

 Google Books 

 Google scholar 

 International Encyclopedia of the Social and Behavioral Sciences 
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 JSTOR 

 ScienceDirect 

 Social Science Citation Index 

 SpringerLINK 

 Wiley Online Library 

 

To ensure we did not overlook any important material, we also used the times cited feature, 

which was in all databases, to see what other articles had cited a source. This allowed us to 

see whether an article had been used in recent research, and in particular whether it had been 

challenged. Further, it allowed us to trace key articles back and forwards in time Finally, it 

gave us an impression of whether the ideas in the article had generated new data.  

Upon examining gathered literature we conducted secondary searches based on references 

found in our primary studies. Furthermore, we accessed the personal websites of key authors, 

such as Edward Deci (Deci, 2010) and Bruno S. Frey (Frey, 2010) where we were able to 

observe and download unobserved articles.  

 

Initially, abstracts of the articles were examined to determine whether they were relevant to 

the review. However, we have been forced to reject the use of tight quality assessment criteria 

because too few studies on OSS and motivation crowding would end up being included in the 

review. The selection of material for our literature review is based on the following inclusion 

and exclusion criteria:  

 

We include texts that: 

 Focus on detrimental effects of financial rewards in experimental and real-life settings  

 Conceptualize and formulate theoretical frameworks based on motivation crowding 

studies  

 Focus on the integration of the motivation crowding effect into traditional economics 

 Relates to the motivates of individual OSS developers 

 Looks at motivation crowding in OSS projects 

 Uses a quantitative research design to explore possible detrimental effects of rewards 

on the intrinsic motivation of OSS developers   
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We exclude texts that: 

 Are in the form of presentation slides or research notes 

 Are opinion pieces, viewpoints, purely hypothetical or anecdotal 

 Looks at other member of OS projects and not developers 

 Focus on IT group/team dynamics rather than individual motivation 

 Uses cultural, geographical or gender differences to explain the motivation of OSS 

developers 

 Focus extensively on OSS hierarchies and project structures unless explicitly related 

to the individual developers motivation  

 

The remaining part of this chapter is dedicated to a critical examination of the existing theory 

and studies from which a number of hypotheses will be deduced, which will then guide the 

process of data collection so that they can be tested. In the next section the two central 

concepts, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation will be defined and elaborated.  

 

5.2 The Concepts of Extrinsic and Intrinsic Motivation 

To be motivated means to be moved to do something. It can be defined as the energization and 

direction of behavior, where energy describes the needs of the individual and direction the 

processes and structures that relate those needs to behavior (Deci & Ryan, 1985). Many 

researchers in the fields of social science draw a further distinction between intrinsic and 

extrinsic motivation. Porter and Lawler (Porter & Lawler, 1968) were the first to propose a 

model of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation based on Vroom‘s (Vroom, 1964) expectancy-

valence theory of motivation. Intrinsic motivation involves people doing an activity because 

they find it interesting and derive spontaneous satisfaction from the activity itself. Hence, 

intrinsically motivated behaviors are observed as ones where there is no apparent reward 

except the activity itself (Deci, 1975). Extrinsic motivation, in contrast, requires a relation 

between the activity and some externally induced stimulus such as tangible or verbal rewards. 

The personal satisfaction is not derived from the activity itself but rather from the extrinsic 

rewards to which the activity leads. Extrinsically motivated behaviors, thus, refer to instances 

where an external controlling variable can be readily identified.  

 

The economic model of human behavior, homo economicus, is structured around how 

external incentives and intervention directs the actions of individuals (Becker, 1976; 
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Coleman, 1990; Frey, 1992). Thus, economic theory takes extrinsic motivation to be the main 

driver behind human behavior. Economists do not entirely reject the idea that people can 

engage in activities because of ‗inner feelings‘, or intrinsic motivation. This factor is, 

however, largely ignored in contrast to the belief that incentives applied from the outside are 

more important, and that money is by far the most important motivator (Frey, 1997). The 

notion of individual preference as an explanation for human behavior is considered to be 

tautological
4
. The reason is that attributing a certain behavior to a particular preference cannot 

be tested empirically without an independent observation that directly links the behavioral and 

preferential change. As a result, in economics, it has become common practice to attribute a 

change in behavior with an independently observable change in constraints.  Thus, to explain 

a persons drop in motivation to contribute to OSS, proclaiming that ―he doesn‘t think it‘s fun 

anymore‖ would not be accepted as a valid explanation. Instead economists would try to 

identify changes in constraints, such as new regulations in project license, less spare-time and 

not being able to commercialize OSS activities (Frey, 1992).  

 

In contrast to this view is that of social psychologists, who pay equal attention to the idea that 

behavioral motives come from within the individual. Intrinsic motivation is defined as “doing 

of an activity for its inherent satisfactions rather than for some separable consequence.“ 

(Ryan & Deci, 2000, p.56). It was first acknowledged in a number of experimental studies of 

animal behavior in the 1950‘s. Here it was discovered that many animal species engage in 

exploratory, playful and curiosity-driven behaviors in the absence of reinforcement and/or 

reward (Harlow et al., 1950; Harlow, 1953; White, 1959).  Although these behaviors did have 

some adaptive benefits for the animals, they didn‘t appear to be done for any instrumental 

reason, but rather for the positive experiences associated with exercising and extending ones 

capacities. Thus, based on White‘s (1959) conceptualization, individuals are intrinsically 

motivated if they perform a certain activity for its own sake, and the pleasure and satisfaction 

derived from engaging in the activity. Intrinsic motivation has since become a firmly 

established concept in psychology, and to some extend other social sciences such as 

sociology. The belief is that because intrinsic motivation results in high-quality learning, 

productivity, and creativity, it is especially important to detail the factors and forces that 

engender it versus those that undermine it. Consequently many psychologists view intrinsic 

motivation as the primary behavioral motive of people (Fischhoff, 1982; Staw, 1989; Arnold, 

                                                 
4
 A statement so framed that it cannot be denied without inconsistency (Web8). 
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1976; Hirst, 1988; Scott et al., 1988). This goes back to the two pioneering experiments 

carried out by Deci (1971) and Lepper et al. (1973) in the early 1970‘s, which were the first to 

test how rewards affect the level of intrinsic motivations for humans. These experiments will 

be thoroughly described in the next section.  

 

The distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation is surrounded by a great deal of 

debate. Most researchers today no longer view intrinsic and extrinsic motivations as a 

dichotomy (Harter & Jackson, 1992; Rigby et al., 1992; Sansone & Harackiewicz, 2000). As 

will become apparent in this chapter, a precise distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic 

motivation is thought to be a theoretical oversimplification. One could also argue that in the 

end all motivations are related to external factors. When an OSS developer decides to 

contribute his time and skills freely to a project, it could be argued, as traditional economists 

do, that it all comes down to some extrinsic incentive, such as peer-recognition or the 

expectation that in the future he can sell his labor at a higher price. Hence simply because 

many behaviors appear to happen in the absence of tangible extrinsic reinforcement, they 

might actually, be motivated by future benefits (Bandura, 1977) or intermittent reinforcement
5
 

(Skinner, 1953). If you subscribe to this view then intrinsically motivated behavior is simply 

behavior where an externally controlling stimulus has not yet been identified. Even though 

this clear-cut distinction between the two motivations has been important to social 

psychologists it is doubtful whether in real-life someone can be said to be predominantly 

motivated by either one or the other. Furthermore, as several critics have pointed out, it is 

difficult to identify behaviors that are purely intrinsically motivated (Guzzo, 1979; Scott, 

1975; Kunz & Pfaff, 2002). It also seems logical to assume that in most cases the two 

motivations interact to some degree.  A developer voluntarily writes code for hours on end 

because he enjoys it, but also because he wants to signal the job market. Thus, there seems to 

be some conceptual difficulties with the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic 

motivation, and in many cases it might prove restrictive when studying economically and 

socially relevant behavior. Nevertheless many social scientists still frequently accept the 

clear-cut distinction between the two motivations.  

 

                                                 
5
 Intermittent reinforcement is given only part of the times the animal gives the desired response. It is often used 

instead of continuous reinforcement once the desired response is conditioned by continuous reinforcement and 

the reinforcer wishes to cut down or eliminate the number of reinforcements necessary to encourage the intended 

response (Web9). 
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In this thesis, however, the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation is not 

relevant as such. What we seek to explore further is the systematic relationship and 

interactions between the two. A large body of research is concerned with the effects of 

extrinsic rewards/reinforcers on behavior related to intrinsic motivation. The following 

section will present a thorough account of the early studies concerned with the effects of 

reward and reinforcement on intrinsic motivation. We will discuss the research outcomes and 

methodology used to explore the phenomenon of ―the hidden costs of reward‖.   

 

5.3 The Early Experiments – When Play becomes Work 

“In scientific terms, it was akin to rolling a steel ball down an inclined plane to measure its 

velocity – only to watch the ball float into the air instead. It suggested that our understanding 

of the gravitational pulls on our behavior was inadequate – that what we thought were fixed 

laws had plenty of loopholes.” – Edward Deci, 2009 (Pink, 2010, p.1) 

 

Edward Deci (1971; 1972a; 1972b) was the first to test the effect of financial rewards on the 

levels of intrinsic motivation. In his groundbreaking and widely cited first experiment 

conducted in 1971 at Carnegie Mellon University, 24 college students were presented with a 

puzzle-solving task
6
. The reason Deci chose the Soma puzzle was because he assumed the 

students would be intrinsically interested in the task, something that they confirmed in a 

subsequent survey. The experiment was conducted in three phases – Phase 1: No reward, 

Phase 2: Reward, and Phase 3: No reward. Deci wanted to examine differences in intrinsic 

motivation between Phase 1 and 3. It consisted of three one-hour sessions during a three-day 

period. The 24 individuals were divided into two groups. Twelve persons were assigned to an 

experimental test group, and the other twelve to a control group. Both groups were 

individually taken to an isolated room during each session, and asked to work with the Soma 

puzzle in the attempt to reproduce a number of configurations drawn on a piece of paper. A 

total of four puzzles were presented in each session, and test persons were given 13 minutes 

to complete each one. In the second session, only persons in the experimental group were 

offered a completion contingent reward in the form of $US 1 (approx. $US 5.50 per 2010 

adjusted for inflation) for each puzzle they completed. Persons in the control group were not 

offered any reward (Deci, 1971). Half way through each session Deci would make an excuse 

                                                 
6
 Soma puzzle: A commercial puzzle, consisting of seven different shapes that can be assembled in a variety of 

ways. 
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to leave the room for 8 minutes. On the way out, he said: “I shall be gone for only a few 

minutes, you do whatever you like while I’m gone.” (Pink, 2010, pp.6-7).  The test subjects 

now had the choice to read copies of Time, The New Yorker, and Playboy or continue to 

solve puzzles. During this 8-minute period Deci observed the subjects through one-way glass 

and logged the time each individual spent working on the puzzles. He then used the amount of 

time spent (effort) on the task during the free periods as a measure of intrinsic motivation, the 

dependent variable (Deci, 1971). He was able to use effort as a measure of intrinsic 

motivation because extrinsic motivators were absent in phase 3 during free play. 

 

Deci hypothesized that subjects who had received a financial reward would spend less time on 

the task than they had in session one when the reward was removed again in the third session, 

meaning that their intrinsic motivation had dropped to a significantly lower level than in the 

first session. He also proposed that there would be a significant difference between the two 

groups on this measure, and that the control group (not rewarded) would not experience the 

same decline in intrinsic motivation. By means of a one-tailed t test, Deci found the difference 

in levels of intrinsic motivation between the two groups to be significant at p < 0.10. Thus, as 

predicted, the rewarded group spent less time on the task than the control group.  It should be 

noted, however, that social scientists do not normally accept results at p > 0.05 as significant 

(Bryman, 2008). Deci (1971) also noted that the results are indecisive, stating that “there 

were only 24 subjects in the experiment, and the significance was only at the 0.10 level, so 

additional evidence on the validity of the finding is needed.” Further reading also indicated 

that the results from the experiment are not clear-cut at all. A quick examination of the 

findings shows that a negative, positive or non-existing effect of reward can be found. Even 

Deci found positive effects of the same type of reward under similar conditions in a 

subsequent study (Deci, 1972b). 

 

Table 1: Timetable for Soma experiment 

 

Note: The higher the score, the higher the motivation. *p < .10, df = 22, one-tailed t test 

Source: Deci (1971) 
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Nevertheless, this data is taken as support for the hypothesis that “if a person is engaged in 

some activity for the reason of intrinsic motivation, and if the person begins to receive the 

external reward, money, for performing the activity, the degree to which he is intrinsically 

motivated to perform the activity decreases” (Deci, 1971, p.108).  To this day, Deci‘s 

experiment is widely cited as groundbreaking evidence for the crowding-out effect and has 

recently gained a lot of attention in popular science format (Shirky, 2010; Pink, 2010). 

Recently Daniel Pink (2010), an acclaimed author of popular science, published his NY 

Times bestseller entitled Drive – The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us. In his book, 

Pink draws on the results from Deci‘s puzzle experiment, and argues that there is a mismatch 

between what science knows and what business does. He then calls for a new approach to 

innovation management based on SDT and MCT.  However, given the obvious 

methodological inadequacies, we believe that the results from Deci‘s experiment should under 

no circumstances be cited as scientific fact but instead be viewed as an early scientific 

milestone, which was the first to demonstrate that rewards may in certain cases have a 

detrimental effect on an individual‘s intrinsic motivation to perform a task. Deci also 

demonstrated a way to measure intrinsic motivation, and provided future researchers with a 

framework to investigate the negative effects of rewards – A framework that has greatly 

inspired the empirical study in this thesis.  

 

Mark Lepper, David Green, and Richard Nisbett (1973) conducted a closed experiment in 

1973, which is still among the most cited articles in motivation literature. The three 

researchers observed a classroom of preschool children for several days and identified the 

children who spend their free play time drawing. Those children who spent the most time on 

the task were selected as subjects for the experiment. Then they set up an experiment to test 

the effect of external rewards on an activity (drawing) that these children clearly enjoyed and 

pursued for their own sake.  The children were divided into three groups. The first group was 

the expected-reward group. These children were shown a good-player certificate, which they 

would receive for drawing with magic markers. The second, unexpected-reward group, also 

received the reward but were not promised it beforehand, and the last group did neither expect 

nor receive a reward.  

 

Two weeks later teachers again set out papers and magic markers during the preschool‘s free 

play period while the researchers secretly observed and recorded the amount of time each 
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child was engaged in the activity.  Children previously in the no-award group drew just as 

much, and with the same enjoyment as they had done before the experiment. Those who had 

previously been in the unexpected reward group now spent more time on the task than either 

the expected-reward or the no-reward group. But most interestingly, children in the expected-

reward group spent much less time drawing and showed much less interest in the activity 

(Table 2, Appendix 1). In just two weeks rewards had presumably turned play into work. 

Thus, Lepper et al. (1973) concluded that their results provided "empirical evidence of an 

undesirable consequence of the unnecessary use of extrinsic rewards," (Lepper et al., 1973, 

p.136). 

 

While the unexpected- and expected-reward groups were both reward conditions, for the 

reason that reward was held constant, what differed between the two groups was promise or 

no promise.  It can therefore be argued that the promises made or the instructions given by 

teachers could just as well have produced the results. Furthermore, Lepper et al. state at the 

end of their paper: “the present experiment does not speak to situations which depart very 

greatly from the present situation” (Lepper et al., 1973, p.136).  In spite of these seeming 

limitations, the results from the study remain broadly cited in both journal articles and 

psychology textbooks as empirical proof that extrinsic rewards undermine the intrinsic 

motivation to perform a task (Weiner & Craighead, 2010). Judy Cameron (2001) also argue in 

a meta-analysis examining the effect of rewards on intrinsic motivation in educational settings 

that obtaining a negative effect of reward requires an unusual combination of conditions 

bearing little resemblance to the actual use of incentives in classrooms. She further argues that 

a negative effect only occurs when a task is of high initial interest, when the rewards are 

tangible and offered beforehand, and when the rewards are delivered without regard to 

success on the task or to any specified level of performance (Cameron, 2001). However, this 

argument, that non-completion contingent rewards are particularly detrimental to intrinsic 

motivation, is, as we will later show in direct conflict with SDT and MCT.  

 

These two studies by Deci (1971) and Lepper et al. (1973) have both subsequently been the 

cause of much controversy both in psychology and economics, generating an immense 

amount of research. As mentioned several psychologists and influential writers on popular 

science claim that the findings provide clear evidence for the detrimental effect of financial 

rewards on intrinsic motivation (Shirky, 2010; Pink, 2010). Since Deci's (1971) and Lepper et 

al.‘s (1973) initial studies, dozens of similar experiments has been conducted to investigate 
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negative effects of reward on people's intrinsic motivation (Lepper & Greene, 1978). 

Corresponding results were found in a number of different studies in laboratory as well as 

real-life settings. For example, when you paid kids in a classroom for doing math tasks, they 

stopped being engaged with the math task (Greene, 1976). When you paid students to read 

they stopped being intrinsically motivated to read and only did it when rewarded (Deci et al., 

2001). When you took adults who were trying to lose weight and you introduced external 

rewards into the weight loss program, the program stopped working (Kohn, 1993). When you 

paid them for donating blood, they started to refuse (Seabright, 2002). While some 

psychologists claim that the original findings provide clear evidence for the proposition that 

rewards decrease intrinsic motivation (Schwartz, 1990) others recognize that not all types of 

reinforcement undermine intrinsic interest (e.g. Deci & Ryan, 1985). Still others argue that 

one must demonstrate that rewards are, in fact, reinforcers before any statements about the 

effects of reinforcement can be made (Feingold & Mahoney, 1975; Mawhinney, 1990). Thus, 

as critics have argued, the results are not as clear-cut as has often been claimed by outspoken 

proponents (Wiersma, 1992; Cameron & Pierce, 1994; Eisenberger & Cameron, 1996; Kunz 

& Pfaff, 2002). The root cause of these conflicting results seem to be that rewards and 

intrinsic motivation as well as the relation between the two, can be defined, operationalized 

and measured in very different ways. Hence the choice of definitions and concepts along with 

the general experimental setting in which the relationship is tested to some extend determines 

the findings. Nevertheless, the relevance of a motivation crowding effect for socio-economic 

analysis does not rely on the phenomenon to be easily identifiable at all times. Instead, it 

becomes a question of identifying the conditions under which an effect is at work. In order to 

address these issues, researchers have formulated and employed a variety of research 

paradigms. The subsequent three sections will examine and pursue the evolutionary process 

of theory building, which has taken place based on the empirical evidence.  

 

5.4 Cognitive Evaluation Theory (CET) – Explaining Intrinsic Motivation 

Cognitive evaluation theory (CET) was build to encompass results from the initial laboratory 

experiments on the effects of rewards, feedback, and other external factors on intrinsic 

motivation, and was consequently tested and extended by various field studies in other 

settings. CET was the first to provide an empirical explanation for the detrimental effect of 

rewards on intrinsic motivation, which are the focus of this thesis, by focusing on the personal 

needs for competence and autonomy (Deci et al., 2001). Competence refers to a person‘s 
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sense of being effective in dealing with the environment he finds himself in (Harter 1978; 

White 1963), while autonomy is a person‘s universal urge to be the causal agent in his own 

life and undertake actions that are initiated and regulated by the self (deCharms 1968; Deci, 

Cascio & Krusell 1975). Deci and Vansteenkiste (2004)
 
note, however, that this doesn‘t mean 

to be independent or removed from other people.  

 

CET suggests that external factors such as tangible rewards, deadlines (Amabile et al., 1976), 

surveillance (Lepper & Greene, 1975), and evaluations (Smith, 1974) in many cases diminish 

feelings of autonomy and prompt a change in perceived locus of causality (PLOC) from 

internal to external (deCharms 1968; Heider 1958), thereby undermining intrinsic motivation. 

Conversely, other external factors such as letting people choose aspects of task engagement is 

thought to increase feelings of autonomy, initiate a shift in PLOC from external to internal, 

and increase intrinsic motivation (Zuckerman et al., 1978). Along with autonomy, CET 

suggests that feelings of competence are important drivers of intrinsic motivation. A large 

number of studies concluded that activities perceived as optimally challenging by a person 

were highly intrinsically motivating (Reis et al., 2000; Sheldon et al., 1996; Danner & & 

Lonky, 1981) and that positive feedback (Deci, 1971) furthered intrinsic motivation by 

supporting a personal sense of competence when people felt responsible for their successful 

performance (Ryan, 1982). Furthermore, negative feedback, which decreased perceived 

competence, was found to leave people amotivated, which is characterized by a lack of 

motivation and intention, by undermining both intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation 

(Deci & Ryan, 1985). The core assumptions underlying these propositions were that people 

need to experience a feeling of autonomy and competence and hence social-contextual factors 

that promote these feelings are thought to raise intrinsic motivation. Conversely, factors that 

diminish these feelings are expected to undermine intrinsic motivation. CET further specifies, 

and studies have shown (Ryan, 1982), that feelings of competence will not enhance intrinsic 

motivation unless accompanied by a sense of autonomy (deCharms, 1968). Thus, according to 

CET, people must not only experience competence or efficacy, they must also experience 

their behavior as self-determined for intrinsic motivation to be in evidence. Further, research 

building on CET proposes that contingent, tangible rewards and other extrinsic factors (e.g. 

money) are experienced as controlling or coercive, and they function to decrease perceived 

self-determination and undermine intrinsic motivations, as well as associated outcomes such 

as creativity, cognitive flexibility, and problem solving (Amabile et al., 1990; McGraw, 

1978). For instance, McGraw and McCullers (1979) showed that monetary rewards can 
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decrease cognitive flexibility in problem solving, and Erez, Gopher, and Arzi (1990) found 

monetary rewards to decrease performance in complex tasks with difficult goals. Further, 

since unexpected tangible rewards do not motivate behavior during a task, they are thought to 

be less likely to be experienced as controlling, and hence less detrimental to intrinsic 

motivation. Informational rewards (e.g. praise) increase perceived self-determination and 

feelings of competence, and consequently tend to enhance intrinsic motivation (Enzle & Ross, 

1978).   

 

Much debate has surrounded the undermining effects proposed in CET (Calder & Staw, 1975; 

Deci, 1976; Deci, 1975; Cameron, 2001; Kunz & Pfaff, 2002). This has resulted in numerous 

experiments and field studies looking to strengthen, extend, elaborate or falsify CET and the 

undermining effect of reinforcement and rewards, leading Ambrose and Kulik (1999) to refer 

to CET as one of seven traditional theories of motivation in organizations in their influential 

article Old Friends, New Faces: Motivation Research in the 1990s. In a meta-analysis looking 

at 128 laboratory experiments, Deci, Koestner and Ryan (1999) concluded that there is 

substantial empirical evidence that, while positive feedback enhances intrinsic motivation, 

tangible rewards significantly undermine it (Deci et al., 1999). The meta-analysis confirmed a 

number of CET propositions, while also specifying limiting conditions for the undermining 

effect. It was confirmed that tangible extrinsic rewards do not undermine intrinsic motivation 

when rewards are given unrelated to task engagement, as is the case with a fixed salary, or 

when rewards are not expected, as with unanticipated bonuses. Furthermore, expected 

tangible rewards that are engagement contingent, performance contingent, and completion 

contingent have been found to have a negative effect on intrinsic motivation and performance 

(Deci et al., 1999; Deci et al., 2001). 

 

Deci et al.‘s (1999) meta-analysis has also received substantial critique from Cameron (2001) 

who argues that it contains a number of methodological inadequacies. She argues that Deci et 

al. (1999) used reward contingencies that were theoretically relevant but collapsed over 

distinct reward procedures. This strategy resulted in pervasive negative effects of expected 

tangible reward contingencies. However, when Deci et al.'s (1999) categories are organized 

according to the actual procedures used in the studies; negative effects are limited to a 

specific set of circumstances. Consequently Cameron‘s (2001) meta-analysis concludes that 

rewards can be used to produce positive, negative, or no effects on measures of intrinsic 

motivation, and that obtaining a negative effect of reward requires an unusual combination of 
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conditions bearing very little resemblance to the actual use of incentives in real-life settings -

in this case educational settings. Nevertheless, the Deci et al. meta-analysis outlined a number 

of ways rewards can be used without having detrimental effects. As mentioned earlier, the 

undermining effect of rewards has been heavily debated across social sciences since it first 

appeared in the literature (Deci, 1971). Even though Deci et al. (1999) claim to demonstrate 

unequivocally that tangible rewards undermine intrinsic motivation, recent studies on work 

motivation do, as Cameron (2001), not fully accept the validity and predicted consequences of 

the findings. Kehr (2004) suggested an alternative framework where rewards would not 

undermine intrinsic motivation in instances where they did not eliminate implicit motives 

related to task enjoyment. The proposition is, however, purely hypothetical and no empirical 

support has been presented. Furthermore, Swiss economists Alexis Kunz and Dieter Pfaff 

(2002) conducted yet another meta-analysis in order to determine whether there was a need to 

incorporate the crowding effect into the principal-agent problem in traditional economics. 

They argued that the empirical evidence for a post-reward performance lessening indicates 

that such effects do indeed exist, but constitute quite stylized exceptions rather than a definite 

rule. Based on the reviewed findings from numerous meta-analysis (Deci et al., 1999; 

Eisenberger & Cameron, 1996) they concluded that undermining effects could only be 

demonstrated when all of the following conditions were met:  

 

 High level of initial task interest: The task carried out by the test persons had to be 

very attractive in itself, so much so that subjects experienced enough initial interest in 

performing it without the promise of any tangible reward. As mentioned, in the 

context of OSS developers‘ intrinsic motivation is a primary driver of the individuals‘ 

contributions (Hars & Ou, 2002; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005).  

 

 No control throughout the undermining phase: The instances where undermining 

effects were found were free of any kind of demand, expected continued reward or 

social monitoring.  

 

 Lack of performance improvement: Carrying out the activity did not provide any 

possibility for performance improvement, thought to be because bringing about 

feelings of satisfaction enhances, rather than reduce, the subject‘s interest in the task 

(Bandura, 1986; Calder & Staw, 1975).  
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 Rewards were situationally inappropriate: The experiments that succeeded in finding 

negative effects of rewards got this result because they rewarded subjects for tasks for 

which one does not normally expect to be compensated. Thus, a determining factor 

seems to be that the provision of incentives is situationally inappropriate, which 

indicates that the crowding effects may in some cases be caused by a violation of a 

situational norm of no payment (Dickinson, 1989; Snelders & Lea, 1996; Staw, 1989). 

 

Kunz & Pfaff (2002) went on to emphasize that these conditions rarely exist in real life work 

settings, which also corresponds to the fact that most studies that tested CET were laboratory 

experiments rather than organizational studies. People working within companies expect/need 

to be paid in exchange for their labor, and thus rewards are the norm rather than being 

situationally inappropriate, as could be argued was the case in many of these closed 

experiments, e.g. Deci‘s Soma Experiment (1971). Further, one could argue that many 

activities in work settings are not intrinsically interesting and the use of strategies to increase 

intrinsic motivation is simply not relevant. For activities that do not hold such appeal, the 

principles of CET do not apply, because the activities will not be experienced as intrinsically 

motivated to begin with. As Edward Deci, Richard Ryan and Richard Koestner explains: 

“Rewards do not undermine people’s intrinsic motivation for dull tasks because there is little 

or no intrinsic motivation to be undermined.” (Deci et al., 2001, p.14). To understand the 

motivation behind such activities, one would simply have to look more deeply into the nature 

and dynamics of extrinsic motivation. Another problem in applying CET as a management 

theory is that it implies that managers would have to cultivate one motivation ahead of the 

other, e.g. promote intrinsic motivation through participation and empowerment and minimize 

extrinsic factors, or, conversely, use rewards and other extrinsic aspects to enhance extrinsic 

motivation while disregarding the relevance of intrinsic motivation. In other words, it doesn‘t 

provide any pragmatic tools to balance work motivation.  

 

In 1985 Ryan, Connell, and Deci (1985) accommodated some of critique when they 

introduced a meta-theory, self-determination theory (SDT), which builds upon CET and 

formulates a differentiated understanding of intrinsic and in particular extrinsic motivation by 

drawing on the concept of internalization. Internalization refers to taking in an externally 

regulated behavior and its inherent value. The three authors aimed at explaining how 

extrinsically motivated behavior can become autonomous and expand research on individual 

differences in causality orientations (Deci & Ryan, 1985). In light of our critical examination 
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it seems plausible to conclude that CET currently has its scientific relevance as one of four 

sub-theories of self-determination theory (SDT), which is considered a broader applicable 

meta-theory. Thus, we now turn to a review of the macro theory of human motivation and 

personality, SDT.  

 

5.5 Self-determination Theory (SDT) - A Study of Motivation and 

Personality 

“Humans have an innate inner drive to be autonomous, self-determined, and connected to 

one another. And when that drive is liberated, people achieve more and live richer lives.”  

(Pink, 2010, p.73) 

 

SDT evolved in the early 1970‘s from studies comparing intrinsic and extrinsic motives, and 

the role of extrinsic motivation in the behavior exhibited by people (Deci, 1971; Lepper & 

Greene, 1978). It was, however, not until 1985, with the publishing of Deci and Ryan‘s article 

―Intrinsic motivation and self-determination in human behavior‖ that the theory was 

formalized and broadly accepted as a sound empirical theory until (Deci & Ryan, 1985). SDT 

constitutes a broad meta-theory, providing a frame for motivational studies, in which intrinsic 

and various sources of extrinsic motivation, as well as their respective roles in cognitive and 

social development, are classified and described.  The interplay between the extrinsic forces 

affecting persons and the intrinsic motives and needs inherent in human nature is the theory‘s 

main focus. Understanding the circumstances that bring about positive motivation is the focal 

point of the theory. SDT propositions look at how different social and cultural factors can 

either facilitate or undermine people‘s sense of choice and initiative, as well as their well-

being and overall performance in carrying out a certain task (Deci & Ryan, 1985).  

 

SDT consists of five interrelated sub-theories each of which was developed to explain a set of 

motivationally based phenomena that emerged from laboratory and field research. Each, 

therefore, addresses one facet of motivation or personality functioning. It should be stressed 

that the research in this thesis primarily rests on CET and its integration into traditional 

economics. Some knowledge of the entire SDT framework is, however, necessary to 

encompass the thesis‘ theoretical foundation. The following section briefly examines the basic 

tenets of SDT; herein the propositions of each of these mini-theories (for CET see section 

5.4), also taking into account the critiques. The five sub-theories are: Cognitive Evaluation 
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Theory (CET), Basic Needs Theory (BNT), Organismic Integration Theory (OIT), Causality 

Orientation Theory (COT), and Goal Contents Theory (GCT) (Ryan & Deci, 2002). 

 

The central concept that helps frame individual differences, situational variation, and growth 

within SDT is derived from BNT and looks at basic psychological needs, which are posited to 

be the foundations of self-motivation. It is based on three assumptions about innate human 

behavior, which, once satisfied, allow for optimal function and growth: 

 

1. Humans are inherently proactive with their potential and mastering their inner forces 

(such as drives and emotions). 

2. Humans have inherent tendency toward growth development and integrated 

functioning. 

3. Optimal development and actions are inherent in humans but they don‘t happen 

automatically. 

(Deci & Vansteenkiste, 2004) 

 

To realize their inherent potential people need nurturing from the social environment. Thus, 

SDT seeks to investigate individuals‘ inherent psychological needs, which are thought to be 

the basis for their self-motivation and personality development, as well as the processes that 

foster these motivational processes. It is argued, based on a number of empirical studies and 

experiments framed in BNT, that people are looking to fulfill three psychological needs – 

competence i.e., interacting effectively with one‘s environment (White, 1963), autonomy, i.e., 

feeling free to choose one‘s own behavior, (deCharms 1968; Deci 1975), and relatedness, i.e., 

feeling meaningfully connected to others, (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). These three needs are 

considered to be essential in facilitating optimal functioning of the natural propensities for 

growth and integration, as well as for constructive social development and personal well 

being (Deci & Ryan, 2000).  They have been found to be universal human necessities that are 

innate not learned and can be recognized in human behavior across time, gender and culture 

(Chirkov et al., 2003). Whereas CET (now considered a sub-theory of SDT) also mentioned 

that competence and autonomy were responsible for producing variability in levels of intrinsic 

motivation, BNT encompasses a third factor - relatedness. BNT hypothesizes that intrinsic 

motivation is more prone to flourish in interpersonal settings characterized by a sense of 

security and relatedness (Deci & Ryan, 1985).  Of course, many intrinsically motivated 

behaviors are gladly performed in secluded settings, suggesting that proximal relational 
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supports may not be entirely necessary for intrinsic motivation, but a strong relational 

foundation is seemingly important if intrinsic motivation is to thrive (Ryan & Grolnick, 

1986). 

 

Conditions that allow satisfaction of these personal needs for competence, autonomy, and 

relatedness support intrinsic motivation, i.e. self-determined autonomous behavior, which is 

argued to foster the most volitional and high quality forms of motivation and engagement for 

activities, including enhanced performance, persistence, and creativity. Hence, when these 

three primary psychological needs are fully satisfied a person is expected to be motivated, 

productive and happy. Conversely, conditions that thwart the satisfaction of these 

psychological needs are detrimental to intrinsic motivation, and in such instances people‘s 

motivation, productivity and wellness are expected to drop drastically (e.g. Ryan et al., 1995; 

Deci & Ryan, 1985). These dynamics focusing on the link between personal needs and 

motivation have been studied in various settings such as classrooms, organizations, clinics 

and OSS communities using SDT‘s central propositions.  

 

SDT is an organismic theory (OIT) and considers extrinsic motivation in a variety of different 

forms and looks at their properties, determinants, and consequences. Extrinsically motivated 

behavior is instrumental in nature in that it aims toward outcomes extrinsic to the behavior 

itself. Further, extrinsic instrumentality takes four distinct forms; external regulation, 

introjection, identification, and integration. These subtypes of extrinsic motivation are seen as 

falling along a continuum of internalization (Figure 2, Appendix 2).   

OIT proposes a dynamic where the more internalized extrinsic motivation becomes the more 

autonomous a person will behave. Furthermore OIT looks into the social settings that enhance 

or diminish internalization of extrinsic motivation, trying to provide an answer to why people 

either resist, partially adopt or deeply internalize external values, goals, or belief systems.  

The aforementioned personal need for autonomy and relatedness are highlighted as especially 

critical in the process of internalization. From the perspective of OIT not all types of extrinsic 

motivation are detrimental. A central position in SDT, derived from OIT, is the distinction 

between autonomous motivation and controlled motivation. Autonomy is characterized as 

acting with an experience of choice and volition. Intrinsic motivation is the most prominent 

example of autonomous motivation. People, who engage in an activity out of mere interest, 

can be said to act completely volitionally and autonomous, e.g., I work because it is fun. 

Autonomous types of extrinsic motivation are associated with positive outcomes such as high 
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performance, determination and psychological well-being. On the contrary, controlled types 

of extrinsic motivation are found to be associated with a number of negative outcomes. 

Controlled motivation refers to people who act with a sense of external pressure and a sense 

of having to engage in certain actions. The early experiments mentioned in section 5.3 found 

that extrinsic rewards often induced controlled motivation (Deci, 1971; Lepper, 1973).  OIT 

proposes that autonomous and controlled motivations differ in both their regulatory processes 

and their associated experiences, and that distinct behaviors can be characterized in the degree 

to which they are autonomous versus controlled. Both autonomous and controlled motivations 

are intentional and in opposition to amotivation.  

 

In sum, OIT proposes that autonomous types of motivation drive people when they engage in 

a behavior out of mere personal interest (intrinsic motivation) or meaningfulness (identified 

and integrated regulation). In contrast, when people engage in a behavior because they 

experience a pressure from an externally regulating force, e.g. external demand or possible 

reward, or introjected regulating force, e.g. a sense of guilt or ego-involvement, controlled 

types of motivation are predicted to motivate them (deCharms 1968; Deci & Ryan 2000). An 

external context will be able to integrate regulations if it supports a person‘s feeling of 

competence, relatedness and autonomy.  

 

SDT also accounts for individual differences in people‘s tendencies to motivationally orient 

to an environment and regulate behavior in different ways because of this. Further, it looks at 

how people are self-determined in general across many settings. The sub-theory, COT, 

describes three types of causality orientations: 

 

1. Autonomous orientations: People act out of interest in and valuing of what is 

occurring; results from satisfaction of the basic needs 

2. Controlled orientations: People focus on rewards, gains, and approval; results from 

satisfaction of competence and relatedness needs but not of autonomy and is linked to 

regulation through internal and external contingences, which lead to rigid functioning 

and diminished well-being. 

3. Impersonal orientations: People experiencing anxiety concerning competence; 

results from failing to fulfill all three needs. This is also related to poor functioning 

and ill being. 

(Ryan et al., 1995) 
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The theory goes on to argue that people have some amount of each of the orientations, which 

then help to make predictions about a person‘s psychological health and behavioral outcomes. 

 

The final mini-theory, GCT, grows out of the distinctions between intrinsic and extrinsic 

goals and their impact on motivation (Kasser & Ryan, 1993). Goals are seen as differentially 

affording basic need satisfactions and are thus differentially associated with motivation and 

well-being. Extrinsic goals such as financial success, appearance, and popularity/fame are 

contrasted with intrinsic goals such as community, close relationships, and personal growth, 

with the former more likely associated in several studies with a lower feeling of wellness 

(Vansteenkiste et al., 2004; Deci & Ryan, 1985; Deci & Ryan, 2000). 

 

During the last decade significant developments have taken place. SDT and, in particular 

CET, have gained broader accept and been integrated into economic theory by researchers in 

behavioral economics. With the introduction of this mode of thinking into economics the 

focus has been broadened into studies of real world settings, and away from social 

psychology‘s narrow focus on laboratory experiments. In the following section we will 

examine how theories of intrinsic motivation and economic theory have coevolved into MCT.  

 

5.6 Motivation Crowding Theory – Integration Into Economics  

The crowding-out effect is one of the most important anomalies in economics because it 

contradicts the fundamental economic principle, the price-effect, which states that raising 

monetary incentives increases supply. Meaning that if the crowding-out effect holds true, 

raising monetary incentives will in fact reduce supply, and so a hidden cost of reward must be 

taken into account. Therefore in such cases it would not make economic sense to rely entirely 

on the price mechanism to create a higher supply, and one should instead rely on incentives 

that cultivate intrinsic motivation. The efficient application of the relative price effect is, 

however, surely responsibly for the evident triumph of economic imperialism (Lazear, 2000) 

and the economic approach to human behavior (Frey, 1992). As mentioned, economic theory 

focuses predominantly on extrinsic motivation and does not make a distinction between 

different sources of motivation, which are thought to merely be symptoms of underlying 

preferences related to the task or reward associated with carrying out the task. One reason 

why intrinsic motivation is most often disregarded is because it is difficult, if not impossible, 
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to determine which parts of an employee‘s work motivation are solely intrinsic. While 

intrinsic motivation might be a vital component in many areas of the labor economy and 

broader society, it is complicated to manage and influence, namely when compared to the 

well-documented and readily available extrinsic motivators. MCT aims at bridging the 

standard economic model and the psychological theories by building a systematic interaction 

between extrinsic and extrinsic motivation (Frey & Jegen, 2001).   

 

In relation to economics the crowding effect on intrinsic motivation have been generalized in 

three ways (Frey, 1997): 

 

1. All interventions originating from outside the considered person can affect intrinsic 

motivation, i.e. both financial rewards and regulations accompanied by controlling 

sanctions may affect intrinsic motivation.  

2. External intervention may crowd-out or crowd-in intrinsic motivation (or leave it 

unaffected). Hence, there may not only be hidden costs but also hidden gains. 

3. External intervention may affect a person‘s internally held values. Thus in addition to 

intrinsic motivation norms internalized by individuals are also affected. Furthermore, 

external intervention may cause a shift from social and peer-concern to more self-

interested behavior and preferences.  

 

Based on these three generalizations the scope and relevance of MCT becomes quite broad. 

However, if we want to apply crowding theory to phenomena normally dealt with by 

economics it becomes important to carefully consider how the crowding effect influence the 

price effect, namely because it presumably acts directly counter effective (Frey & Jegen, 

2001). If we consider a positively sloped supply curve (S in Figure 3) for an activity (or 

good), individuals assumed to be intrinsically motivated will when the prize is zero be 

prepared to supply the quantity (or activity) q
IM

. According to traditional economics, the price 

effect expects that a rise in price from 0 to q1 will increase supply in a straight line from q
IM

 to 

q1. The supply quantity caused by external intervention ∆p is additive to the intrinsically 

supplied quantity q
IM

. Hence, q1 = q
IM

 + ∆q. 
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Figure 3: Traditional supply curve based on the price effect 

 

 

 

Conversely, if conditions allow for the crowding-out effect a shift in the supply curve to the 

left is predicted (Figure 4). 

Figure 1: Supply curve including crowding-out effect 

 

 

 

In Figure 4 a hypothetical example is graphically depicted. It is assumed that the crowding-

out effect is detrimental to the price effect the moment pricing is introduced (or when the 

price raises above zero). The supply curve shifts to the left from S to S
1
 until intrinsic 
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motivation is entirely crowded out at S
2
.  Each supply of the three curves in Figure 4 is 

associated with a given level of intrinsic motivation. At point A, the price still dominates. 

However, when point B is reached the quantity supplied by external stimuli exceed the 

amount intrinsically supplied. Once this quantity is crowded out at point C the price effect 

takes over on supply curve S
2
. The intrinsic motivation is constant (in some cases completely 

exhausted) and the price effect fully determines supply behavior among individuals (Frey, 

1997; Frey & Jegen, 2001; Frey, 2008). In other words, a person is now only willing to 

increase amounts of the service if the price is raised, he is extrinsically motivated.  

 

As shown in the figures, crowding theory assumes intrinsic and extrinsic motivation to be 

non-additive, in contrast to the additive assumption held in traditional economics. The figures 

also illustrate that crowding theory is meant as an extension (and not alternative) to traditional 

economics. As mentioned in the previous sections of our review the crowding-out effect is 

only relevant under certain conditions. Based on our examination of CET and SDT we can 

identify a number of assumptions on when the crowding-out effect is found to be stronger: 

 

 When rewards are expected (unexpected rewards do not crowd out intrinsic 

motivation, or do so only weakly) 

 When rewards are salient 

 When deadlines and threats are used 

 When rewards are perceived to limit freedom on how to solve a task 

 When the task is being monitored intensely 

 When the rewarded task is perceived as heuristic or creative 

 When the external intervention is uniform; that is, the less individual differences in 

intrinsic motivation are acknowledged by the principal 

 When rewards (in particular the financial rewards offered) are contingent on specific 

performance or rigid completion, instead of being directed at general behavior. 

 When rewards are perceived as situationally inappropriate  

 

The crowding effect has important ramifications for many current compensation systems, and 

calls for a reassessment of their effectiveness and structure. Completion contingent and pay-

for-performance schemes may affect intrinsic motivation, productivity, and effort negatively 

(Frey & Jegen, 2001). Thus, according to CET, SDT and MCT it may be a mistake to 
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introduce financial compensation to volunteers who are essentially by and large intrinsically 

motivated to perform a task.  

 

Crowding theory has been shown to be particularly relevant in studies of work motivation 

(Barkema, 1995; Frey & Oberholzer-Gee, 1997; Frey & Osterloh, 2002; Osterloh et al., 2001; 

Osterloh et al., 2002). One econometric study by Frey and Götte (1999) looks at the voluntary 

sector in Switzerland. A data set from was used to evaluate how financial rewards received by 

volunteers affected their intrinsic motivation. It was found that rewards reduced volunteering, 

and that receiving a payment significantly reduced their work efforts by approximately four 

hours. Evaluated at the median volunteers that received a financial reward did indeed work 

less. Naturally this led the authors to conclude that their findings had important implications 

for policy towards volunteer work. Relevant to the study, their paper showed that direct 

incentives might backfire, causing less volunteering. In the following section we will look at 

how these real-life studies on work motivation have been extended into the realm of OSS 

communities. 

 

5.7 Motivation and OSS - A Review of Empirical Contributions 

OSS has raised quite a number of questions that seemingly cannot be explained by traditional 

economics. Those concerning individual incentives and motivations have received by far the 

greatest attention. The number of studies exploring the motivations of the individual agents 

taking part in OSS development has increased exponentially in the past 10 years. The purpose 

of this section is to provide a sufficiently comprehensive account of the contributions in order 

to draw some general conclusions on what is known, and what needs to be further explored. 

Identifying a research gap will then allow us to formulate a number of hypotheses that will 

guide our empirical study.  

 

The majority of the literature on OSS has tended to focus on pure market-based economics 

versus social and public good elements, and its links to development of new technologies 

(Rossi, 2006; Bonaccorsi & Rossi, 2006; Lerner & Tirole, 2006; Spaeth et al., 2007; von 

Hippel & Krogh, 2003). OSS development can be said to follow the logic of private-

collective invention (von Hippel & Krogh, 2003). The core assumption of this innovation 

model is that individuals derive some sort of benefit from engaging in the task, which 

functions as a compensation for the lack of financial rewards often found in OSS projects 
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(Osterloh & Rota, 2007; von Hippel & Krogh, 2003). While OSS projects do not always have 

an explicit profit motive, i.e. offer compensation to participants, the broad commercial interest 

in OSS has created a growing OSS industry. Many companies have employed developers 

dedicated to contribute to OSS projects of commercial interest to the business. Examples 

include the partnership between Google and Sun Microsystems to jointly make their OSS 

technologies available to more users and IBM‘s involvement in both the Linux and Apache 

OSS projects (Web10; Web11). Furthermore, surveying 81 individuals involved in OSS 

projects, Hars and Ou (2002) found that 16% respondents are directly paid and 29% salary 

paid for their OSS contributions. Moreover some license schemes allow developers to build a 

commercial operation around the OS code (Lerner & Tirole, 2002) while others allow them to 

add new features and functionalities to the source code and turn the OSS into proprietary 

software. It thus seems clear that a complex interplay between intrinsic and extrinsic 

motivations exists within these projects. In literature there is a fundamental debate between 

two schools of thought. The first school is the more economic, self-interested and market-

based paradigm (Jeppesen & Frederiksen, 2006; Lerner & Tirole, 2002; Iannacci, 2002; 

Stewart & Gosain, 2006). These researchers believe that the OSS phenomenon can be 

analyzed in the logic of traditional economics and the model of signaling-incentives, a type of 

extrinsic motivation similar to rewards. Participants in OSS projects can increase their future 

wages and income by signaling the labor market through valuable OSS contributions (Spence, 

1974). The second school of thought is rooted in the aforementioned social psychology and is 

closer to a model of intrinsic and social motivations. 

 

Empirical studies have indeed found OSS developers to both be intrinsically and extrinsically 

motivated to contribute to OSS projects. However, conflicting evidence on the existence and 

nature of motivation crowding-in OSS developers exists. As mentioned, this section draws its 

inspiration from the taxonomy proposed by Feller and Fitzgerald (2002), and categorizes the 

literature according to three broad motivational areas - technological, economic, and social 

motives. The last section will focus on the literature on motivation crowding-in OSS, leading 

up to the development of our hypotheses. Table 3 summarizes the motivations and incentives 

of the individual programmers and maps the literature studying the phenomenon. 

Furthermore, following the literature in social psychology (Deci & Ryan, 1985), we 

distinguish between three different types of motivations - pure extrinsic, internalized 

extrinsic, and pure intrinsic. 
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Table 1: The literature on motivation and OSS 

 

 

 

5.8 Technological Incentives – Learning From the Community 

“Who can afford to do professional work for nothing? What hobbyist can put three man-years 

into programming, finding all bugs, documenting his product, and distribute for free?” 

- Bill Gates, Former CEO and Founder of Microsoft (Moody, 2001). 

 

When proprietary and closed source software is distributed in binary form it prevents 

developers from studying the source code written by others. Conversely, OSS can be a 

valuable learning opportunity where developers can study, reuse and develop the free and 

open source code. The learning aspect is highly important because software solutions are 

continuously shaped by incremental and sequential innovations (Lakhani & Wolf, 2005). It is 

enhanced through feedback from the community and the end users. Raymond (2001) claims 

that this decentralized method of software production is far more efficient than the one 
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performed by conventional software companies. He argues that the potentially unlimited 

group of testers is able to rapidly identify bugs and inefficiencies. This obviously holds true in 

many cases; however, it should also be known that in other cases the decentralized work 

process lead to coordination failures and conflicts (Kollock & Smith, 1996). Even so the OSS 

model most often lead to fast implementation of incremental updates thanks to the underlying 

software development philosophy – “Release early, release often and listen to your users” 

(Raymond, 2001, p.8). In such cases developers are willing to sacrifice stability for the sake 

of increased functionality and the chance to work with a bleeding edge technology.
7
  The 

updates are then open for feedback and contributions from the community, which proves 

especially valuable when new and innovative features are introduced. Further, tapping into a 

new market is yet another reason for choosing to write open source code and many programs 

originates from an unsatisfied need experienced by the founding developers (Feller & 

Fitzgerald, 2002).  

 

The motivation to learn and develop skills also constitutes two central incentives in OSS 

development (Pavlicek, 2000). First of all, it allows student and entry-level developers to 

acquire new competencies, which will prove useful in their future jobs. Secondly, learning 

incentives might also the primary driver behind a lot of the unattractive tasks within OSS 

projects, such as writing documentation and support (Bonaccorsi & Rossi, 2006). These tasks 

are obviously not carried out due to motivations like job signaling, reputation or enjoyment.  

 

5.8.1 Economic Incentives – Extrinsic Motivations and Signaling  

“It may well turn out that one of the most important effects of open source’s success will be to 

teach us that play is the most economically efficient mode of creative work” - Eric S. 

Raymond, OS spokesman (Raymond, 2001, p.33) 

 

Where are the traditional market forces, when millions of talented programmers spend 

valuable time voluntarily writing and sharing code freely on the web? An activity that 

apparently in many cases does not give the individuals a compensation or tangible reward. 

This question has been the subject to analysis by a number of economists for the last decade. 

These authors make the case that the motivations of OSS developers can be explained by 

applying the principles of traditional economic theory. In their studies, focusing on extrinsic 

                                                 
7
 Refers to technology that is so new that the user is required to risk unreliability, and possibly greater expense, 

in order to use it. 
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motivations, they examine how motivational factors in OSS can be related to immediate or 

future benefits accruing to the individual in a mediated form, usually through monetary 

incentives. Thus enclosing the OSS phenomenon in a standard economic framework and 

tracing back human behavior in OSS to the price-effect, cost-benefit framework or agency 

theory (Jeppesen & Frederiksen, 2006; Lerner & Tirole, 2002; Stewart & Gosain, 2006). They 

argue that traditional economics and the notion of homo economicus are also prevalent in 

OSS project and capable of explaining the absence of tangible and direct compensation 

through the concept of signaling incentives (Hars & Ou 2002; Lerner & Tirole 2002; Hann et 

al. 2006). As Spence (1974) states: “A signal is a manipulable attribute or activity which 

conveys information … in general it is not necessary to insist that the actor, in manipulating 

the attribute, think of himself as signaling or conveying information.” This motivation is 

considered extrinsic because of its instrumental value in enhancing developers‘ job prospects. 

Applied to the OSS phenomenon it suggests that developers are driven by the prospect of 

gaining reputation and signaling their talent to possible employers through their OSS 

contributions. It is argued that it is easier to get credited with a good reputation than in 

proprietary projects, thanks to the filing system that lists people who made contributions, and 

due to the public nature of mailing list archives (Lerner & Tirole, 2002). Developers may also 

increase their level of expertise by receiving continues peer reviews from other participants 

on their contributions (Lakhani & Wolf, 2005; Raymond, 2001). The most widely cited study 

within this stream of literature is Lerner and Tirole‘s (2002) article. The two researchers 

employ the rationale of cost-benefit and labor economics to explain seemingly 

uncompensated participation in OSS projects. The focal point being that as long as benefits 

exceed costs there is a financial incentive for a developer to participate in a project.  

 

The main conclusion by the proponents of the signaling-incentive are that developers are 

extrinsically motivated and reputation-maximizing, viewing OSS as a reputation-sustaining 

device and only participating in projects that will provide a clear benefit for them immediately 

or in the foreseeable future (Jeppesen & Frederiksen, 2006; Lerner & Tirole, 2002; Stewart & 

Gosain, 2006; Raymond, 2001; Hann et al., 2006). In other words, when the present and 

future benefits are factored in a developer‘s cost-benefit calculation, voluntary contributions 

are not as surprising as they appear at first glance. Investigating the potential prevalence of 

such a phenomenon, Roberts et al. (2006), in their study of the Apache HTTP Server project, 

find that while greater OSS participation per se, as measured in contributions made, might not 

lead to wage increases, a higher status in a merit-based ranking within the Apache Project was 
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associated with significantly higher wages. This suggests that participation could be used as a 

signaling mechanism to potential employers. To further this argument, Lerner and Tirole 

(2002) stress that OSS projects fulfill the main requirements outlined in the literature on 

signaling incentives (Holmstrom, 1999). The point being that compared to closed source 

software projects, OSS development has the advantages that 1) the open source code makes 

performance measurement more accurate and increases the visibility of a developer‘s 

contributions to the relevant audience; 2) a developer has full responsibility for his 

contributions and the publically available source code directly reflects his programming-

skills; and 3) the labor market is well-informed and fluid (Lerner & Tirole, 2002). 

The signaling-argument is indeed compelling, and to some extent grounded in empirical 

research conducted in an OS settings. Succeeding research has, however, emphasized that 

while the signaling incentive might play an important role, it does not fully capture the 

heterogeneity of the OSS phenomenon, and does not explain a number of important empirical 

facts. First, while wanting to increase ones signaling might explain the reasons for joining an 

existing project, it doesn‘t explain why a highly talented programmer like Linus Torvalds, 

creator of the Linux operating system, decides to initiate a project and make the source code 

freely available to everyone well aware that he could have kept it proprietary and 

commercialized it (Torvalds & Diamond, 2001).  Second, as observed by Steve Weber 

(2000), if reputation were the primary driver of contributions, we would expect to see a lot of 

persons trying to further their own position in the community by ways of opportunistic 

forking
8
 and direct challenges to project administrators‘ authority. Forking is, however, an 

extremely uncommon thing to do in the OS movement and does not happen unless it has been 

publically justified (Lakhani & Wolf, 2005; Weber, 2000; Raymond, 2001). Third, several 

studies looking into OSS participants have found that the majority of participants do not 

contribute with code, but rather comments and documentation of the applications (von Hippel 

& Krogh, 2003), which cannot be characterized as reputation-gaining activities. Finally, the 

findings by numerous recent studies do not suggest that reputation or signaling is the 

dominant motive for contributing to OSS projects (Ghosh, 2006; Hars & Ou, 2002; Hertel et 

al., 2003; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005; Bonaccorsi & Rossi, 2006; Alexy & Leitner, 2010; 

Fershtman & Gandal, 2007; Bitzer et al., 2004).  

 

                                                 
8
 A split of the code into alternative paths of development. 
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Another driver of contributions to OSS projects that falls into the category of extrinsic 

motivations is the need to fix a bug or solve a problem of immediate significance to the 

developer or his users, known in the literature as scratching an itch. User needs has been 

shown to be a strong incentive to contribute code to OSS projects. Both Lakhani and Wolf 

(2005) and Hertel et al. (2003) found that user needs both work- and non-work related were 

one of the primary reasons for contribution and participation. The need to satisfy user needs 

may also explain why unattractive tasks such as software documentation and support are 

carried out efficiently (Lakhani & Wolf, 2005). 

 

Moreover, the seemingly counter-intuitive choice made by OSS developers to distribute their 

code openly on the Internet might indeed also be explained by means of innovation 

management theory. Von Hippel (2005) and Chesbrough (2003) have documented the 

existence horizontal user-only innovation networks and distributed innovation. Innovation 

processes carried out by lead users and the free distribution of detailed information on 

innovations to manufacturers, partners and users have been well documented in a variety of 

industries (von Hippel, 2005; von Hippel & Krogh, 2003; Chesbrough, 2003; Chesbrough & 

Appleyard, 2007). The basic principle is still that of a cost-benefit model; free disclosure of 

innovations will take place only if the perceived benefits outweigh the costs. As to the 

benefits of open innovation in OSS, at least two dynamics are decisive. One is the network 

effect where the value of a product or service increases as more people adopt it. Second is the 

increase in contributing developers, whom will prove useful to the initial developer by 

making additions to the source code, reporting bugs and write documentation (Lerner & 

Tirole, 2002; von Krogh, 1998; von Krogh, 2002). That is, while coding remains an 

essentially solitary activity, the truly innovative features come from harnessing the attention 

and brainpower of entire communities (Benkler, 2006). 

 

These arguments are also consistent with the ones made by several authors that propose that 

engaging in OSS projects constitutes a low cost situation, where the cost of entry is close to 

zero (Kollock, 1999; Osterloh et al., 2002). A developer will in most cases already have 

access to a computer either at work or home, and might even spend his working hours 

contributing to OSS projects, both work and non-work related. Also costs of diffusion are 

kept down by the availability by inexpensive and rapid information technology, i.e. the 

Internet (Kollock, 1999).  Costs to the developers are also defined as opportunity costs in time 

and effort spent participating in creating a product where no direct monetary reward is 
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received for their contribution. In short, because the costs of distribution on the Internet are 

low, it can pay off to publish the code freely, even if the expectations for helpful additions 

from other users and contributors are relatively low. However, the satisfaction of user needs, 

or a low cost situation, does not seem to explain why OSS is expanding into new domains and 

applications at an exponential rate, the total amount of source code and the total number of 

projects double about every 14 months (Deshpande & Riehle, 2008). First off, one could 

easily argue that costs of contributing are not as low as they might appear. Writing and 

publishing code along with the needed documentation, outlining the functionality is a time-

consuming process (Lakhani & Wolf, 2005). Furthermore, Lakhani and Wolf (2005) also 

found in their web-based survey administered to 684 OSS developers in 287 projects, that 

there is no single dominant explanation behind the decision to participate in and contribute to 

an OSS project. Instead they found developers to be motivated by intrinsic and extrinsic 

factors or hybrid extrinsic/intrinsic factors. Dominant motives were not found to crowd out or 

spoil others. Additionally, the mentioned studies on reasons for contributing to OSS found 

neither user needs nor low cost situations to be the central motives, as with 

reputation/signaling there seems to be a much more interrelation with both intrinsic and 

extrinsic motives (Hars & Ou, 2002; Hertel et al., 2003; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005; Bonaccorsi & 

Rossi, 2006; Alexy & Leitner, 2010; Fershtman & Gandal, 2007; Bitzer et al., 2007) 

 

In sum, extrinsic variables seem to play an important role in motivations for contributing to 

OSS projects. It seems, however, in line with what Lakhani & Wolf (2005) observations, that 

extrinsic motives cannot singlehandedly account for OSS developer‘s decision to contribute 

to a project. In the same study, being paid showed no negative impact on developers‘ intrinsic 

motivation, meaning that no crowding-out happened. The authors argued that project 

contributors may have already ―internalized‖ extrinsic motivation and that interplay between 

extrinsic and intrinsic motivation hindered dominant motives from crowding-out each other. 

Instead the literature shows interrelations between different variables pertaining to both 

extrinsic and intrinsic motivations where neither dominates or necessarily destroys the 

efficacy of the other. Consequently, we will now review the literature and empirical results 

centered on the concepts social incentives, intrinsic motivations and internalization of 

extrinsic motives.  
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5.8.2 Social Incentives - Intrinsic Motivations and Internalization  

“Control over the use of one's ideas really constitutes control over other people's lives; and it 

is usually used to make their lives more difficult.‖ - Richard M. Stallman, Free Software 

Foundation (Stallman, 1993) 

 

The concept of intrinsic motivation encompass a variety of factors that affect the decision to 

contribute to OSS, from the pure enjoyment of programming to more socially-rooted motives 

such as the desire to be part of a collaborative development community or the idealistic stance 

that software should be free for all. Lindenberg (2001) has proposed a distinction between 

obligation/community-based intrinsic motivations that refers to the intrinsic benefits that may 

be associated to adherence to social or community norms, and enjoyment-based intrinsic 

motivation, where activities are pursued for the sake of the enjoyment derived from doing 

them. 

 

Eric Raymond (2001), a key figure in the early OS movement, was the first to provide social 

and cultural explanations for the OSS phenomenon. By applying a cultural view and looking 

at the social context of OSS, he traced programmers' incentives back to the values of the so 

called hacker culture. He draws a direct line from the dominant incentives of present OSS 

developers back to a small group of engineers and physicists that constituted the first 

computer programmers in the 1950‘s. One of Raymond‘s main conclusions was that private-

collective ownership of ideas and inventions functions as the most valuable resource within 

OSS projects. Arguing that the abundance and wide diffusion of resources such as computing 

power, internet connectivity and storage dictates that social status is not determined by what 

one owns, but by what one gives away – namely in the form of innovative and beneficial code 

contributions. This give-and-take attitude can be seen as the developer‘s obligation to give a 

gift back to the community, since they themselves benefit from the contributions made by 

other participants. This gift culture dictates that people will receive help and support given 

that previous contributions have created a tacit reciprocity agreement (Wu et al., 2007). 

Raymond (2001) also offers a craftsmanship model as a second explanation of participation; 

the suggestion is that developers contribute because they seek to be admired by others in the 

community. This motive is closely related to what Hars and Ou (2002) call community 

identification. Arguing that programmers see the OSS community as a family seeking 

convergence of their individual goals and the goals of the community. Participants view other 

participants as kin and therefore they are willing to do something that benefits the community, 
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and not necessarily themselves. Almost 30 percent of the respondents identified strongly with 

the open-source community or had a kinlike relationship with other OSS developers (Hars & 

Ou, 2002). Additionally, a desire to help other people (altruism) may be another intrinsic 

factor to join a project without any apparent benefit for oneself (Hars & Ou, 2002). Since 

OSS developers provide something for others, i.e. writing programs with OS code, at their 

own expense, i.e. time, energy, opportunity costs, etc., they belong to this category. As with 

other intrinsic behaviors, altruism can be presumed to be an important factor that motivates 

OSS developers to participate in OSS projects (Hars & Ou, 2002). Likewise, OSS ideology 

may play a strong role for the participant, that is, keeping source code open and providing it 

for free to everyone (Hertel et al., 2003; Stewart & Gosain, 2006).  

 

Thus, the explanations drawing on the concept of social incentives can overall be said to focus 

on how developers in an OSS community are motivated through recognition, identification 

and kinship. One could argue that these explanations are related to the notion of signaling 

incentives and thus belong to the group of extrinsic motives and signaling incentives proposed 

by economists (see section 5.8.1). Lindenberg (2001), however, argue that when people act on 

the basis of a principle, they do not pursue an external reward. This is also in line with Frey‘s 

(1997) use of the concept of intrinsic motivation, which not only encompasses behavior based 

on enjoyment, but also on the feeling that one must follow a particular rule, norm of principle. 

Deci and Ryan (1985) excluded such obligation-based behavior because the idea of self-

determination does not seem to account for the rule of principles and socialization. In Lakhani 

and Wolf‘s (2005) study the components of obligation and community-based motivation are 

highly ranked by participants. Similar results appear in the FLOSS survey (2006). It thus 

seems plausible to acknowledge the importance of obligation and community-based intrinsic 

motivations. 

 

Raymond (2001) also observe that hackers perceive programming as an art form and get a 

creative satisfaction from writing code – similar to what music gives to a composer and 

painting gives to an painter. Lakhani & Wolf (2005, p.35) concluded: "...In our case, a F/OSS 

project dedicated to the development of a device driver for a computer operating system may 

not be considered terribly creative by outside observers, but may be rated as a highly creative 

problem-solving process by some individuals engaged in the project." OSS production has 

thus constituted a new production environment where developers have been able to recover 

the pleasure of creativity that disappeared with the commercial software framework 
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(Raymond, 2001). When individuals derive a creative pleasure from performing a task it is 

performed for its own sake rather than as a means to an end (Deci & Ryan, 2000). 

Consequently, Sen et al. (2009) found that a developer who enjoys the creative pleasure of 

development is likely to prefer OSS projects that do not impede his or her creativity through 

restrictive licensing terms. The results from their empirical study also reveal that the intrinsic 

motivation of challenge and problem solving is associated with the developers‘ preference for 

licenses with moderate restrictions, while the extrinsic motivation of status and peer 

recognition is associated with developers‘ preference for licenses with least restrictions.  

 

 Among the theoretical contributions addressing the issue of enjoyment-based intrinsic 

motivation, the one that places greater emphasis on human creativity is that of Eben Moglen 

(1999), Professor at Columbia Law School. Moglen argues that the social condition of global 

interconnection that we call the Internet makes it possible for all of us to be creative in new 

and previously unimaginable ways. It is ultimately this expansion of the possibility of 

expression of creativity that is responsible for the development of the distributed and 

voluntary OSS mode of production. As previously mentioned, CET, SDT and MCT perceives 

these interest or enjoyment-based intrinsic motivations as key to active participation by 

individuals in any social movement. Moreover most developers report that they experience a 

―flow state‖ while coding (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; 1990), which is a mixture of joy, 

creativity, and challenge. One may experience such a state through selecting projects that 

match one‘s skill level with task difficulty (Lakhani & Wolf, 2005). Large-scale surveys 

(Ghosh, 2006; Hars & Ou, 2002; Hertel et al., 2003; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005) found intrinsic 

motives ranking highest. Having fun while programming has also been reported as one of the 

reasons most often mentioned by developers in OSS projects both in surveys and in open 

discussion lists (Torvalds & Diamond, 2001). Lakhani and Wolf (2005) also found that 

enjoyment-based intrinsic motivation is the strongest driver for OSS contributors ahead of 

extrinsic motivations in the form of payment and obligation/community-related intrinsic 

motivations. Likewise, Hars and Ou (2002) found that the developers who participated in 

OSS projects fell into several groups. Hobbyists and students were the most internally 

motivated. Salaried and contract programmers, in contrast, hoped to sell related products and 

services. A surprisingly large number of developers were paid for their OSS efforts. They 

were the ones most concerned with self-marketing and fulfilling their personal software 

needs. It should be noted, however, that their study was based on only 79 responses from OSS 
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developers, and only 16% were directly paid for their OSS contributions. Thus, it seems very 

uncertain whether these results can be considered representative.    

 

Another central topic of discussion is whether or not there is a correlation between intrinsic 

motivation and participation. As mentioned, studies of OSS developers have revealed that 

they do enjoy participating and often experience flow states (Lakhani & Wolf, 2005). 

However, Roberts et al. (2006) found no significant relationship between intrinsic motivations 

and participation levels. So why do these feelings of enjoyment in programming not 

necessarily translate into higher levels of code contribution? The literature on motivation and 

performance offers some potential explanations. Researchers have identified some 

disadvantages associated with intrinsic motivation (Osterloh & Frey, 2000). Intrinsically 

motivated contributors tend to be more autonomous and self-directed, which may lead them 

to exhibit less desirable behaviors. In addition, Lepper and Henderlong (2000) propose that 

intrinsic motivation may not be associated with better performance if the aspects of the 

activity that make it interesting come at the expense of attention toward some outcome — in 

this case, being intrinsically motivated may not positively affect participation levels. Because 

OSS developers are self-directed, it is possible that their intrinsic motivation is not fully 

aligned with the mission of the OSS project. For example, a potential developer may be 

intrinsically motivated to work on perfecting one feature of the code that performs a relatively 

minor function, and may spend most of his/her time perfecting the single feature rather than 

implementing a large number of contributions. 

 

5.8.3 Internalized Extrinsic Motivations in OSS Development  

Contrary to experimental findings on the crowding-out effect of extrinsic rewards on intrinsic 

motivations (Deci et al., 1999), Lakhani & Wolf (2005) found that being paid and feeling 

creative about OSS projects does not have a significant negative impact on project effort. 

Hours per week dedicated to a project did not decline, given that those that were paid to 

contribute code also felt creative about their projects. They further hypothesized that it may 

be that the autonomy afforded project participants in the choice of projects and roles one 

might play has ―internalized‖ extrinsic motivations. Likewise Roberts et al. (2006) argue that 

external factors such as user need, reputation enhancement, or signaling can be partially 

internalized by the individual (Roberts et al., 2006) and thus cannot be clearly identified as 

intrinsically or extrinsically motivating. Internalized extrinsic motivation based on identified 

regulation is a more self-determined form of extrinsic motivation. In this form of regulation, 
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individuals identify with an action and personally endorse it, leading to an identification that 

is accompanied by a higher degree of perceived autonomy. By definition, this type of 

motivation is extrinsic because it derives from the personal importance of the outcome rather 

than the performance of the task (Ryan & Deci, 2002). In OSS communities, an example of 

an internalized extrinsic motivation is user needs, or the desire to fix a bug or solve a problem 

of immediate relevance to the contributor. Although user value is extrinsic because of the 

personal benefit to the user (Rossi, 2006), from a psychological point of view, user needs is 

internalized as a value of the OSS community and transformed into a personally endorsed 

value. In addition to extrinsic and intrinsic motivations, Roberts et al. (2006) also state the 

importance of internalized extrinsic motivations. Similar to Lakhani & Wolf (2005) they 

argue that solving a problem of personal interest, satisfying user needs, or contributing for 

reputation concerns belong to this category as they are extrinsic but have to be internalized 

due to their self-regulating nature. It is also important to note that motivations based on status 

seeking and job-signaling may both be internalized in an effort to increase one‘s standing in a 

reference group.   

 

As this section has shown, the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic motivations is not 

clear cut, and in many cases come together. The studies mentioned in this chapter do not 

allow an easy comparison among extrinsic and intrinsic motives. Further, as shown earlier, 

most psychologists have already recognized the disadvantages of polarizing between intrinsic 

and extrinsic motivation and are currently focusing on the complex interaction between both 

individual and situational variables. It thus appears that the question whether one or the other 

category of motivations dominates the other is not as interesting as the question concerning 

how the different motives interact.  For our purpose, the distinction between these motivations 

is not relevant as such. What is crucial is the systematic relationship between the two. If we 

assume, some motivations are negatively related to others, increasing the level of those 

motivations may crowd out other motivations for participating. This issue is particularly 

relevant when considering how paid contribution affects other motivations for OSS 

contributions. This is the topic to which we now turn.  

 

5.8.4 Motivation Crowding-in OSS Development  

This study will examine the relationships between the OSS motivations discussed in the 

previous two sections. As we reviewed in section 5.4 the literature on social psychology has 

examined the relationships between intrinsic and extrinsic motivations (Deci, 1975; Frey, 
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1997; Kunz & Pfaff, 2002; Deci & Ryan, 1985). These authors have through empirical studies 

shown that under certain conditions, extrinsic motivations can displace and crowd-out 

intrinsic motivations. In the context of OSS projects, one would suspect the negative effect of 

financial rewards to be particularly strong. The reason being that intrinsic motivation is a 

main driver of the individuals‘ contributions (Hars & Ou, 2002; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005) and a 

vital factor in determining OSS project success (Stewart et al., 2006). Further, as stated earlier 

previous, studies have found that motivation crowding is particularly powerful for monetary 

rewards that are perceived to be controlling. Hence, based on the reasoning behind the 

crowding-out effect, one would expect that monetary incentives for OSS development would 

weaken intrinsic motives significantly for participating. Based on the argument that when a 

developer is engaged in a traditional employment relationship with a firm, the employer has 

the right to establish the policies, rules, and terms of employment in order to structure the 

work environment and assign well-defined tasks to employees. This would suggest that 

developers who are paid to contribute to OSS projects would have less autonomy in choosing 

which features to develop and less creative freedom in how they solve their tasks. 

Surprisingly, however, financial rewards have not been found to negatively affect intrinsic 

motivations in OSS development negatively (e.g. Hars & Ou, 2002; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005; 

Roberts et al., 2006). In fact, Hars and Ou (2002) found salaried and contract developers to be 

more strongly motivated by self-determination and personal need. Although the higher level 

of self-determination was unexpected for the paid group regarding motivation crowding 

theory, being a salaried or contract programmer also correlated negatively with effort, which 

would confirm motivation crowding theory, if we assume a correlation between intrinsic 

motivation and project effort. However, it seems practically impossible to differentiate 

between intrinsically and extrinsically motivated efforts once a developer is paid. Roberts et 

al. (2006) found no crowding-out of intrinsic but of internalized extrinsic motivation - such as 

use need, reputation, and signaling incentives - and thus suggests OSS communities to be 

open for commercial sponsors. Moreover, Lakhani and Wolf (2005) found that developers 

reported that being paid motivated them to spend more time working on OSS relative to their 

unpaid peers, second only to the level of intrinsic motivation. In the same study, being paid 

showed no negative impact on developers‘ intrinsic motivation, meaning that no crowding-

out happened. Also, Stewart, Ammeter, and Maruping (2006) in their study on organizational 

sponsorship observed that organizational sponsorship increased interest in the respective OSS 

projects. This observation seems in line with Roberts et al.‘s (2006) findings that status 

motivations actually enhance intrinsic motivations, and that being paid to contribute 
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positively relates to participants‘ status motivations. Sansone and Smith (2000) offers a 

potential explanation for these complementarities by suggesting that extrinsic motivations can 

boost, regulate, and maintain interest in doing a task. For example, contributors‘ desires to 

further their careers may enhance their inherent interest in making code contributions because 

making contributions can also help them to achieve higher status or to obtain better career 

opportunities. This corresponds to the dynamics of internalization of extrinsic motivations, 

which was mentioned in the previous section (Deci & Ryan, 1985).  Moreover, Weinberg 

argues that programming itself provides the strongest intrinsic motivation for software 

development “if the programmer is given a chance to do it his way” (Weinberg 1998, p.184). 

Any restriction of participants‘ task autonomy should be negatively associated with their 

intrinsic motivations to participate in OSS projects. Thus, most existing literature on OSS 

maintains that financial rewards leave intrinsic motivation unaffected and have a positive 

effect on the total motivation of individual developers.  

 

Alexy and Leitner (2010) were the first to search for an empirical explanation as to why the 

results of previous studies found OSS developers to be largely unaffected by motivation 

crowding, and that intrinsic motivation and extrinsic financial rewards have a 

unidimensionally positive effect on the total motivation of individual developers. Based on 

self-determination theory, which underlies most of these studies, they challenged this 

assumption. They argued that the effect of payment on both intrinsic motivation and total 

motivation of OSS developers is far more complex. To illustrate their point, they introduced 

the concept of individuals‘ norms about payment to the field of OSS. The argument is that 

differences exist in individuals‘ reactions to payment based on their individual perception of 

its social acceptability – the norm about payment. As mentioned Kunz & Pfaff (2002) argue 

that in a number on the widely cited studies, the crowding-out of intrinsic motivations could 

only be demonstrated because rewards were situational inappropriate. Contrary to popular 

belief, a strong norm for payment may be predominant in a lot of OSS communities. For ex- 

ample, Henkel (2006) demonstrates that most contributors in the field of Linux are salaried or 

contract developers working for commercial firms; amongst those developers, a strong norm 

for payment is likely to exist.  Alexy and Leitner (2010) tested this hypothesis and found very 

weak indications that payment norms moderate the effect of financial rewards on intrinsic 

motivation and total motivation. While looking at a direct-effect model of payment on 

intrinsic motivation, they found a small negative effect of payment for very low values of 

payment norms, i.e. strong norms against payment. However, their results are inconclusive 
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since the effect is only marginally significant and only for extreme values of the payment 

norm. Alexy & Leitner (2010) then went on to propose a mediation model of motivation that 

extends the current literature on motivation in OSS. They argue that people with a norm 

against payment see their needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness inhibited by the 

offering of a financial reward. As these needs are the drivers of intrinsic motivation, there is a 

mediated, but overall negative, effect of payment on intrinsic motivation for individuals with 

norms against payment. Alexy and Leitner (2010) conclude their article by stating, that in 

order to understand what drives individuals to contribute to OSS development and similar 

open models of innovation and new product development, this complexity around how self-

determination and payment norms mediate intrinsic motivation needs to be taken into 

account. Nevertheless, we question the validity of Alexy and Leitner (2010) study, as their 

sample population consisted of IT students who had to relate to a scenario they had never 

experienced themselves, and not actual OSS developers. Students most likely differ from 

―real‖ OSS developers and full-time programmers on several levels, such as their experience 

with OSS, level of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, their valuation of payment, and the 

importance of the payment norm. However, we acknowledge the assumption that payment 

norms could be a moderating factor in motivation crowding.  

 

Upon reviewing the literature on motivation crowding-in OSS development it is clear that 

overall studies did not find substantial evidence for a crowding-out effect in OSS (e.g. Hars & 

Ou, 2002; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005; Roberts et al., 2006). We believe that the root cause of 

these conflicting results is that rewards and intrinsic motivation as well as the relation 

between the two have been defined, operationalized and measured in very different ways. 

Furthermore, the moment a developer starts receiving a financial reward it becomes very hard 

to isolate intrinsic from extrinsic motivations and measure it directly. Since both types of 

motivation is present it is not possibly to use effort as a direct measure of intrinsic motivation. 

Deci (1971) and Lepper et al. (1973) could only justify using effort as a measure of intrinsic 

motivation because extrinsic rewards were removed in the last experimental phase. Hence 

researchers are forced to rely on hypothetically related performance variables, formulating 

questions about task enjoyment and the intrinsic satisfaction derived from a task. With 

thought to this rather restricted focus it seems that new areas of the research field need to be 

explored. In the following section we argue that an important concern in the 

commercialization of OSS remains to be studied – what happens when payments are 

discontinued? 
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6 The Research Gap – Post-reward Effects of Financial Incentives 
in OSS Development 

 

“Once you are paid to work on open source software, it would be hard to go back to doing it 

for free.” - Stormy Peters, Executive Director, Gnome Foundation, 2008 (Web12) 

 

Contrary to findings in other experimental and real-life studies applying crowding theory, 

financial rewards have so far been found not to negatively affect intrinsic motivation in OSS 

development (e.g., Hars & Ou, 2002; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005; Roberts et al., 2006; Alexy & 

Leitner, 2010). However, no studies on the OSS phenomenon have yet explored what happens 

when a financial reward is discontinued. The post-reward effect of financial incentives on 

OSS development remains unknown territory. No one has addressed the concern raised by 

several prominent members of the OS movement, that by paying developers to work full- or 

part-time on projects, they will lose interest in participating when they‘re not being paid. 

Thus, this seems to be a research gap of pressing concern to both members of the OS 

community and the increasing number of commercial firms supporting OSS financially. 

 

One way of illustrating this research gap is by making a comparison between the studies on 

crowding effects in OSS and the experimental framework in Deci‘s (1971) Soma-experiment. 

Deci conducted his experiment in three phases – Phase 1: No reward, Phase 2: Reward, and 

Phase 3: No reward. In this view, it can be said that researchers on motivation in OSS have 

only tested whether crowding effects exists between phase 1 and 2 (see Table 4). There have 

been no attempts to examine whether a crowding-out effect, similar to Deci‘s findings, occurs 

between phase 2 and 3. Or put allegorically, no one has examined whether OSS developers 

are still intrinsically motivated to play with the OSS ‗puzzle‘ once the reward is discontinued.  

 

Table 2:  The research gap illustrated 
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Thus, on a conceptual level the aim of this paper is to recreate Deci‘s (1971) groundbreaking 

Soma-experiment in a highly relevant real-life setting, OSS projects. As mentioned, Deci 

(1971) found that when the financial reward was removed in the third session, the time spent 

working on the puzzle dropped lower than in the first phase. By identifying OSS developers 

with three different payment statuses – Group 1: Never been paid, Group 2: Paid now, Group 

3: Have been paid - and based on contemporary motivation theory‘s assumptions (see section 

5.6 for an extensive list) on when the crowding-out effect is predicted to be relevant, we wish 

to examine whether a similar crowding-out of intrinsic motivation can be found when 

financial rewards received by OSS developers are discontinued. Based on our reading of 

theory and previous studies in the literature on crowding effects, we will now able to advance 

a number of hypotheses that will drive our empirical study. 

7 Research Hypotheses - Exploring New Territory  

Based on research gap that grew out of our literature review, we are now able to 

conceptualize and advance nine theoretically driven hypotheses. We will briefly present the 

hypotheses by clarifying their theoretical and empirical base. In accordance with CET, SDT 

and MCT, we predict intrinsic motivation to be closely associated with task effort and 

productivity (e.g. Deci, 1971, Lepper et al., 1973, Frey, 1997, Deci & Ryan, 2000), and thus 

these factors are expected to experience similar crowding-effects when financial rewards are 

discontinued.  

 

According to CET and MCT, introducing financial rewards will in many cases undermine 

intrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Deci, 1975; Frey, 1997). Yet, past literature on the 

motivation of OSS developers does not find evidence of crowding-out effects. However, as 

mentioned, the post-reward effects of financial incentives in OSS Development have yet to be 

examined. Deci‘s study (1971) found some evidence of a decrease in intrinsic motivation, 

relative to the period with no payment, when financial rewards were discontinued. As 

mentioned, Lepper et al.‘s (1973) experiment found a similar effect. In a subsequent free-play 

session, those children who were promised an award (expected-reward subjects) for drawing 

spent significantly less time than the other two groups. In these two studies effort was taken 

as a measure of intrinsic motivation, because no external motivators were induced in the last 

session. Thus whatever motivation was left was assumed intrinsic. We make the assumption, 

and expect a crowding-out effect across all three measures. Furthermore, as was the case in 
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the early studies, OSS developers have been found to be mainly intrinsically motivated (Hars 

& Ou, 2002; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005) and perceive the task as creative (Lakhani & Wolf, 

2005). Intrinsic motivation is also the key determinant when individuals determine the level 

of effort they are willing to put into a project based on the intrinsic and extrinsic benefit they 

expect to derive from it (Sauermann & Cohen, 2008). Therefore a predicted crowding-out 

effect on intrinsic motivation, effort and productivity is warranted. Thus, we hypothesize that:  

 

H1a: When given a reward for working on OSS tasks an individual’s intrinsic motivation to 

do so will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a reward, when the 

payment is discontinued.  

 

H1b: When given a reward for working on OSS tasks an individual’s effort to do so will 

decrease, compared to those who have never been given a reward, when the payment is 

discontinued.  

 

H1c: When given a reward for working on OSS tasks an individual’s productivity to do so 

will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a reward, when the payment is 

discontinued. 

 

Completion contingent rewards are administered upon the completion of the target activity 

with no regard to how it is performed (Deci et al., 1999; Kunz & Pfaff, 2002). One example 

was Deci (1971) who offered students $1 for each of a series of puzzles they solved. The 

crowding-out effect has been found to be especially strong among individuals receiving a 

completion contingent reward (e.g. Deci et al., 1999; Frey, 1994; Osterloh & Frey, 2000). 

Further, CET holds that lessened self-determination will be most salient when the reward is 

anticipated and tangible, e.g., expected payments. The psychological needs for self-

confidence are compromised, which in turn comprises the needs for autonomy and 

competence (Bénabou & Tirole, 2003). Thus, 

 

H2a: When given a completion contingent reward for working on OSS tasks an individual’s 

intrinsic motivation to do so will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a 

reward, when the payment is discontinued. 
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H2b: When given a completion contingent reward for working on OSS tasks an individual’s 

effort to do so will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a reward, when 

the payment is discontinued. 

 

H2c: When given a completion contingent reward for working on OSS tasks an individual’s 

productivity to do so will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a reward, 

when the payment is discontinued. 

 

As became evident in our literature review, previous research has found that the undermining 

effect of external incentives is especially powerful for monetary compensations that are 

perceived to be controlling (Deci, 1971; Lepper, 1973; Deci & Ryan, 2000; Frey, 1997). 

Furthermore, when a person engages in a payment relationship with a commercial firm, the 

employer has the right to choose the policies, rules and terms and which tasks to assign to 

employees. Accordingly this would suggest that paid OSS developers are likely to have less 

freedom in how to conduct their work and less autonomy in choosing which features to code. 

Weinberg argues that programming itself provides the strongest intrinsic motivation for 

software development “if the programmer is given a chance to do it his way…” (Weinberg 

1998, p.184). Thus any restrictions of OSS developers‘ task autonomy should be detrimental 

with their intrinsic motivation to participate in OSS projects. Thus, 

 

H3a: When given a reward that limits freedom on how to solve OSS tasks an individual’s 

intrinsic motivation to do so will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a 

reward, when the payment is discontinued. 

 

H3b: When given a reward that limits freedom on how to solve OSS tasks an individual’s 

effort to do so will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a reward, when 

the payment is discontinued. 

 

H3c: When given a reward that limits freedom on how to solve OSS tasks an individual’s 

productivity to do so will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a reward, 

when the payment is discontinued. 

 

This following section will present the research approach that has been designed to test the 

nine hypotheses advanced.  
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8 Research Methods 

The hypotheses outlined above warrants further investigation, preferably in a manner, which 

allows for a much more richly detailed examination of post reward effects of financial 

incentives than is present in the studies by Deci (1971) and Lepper et al. (1973). This chapter 

of the paper presents the research approach of the empirical study.  

 

The first section focuses on how qualitative research interviews were conducted to help us 

develop and validate our literature search and survey design. Next we look at the 

operationalization of key concepts and how they are measured. The sampling procedures are 

outlined along with sample sizes and response rates. The second section outlines the 

characteristics of the variables gained from the survey, and seeks to describe whether they are 

suited for parametric or non-parametric tests. Finally, we present the different ways in which 

the relationships between variables are tested and the implications of using the selected tests
9
. 

 

8.1 Research Interviews and Instrument Development 

This section introduces the first element of the research design, which consisted of three semi-

structured interviews. The interviews provided important insight in the preliminary 

exploration of our research field, and helped develop and validate our quantitative research 

design. With qualitative research interviews the aim is generally to understand something 

from the subject‘s point of view and to uncover the meaning of their experiences. Interviews 

allow people to convey a situation from their own perspective and in their own words (Kvale 

& Brinkmann 2009). Interviews have been conducted based on an interview guide and with a 

reflective approach to the knowledge sought. The interviewer has to some extent steered and 

defined the situation but generally kept a spontaneous structure of the interview to trigger 

more spontaneous and lively answers (Kvale & Brinkmann 2009). The interviews have been 

transcribed (Appendix 28 & 29). The persons interviewed were:  

 

 Stefan Linder, PhD fellow, Dr., Center for Strategic Management & Globalization, 

Copenhagen Business School. Lecturer in the course Theory of the Firm, which 

teaches literature on motivation crowding. Interview date: 24.03.2010 

 

                                                 
9
 SPSS Statistics 17.0.1 is used for all data analysis in this thesis. 
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 André Tischer, Cand. Scient. Backend Developer at Issuu Inc., former developer on 

Open Tissue and other OSS projects. Interview date: 20.05.2010 

 

 Kenny Erleben, Associate professor, Department of Computer Science, Copenhagen 

University. Founder and Chairman of the board on the Open Tissue
10

 project. 

Interview date: 28.06.2010 

  

The main purpose of the three semi-structured interviews we conducted was to inquire in-

depth knowledge of the existing theory and social context of OSS development, and clarify 

terminologies and concepts about OSS. This aided us in the development of the design of 

survey questions for structuring the self-completion questionnaire administered to OSS 

developers. The interviewing took place before the survey was sent out. The interview with 

Stefan Linder mainly provided recommendations of books and articles relevant to our 

research area. Thus specifying a starting point for our literature review. Our interview with 

André Tischer
11

 (Appendix 28) helped us gain an understanding of common behavior and 

practices in OSS projects, which assisted us in our subsequent formulation of the survey 

questions. In the interview with Kenny Erleben
12

 (Appendix 29) we presented him with the 

drafted survey questions, and had him go through them one by one while speaking his 

thoughts out loud. This revealed misunderstandings of some terms, which then allowed for a 

beneficial reassessment of the questions. Ultimately this provided external validity and 

allowed us to generate better wording and more comprehensive closed answers.  

 

8.2 Operationalization of Concepts 

 

8.2.1 Payment Status  
It is highly important for us to be able to differentiate between respondents who have never 

been paid (Group 1), respondents who are paid now (Group 2), and respondents who have 

been paid (Group 3). The challenge is that each of these three groups needs a slightly different 

version of the same survey, if we are to collect the relevant data. Thus, we incorporate links 

leading to three different online surveys in the email, which is send to the potential 

                                                 
10

 OpenTissue is a collection of generic algorithms and data structures for rapid development of interactive 

modeling and simulation.  Free for commercial use, OSS under the ZLib License (Web13). 
11

 Hereafter referred to as AT. 
12

 Hereafter referred to as KE. 
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respondents. Hereby, the respondents are filtered according to payment status before entering 

the survey. The text below shows the part of the email dealing with the three survey links:    

 

Choose ONE of the following surveys: 

1. Choose this link if you have NEVER been paid for contributing to OSS projects 

2. Choose this link if you are CURRENTLY being paid for contributing to OSS projects 

3. Choose this link if you HAVE BEEN paid for contributing to OSS projects, but DON‘T 

RECEIVE ANY PAYMENT AT THE MOMENT 

(Appendix 24, 25 & 26). 

 

The respondents choosing link one, have never been paid for their contributions to OSS 

projects, and they will therefore function as our control group.  

 

8.2.2 Type of Payment  
As we want to be able to differentiate between completion contingent and non-completion 

contingent payments, we list eight different types of payment and ask the respondents to 

select all the types of payment they have received in relation to OSS tasks. The eight types of 

payment will function as an indirect indicator of whether the reward is completion contingent 

or non-completion contingent. The concept of completion contingent rewards is defined as: 

Rewards that are administered upon the completion of the target activity with no regard to 

how it is performed (Deci, Ryan & Koestner 1999). The concept of non-completion 

contingent rewards cannot really be defined, as it simply covers everything else than what is 

defined by the concept of completion contingent rewards. We will make some elaborations on 

this undefined concept as we briefly go through the eight different types of payment presented 

in the survey, followed by a short discussion of whether or not the particular payment is to be 

considered as completion contingent or non-completion contingent. 

 

The eight different types of payment are: 

 

1. Fixed payment (e.g. one time a month) 

This is the common salary, which is assumed to represent developers who are hired by 

companies for longer periods. Per definition, this type of payment does not vary with effort 

and performance – at least not in the short run - and can therefore be categorized as non-

completion contingent. 

https://spreadsheets.google.com/viewform?formkey=dHl6YmQwWllFN2VVZHVtNHRhNG1OeFE6MQ
https://spreadsheets0.google.com/viewform?formkey=dHF5WVlmbVhOcWROLVhwZHhkaFpuYlE6MA
https://spreadsheets1.google.com/viewform?formkey=dDh5YnRYbzBUWmF1Qkh1aGZzNFcxd3c6MA
https://spreadsheets1.google.com/viewform?formkey=dDh5YnRYbzBUWmF1Qkh1aGZzNFcxd3c6MA
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2. One-time payment when the OSS-task assigned to me was completed 

 This type of payment is thought to cover a range of payment contracts, including bonus 

programs for developers inside companies and developers hired in as consultants for specific 

tasks. As the reward relies completely on the effort and performance of the developer it is 

categorized as completion contingent.  

 

3. In stages, as different parts of the OSS project were completed 

This is similar to the situation described just above, and as the reward relies again on the 

effort and performance it is categorized as completion contingent. 

 

4. Indirect payment (because I provide services for people with OSS related needs) 

We primarily expect this type of payment to be selected by developers who work in 

consultancy, i.e. settings where rewards are paid out when a specific task is completed. This is 

very similar to option two presented above, and this type of payment is therefore categorized 

as completion contingent. 

 

5. Donation that I was not aware of until I received it 

Using payment-transferring systems, such as PayPal, it is possible for private individuals or 

companies to donate money to specific OSS projects. Part of these payments will then be 

redistributed to the people contribution to the particular project (Web14; Web15). Donations 

are not yet that common, and it might come as a surprise for developers if they suddenly 

receive a donation.  Therefore we will categorize it as a non-completion contingent reward. 

 

6. Donation that I knew I would get 

It is an ongoing debate how donations for OSS projects could and should be used. Some 

projects state that they will spend the donations on advertising for new developers, adverting 

for end users or buying extra space on servers. Other projects clearly communicate that part of 

the donations will be split between the key contributors (Web16). If projects are widespread 

and have a clear policy about channeling part of the donations to the key contributors, then 

these individuals must be aware and of an imminent reward. Therefore, this category of 

rewards will be defined as completion contingent.      

 

7. Grant, paid out under the condition that a specific OSS task is/was completed 
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Grants are another way for OSS developers to receive a payment (Web17). In some cases the 

issuer of the grant wants the OSS developers to work on a specific task. When this is the case 

these payments are categorized as completion contingent. 

 

8. Grant, with no obligation to complete a specific task 

Under other circumstances the grant is issued without any restriction or demands attached. In 

this case it will be categorized as a non-completion contingent reward. 

 

8.2.3 Autonomy  

Autonomy is in this study defined as; the experience of choice and feeling like the initiator of 

one‘s own actions (deCharms 1968; Deci 1975). To measure the concept of autonomy, the 

respondents are asked to rate themselves on a five point Likert scale ranging from strongly 

agree to strongly disagree in response to the following statement: “The payment I receive, 

limits my freedom
13

 on how to solve the OSS tasks”. We had to construct this statement 

ourselves, as it had to be tailored to fit our research setting. We see it as an attempt to create 

an indirect indicator of autonomy during the period of payment, but keeps in mind that the 

validity has not been tested in previous research.     

 

8.2.4 Years of OSS Experience  

This question is used as an indirect measure of the concept of OSS experience. The 

respondents are asked: “How many years have gone by since you first participated in an OSS 

project?” To answer the question they are able to choose the exact number of years from a 

drop down menu. This approach for measuring OSS experience is strongly inspired by 

previous research (Subramanyam & Xia 2008).  

 

8.2.5 Relative Income Level  

As an indirect indicator of the relative income level we ask the question: “Compared to the 

population in the country you are currently living in, how would you rate your income level?” 

Our respondents are able to answer on a five point Likert scale ranging from 1 (considerably 

below average) to five (high above average). We do not ask for the specific amount of money 

earned by the respondents, as we are dealing with respondents from many different countries, 

and thereby also a considerably variation in what is considered to be a high or low income. 

                                                 
13

 The word freedom was chosen as it appears in most dictionary definitions of autonomy and because we regard 

it as being easy for respondent to relate to (Web18; Web19).  
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The way we ask increases the validity of comparing our respondents to each other, as we try 

to grasp the relative income level.  

 

8.2.6 Restrictive and Non-restrictive Licenses  

OSS is distributed freely without payment, but it is still attached to different types of licensing 

agreements. In most cases the users of OSS agree to a licensing arrangement, which has been 

determined by the project initiators or administrators. The various OSS licenses mainly differ 

in terms of the user‘s right to redistribute modified versions of the software (Fershtman & 

Gandal 2007; Sen, Subramaniam & Nelson 2009). Fershtman and Gandal (2007) differentiate 

between three levels of relative restrictiveness - very restrictive, moderately restrictive and 

non-restrictive. They were inspired by (Lerner & Tirole 2005) who also argued for a 

distinction between three classes of OSS licenses based on the restrictiveness of redistributing 

rights – highly restrictive, restrictive, and unrestrictive. Sen et al (2009) share the same view 

but rename the three categories to Strong-Copyleft, Weak-Copyleft, and Non-Copyleft based 

on the argument that this is closer to the terminology used by OSS developers. We follow Sen 

et al (2009) and use their terminology and definitions. For the exact definitions and a table 

showing how to categorize the licenses used in OSS projects, see Table 5 and 6 (Appendix 3). 

The respondents are asked: “Which license(s) are used in the OSS project(s) you are 

currently participating in?” and presented with a list of the top 20 most commonly used 

licenses in OSS projects (Web20) plus an open category called Other where they are able to 

type in additional license agreements if needed. The option I don’t know was also added to 

avoid people leaving the survey uncompleted in case they did not know about the licenses 

used in their projects. Again, we have a slightly different approach compared to other studies, 

as we ask for the licenses used in all the projects they are participating in, not just one specific 

project. The different licenses have already been discussed up against each other in the 

literature, and an agreement seems to have been reached on how to do the categorization 

(Lerner & Tirole 2005; Fershtman & Gandal 2007; Sen, Subramaniam & Nelson 2009). 

Based on this we have an indirect indicator of the restrictiveness of the licenses in use.  

 

8.2.7 Perception of OSS Task  

We use two 5-point Likert scale items ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly 

agree) as indirect indicators of the heuristic/algorithmic nature of OSS tasks. The first item 

says: “When I work on OSS development, I feel that it is an open process where many 

possibilities must be explored in order to reach a satisfying solution”. It is based on the 
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definition of a heuristic task by Theresa Amabile (Web21), and has to our knowledge never 

been used as an item in a survey before. The same counts for the second item, which says: 

―When I work on OSS development, I feel that I follow a series of clear predefined steps in 

order to reach a satisfying solution‖. This item is based on the definition of an algorithmic 

task also by Theresa Amabile (Web21). Afterwards, the second item is reversed and summed 

with the first item. By doing this, we have a scale with a possible ranging between two and 

ten. A high score indicates that the respondent perceives the OSS tasks to be heuristic and a 

low score the opposite. 

 

Beside the concepts mentioned above, the respondents were asked standard questions about 

gender, age, number of projects in total, educational degree, and employment status.  

 

8.2.8 Intrinsic Motivation  

To measure the concept of intrinsic motivation, we use an indirect multiple-indicator scale 

made up of four items. The respondents are introduced to the items with the following text: 

“Thinking of your own participation in OSS projects, please indicate how important each of 

the following reasons are to you personally”. We have adopted the four items directly from 

the Roberts at al. (2006) study on intrinsic motivation, where they were proven to have a 

strong internal reliability (Cronbach‘s alpha = 0.82). The four items used by Roberts et al. 

(2006) were strongly inspired by scales developed and tested in previous research (Herche 

1994; Hackman & Oldham 1974). The scale in the Roberts et al. (2006) survey ranged from 1 

(little importance) to 5 (great importance), but in our survey it was changed to range from 1 

(unimportant) to 5 (very important). The 5 point Likert scales were changed to keep it 

consistent with the other Likert scales in our survey, in order not to unnecessarily confuse our 

respondents. After coding the responses, the four items are aggregated to form one large scale 

with a potential range between four and twenty.  

 

8.2.9 Effort  

An indirect measure of effort is established by asking the question: “How many hours/week 

do you in total spend on OSS development?” The respondents are able to select their answer 

from a drop-down menu where each possible answer is in a range of five hours. Other 

researchers have used a similar approach to measure the concept of effort (Hars & Ou 2002; 

Hertel, Niedner & Herrmann 2003; Lakhani & Wolf 2005).  
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8.2.10 Productivity  

If we define productivity as the ratio of output per labor-hour, then we need relevant measures 

of output and a way to track the labor-hours. The measure of labor-hours spend on OSS 

contribution is carried out in three different ways based on which group/survey the 

respondents belong to. Labor-hours for respondents in Group 1 (never been paid) were 

measured by using question 1 and 2 (Appendix 24) in combination. Labor-hours for 

respondents in Group 2 (paid now) and 3 (have been paid) were measured by combining 

question 1, 2 and 23 (Appendix 25) from their respective surveys. To measure output we turn 

to Hertel et al. (2003) who argue for the use of lines of computer source code and number of 

“patches” submitted by a developer as performance criteria. Roberts et al. (2006) have a 

slightly different view. They used the accepted patches as a measure of contribution, and the 

number of source code contributions submitted and accepted by the project as a measure of 

participation. We do not need to decide whether the lines of code and patches are a measure 

of performance, contribution or participation. Instead, we simply just refer to it as output. To 

measure the outputs, we ask the respondents two different questions, which are formulated to 

cover the different circumstances in each group.   

 

The first question regarding output for Group 1: 

“Approximately how many ACCEPTED CODE COMMITS have you contributed to OSS 

projects within the last 12 months?” 

 

The first question regarding output for Group 2: 

“Approximately how many ACCEPTED CODE COMMITS have you contributed to OSS 

projects, during the period you selected in QUESTION 23 (if you have been paid for more 

than 1 year, then give an estimate for the last 12 months)?” 

 

The first question regarding output for Group 3: 

“Approximately how many ACCEPTED CODE COMMITS have you contributed to OSS 

projects, since you were last paid for an OSS contribution (If your last payment was more 

than 1 year ago, then give an estimate for the last 12 months)?” 

 

As can be seen in the three questions above, respondents have to give an estimate of their total 

number of accepted code commits for the last 12 months. This could be a concern as it really 

puts the memory of the respondents to a test, but we do not consider it a problem as the sites 
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by which the respondents were contacted through (Github.com, Ohloh.net) provides various 

services to help them keep track of their code commits (KE, Appendix 29).   

 

We have decided to use the term code commits instead of patches as this is the wording used 

by the OSS communities and other researchers in the field of OSS studies (Lakhani & Wolf 

2005; Shah 2006). Both code commits and patches refer to a bundle of code, which is 

submitted to the initial software to fix a particular problem or add certain functionality. 

Further, we expand it to accepted code commits instead of just code commits. By doing this 

we add a criterion of quality, as the code commits have to pass peer review before being 

accepted and implemented. In practice it is found that the participation behaviors of the 

contributions is more similar to a revise and resubmit process than to an accept-or-reject 

process (Roberts et al. 2006) yet we have still kept the wording accepted to avoid 

misunderstandings.  

 

The respondents are also asked a second question about output, this time with a focus on 

source lines of code (SLOC). SLOC is a software metric, and it is used to measure the size of 

a software program. This is done by simply counting the number of lines in the text of the 

program‘s source code. The number of lines of software code written or changed is a 

commonly used productivity metric in software development organizations (Boehm et al. 

2000; AT, Appendix 28). The cumulative number of lines of code submitted and accepted in a 

given period has also been used as a measure of output in other studies (Roberts et al. 2006; 

Fershtman & Gandal 2007). When SLOC is used as a variable, it is most common to subtract 

the data directly from the OSS projects in question. In this way you will have an exact 

measure of the lines of code in a project at a given time. Roberts et al. (2006) went even 

further and developed a software tool to track information about the individual developers in a 

specific project. They were able to extract information concerning lines of code added and 

deleted, the date of submission, the names and number of source code files affected by the 

change, change log entries, and the list of patch authors. We cannot use this method as it has 

the major disadvantage of assuming developers to work on one project only. A previous study 

of OSS development found that the developers worked on an average of 2.63 projects at the 

time of the survey distribution. Some respondents even reported that they worked on 20 

different projects at the same time (Lakhani & Wolf 2005). We see this as quite a problem, as 

we could end up in a situation where the most productive developers are rated low on output, 

lines of code and code commits, if they spread out their contributions to more than one 
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project. A developer could on the other hand also be rated high on output if he contributes to 

one project only, and this is the project in focus of the research and data mining. We are not 

interested in how much developers contribute to one specific project. Instead, our focus aims 

at the total amount of contributions to all the projects they are engaged in. Only the 

developers themselves know which projects they are contributing to and at what scale. This is 

the single most important reason why we choose to ask the developers to give an approximate 

estimation of their output instead of tracking the output in a specific project.             

 

Similar to our first output question regarding accepted code commits, we change the way we 

ask to fit the three different groups. 

 

The second question regarding output for Group 1: 

“Approximately how many ACCEPTED SOURCE LINES OF CODE have you contributed to 

OSS projects within the last 12 months?” 

 

The second question regarding output for Group 2: 

“Approximately how many ACCEPTED SOURCE LINES OF CODE have you contributed to 

OSS projects, during the period you selected in QUESTION 23 (if you have been paid for 

more than 1 year, then give an estimate for the last 12 months?)” 

 

The second question regarding output for Group 3: 

Approximately how many ACCEPTED SOURCE LINES OF CODE have you contributed to 

OSS projects, since you were last paid for an OSS contribution? (If your last payment was 

more than 1 year ago, then give an estimate for the last 12 months?) 

 

By asking these questions about accepted code commits we are confronted with the same 

concerns as explained in relation to accepted code commits. Now we have established a 

measure of labor-hours and two ways of measuring output. In combination they will form 

four indirect measures of the concept of productivity.  

 

It is important to keep in mind that writing code is not the only task to be performed in an 

OSS project. Some people will be contributing to the OSS projects in many other ways, such 

as projects managers, documentation writers, bug finders etc. (KE, Appendix 29; Web22; 

Shah, 2004). Lines of code or patches cannot measure their output, as they are not producing 
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any. As a consequence, we will make sure only to compare respondents who define 

themselves as developers, as they will be the only potential contributors of code. This issue 

will be further discussed in the section concerning control variables. 

 

8.2.11 Payment Norm  

Strongly inspired by Alexy and Leitner (2007), we were able to construct an indirect indicator 

of the concept of payment norm, assuming that the individual‘s norm about payment is a 

proxy of their expectation of payment. In their survey the norm about payment was 

operationalized based on the reply to the statement: “I think it is OK if people get paid for 

working on OSS projects” using a five point Likert scale which ranged from 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) (Alexy & Leitner 2010). We simplified the statement a bit and 

asked our respondents: “It is OK if people get paid working on OSS projects”, still in 

combination with the five point Likert scale.  

 

8.2.12 Primary Roles  

When it comes to roles in OSS communities, it is suggested to distinguish between passive 

and active users, and among active users, between non-developers and developers (Gacek & 

Arief 2004). We are only interested in active users and it is essential for us to distinguish 

between developers and non-developers, as only respondents who regard themselves as 

developers can be expected to actually contribute with code. At Sourceforge.net
14

, people 

have the possibility to select which types of contribution they perform, to make it easier for 

other people to identify them for specific tasks. Sourceforge.com have established nine 

different categories at their website for people to select when they want to contribute to OSS 

projects, and for us they seem to cover most of the types of work to be performed as a 

contributor to OSS projects. These nine categories were used as possible answers in the 

multiple choice checkbox design for this question and spanned over: Developer, Tester/bug 

reporter, Project manager, Unix admin, User interface designer, Consultant/advisor/mentor, 

Documentation writer, Content manager and Support manager. Inspired by Hertel et al. 

(2003), a tenth category is added - Read/engage in online discussions - together with the 

possibility for respondents to check the category Other, which allows them to fill in their own 

answer. We ask the respondents: “What is your primary role(s) in the OSS project(s) you are 

participating in?” and present them with the opportunity to check one or more of the 11 

                                                 
14

 Leading resource for open source software development and distribution. 
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categories presented above. We are only interested in respondents who check the category 

―Developer‖ as one of their roles, and this question will therefore be used to filter out non-

developers. 

 

8.2.13 Initial and Current Motivation   

In order to give a detailed picture of the different kinds of motivation for contributing to OSS 

projects, we turn to the study by Lakhani & Wolf (2005). The respondents in their survey 

were provided with 11 different statements about motivations to contribute and allowed them 

to select up to three of these statements. The 11 statements were divided into three major 

categories: (1) enjoyment-based intrinsic motivation, (2) economic/extrinsic motivations, and 

(3) obligation/community-based intrinsic motivations. The first category contained only one 

statement, which was:  “Code for project is intellectually stimulating to write”. According to 

their survey, 44.9% of the respondents chose the statement, and it was thereby the single most 

important reason to contribute (Lakhani & Wolf 2005). As a consequence we have decided to 

provide more options for our respondents in the enjoyment-based intrinsic motivation 

category in order to shed more light on this type of motivation. Inspired by Roberts et al. 

(2006) and their Likert scale measure of intrinsic motivation, a simple statement is 

constructed; writing code is fun, and added to the enjoyment-based intrinsic motivation 

category. Another statement added to this category is: The thrill of seeing my contributions 

being used by others. The construction of this statement is based on feedback from the 

interview with Kenny Erleben (KE, Appendix 29) conducted in the early part of the research 

process. In the second category, economic/extrinsic motivations, the statements are: Improve 

programming skills; work-related user needs; nonwork-related user needs and enhance 

professional status (Lakhani & Wolf 2005). We see no need to change any of the four 

statements, and they are all adopted in our survey. The third and last category, 

obligation/community-based intrinsic motivations, contains the following five different 

statements: Believe that source code should be open; feel personal obligation to contribute 

because I use F/OSS
15

; like working with this development team, dislike proprietary software 

and want to defeat them and enhance reputation in F/OSS community. As two new statements 

are added, a decision is made to cut down the options and remove the statement: Dislike 

proprietary software and want to defeat them as only 11.3% of the respondents selected it as a 

                                                 
15

 Some researchers use the alternative terms Free/Open Source Software (F/OSS), or Free/Libre/Open Source 

Software (FLOSS) instead of just Open Source Software (OSS). The definition of open source software was 

written to be almost identical to the free software definition. Only a very few cases of software is free software 

but not open source software, and vice versa (Stallman 2007). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternative_terms_for_free_software
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FOSS
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_software_definition
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primary motivation in the Lakhani and Wolf (2005) survey. Additionally, an option called 

other is added to capture currently unknown reasons to participate. Here, the respondents are 

able to freely express any kind of motivation in an open textbox.  

 

As we want to analyze the changes in motivations over time, we have decided to ask two 

different variations of the same question. Given the opportunity to, in both cases, select a 

maximum of three statements, we ask two questions: 1) “What were your most important 

motivations when you first STARTED to participate in OSS projects?”, and 2) “What are 

CURRENTLY the most important motivations for you to participate in OSS projects?” The 

respondents are presented with the 11 statements described above in a randomized order, and 

the order is shuffled regularly to prevent statements from the first part of the list to be favored.  

Based on the answers about initial motivation, we are able to construct a new variable. This 

variable deals with initial intrinsic motivation by measuring the number of enjoyment-based 

intrinsic motivation categories marked by the individual respondents. The scale ranges 

between 0 and 3, and the variable will be treated as ordinal.  

 

8.3 Sampling  

8.3.1 Selection Criteria 

Our aim was to randomly collect a representative sample of active OSS developers, as it 

enables us to generalize our findings. We emphasize active as it simply makes no sense to 

look for crowding effects among OSS developers who are inactive. It is also important to 

state that we only want to include subjects who define themselves as developers. The reason 

is that four of our dependent variables measures productivity and to measure productivity we 

need subjects who are contributing code. Some people contribute to OSS projects without 

ever writing a single line of code, this could be as projects managers, bug reporters, 

documentation writers ect. (KE, Appendix 29) and they will be referred to as non-developers. 

We tried to exclude this group by either looking for people who have their name attached to 

code commits or people who officially defined themselves as developers. No effort was done 

to exclude developers who are paid now (Group 2) from the survey, but they will not be 

central to our primary research. To our knowledge, no previous researchers have worked with 

a similar approach. By doing so, we will be left with active non-paid OSS developers. This 

will of cause have some implications, as we can only generalize our findings to this particular 
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group of people, not people engaged in the OSS communities in general. A visualization of 

the sampling criteria is presented in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Sampling criteria 

 

 

 

 

8.3.2 Sampling Frame 

Our sample was collected from Github.com and Ohloh.net, which together constitute our 

sampling frame. Sourceforge.net was actually our first choice for a sampling frame, but it 

turned out to be highly difficult to gain access to the email addresses of potential respondents 

at their site. Consequently, Github.com and Ohloh.net were chosen instead. Sourceforge.net 

has more than 2,000,000 users and is by far the biggest Open Source project hosting site 

measured by users and we expect this site to best resemble the entire population of OSS 

developers. We have data available from Alexa.com
16

 about the geographical distribution of 

Sourceforge visitors, and by comparing it to data about Github and Ohloh visitors we will be 

                                                 
16

 Free online service providing information about website traffic. 

All OSS contributers

All OSS developers working  on 
beta-stage projects or higher found 

at Github.com and Ohloh.net
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Active OSS developers who 

are paid now (group 2)
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Active OSS developers who have never 
been paid (group 1)
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Active OSS developers who have been 
paid, but are not any more (group 3)

Non-developers
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able to tell whether our sampling frame has indications of being geographically biased. We 

bear in mind that website visitors might not necessarily be the same as OSS contributors, but 

stick to the data as it is the best available. Eight out of the top ten countries at both Github and 

Ohloh, when looking at visitor traffic, were similar to the ones found at Sourceforge.com 

(Table 7, 8 & 9, Appendix 4). Thus we do not expect our sampling frame to be geographically 

biased at a critical level. Github is a hosting service for more than 1,000,000 OSS projects and 

a community for more than 400.000 users (Github.com). The site ranks as the second largest 

OSS project hosting site, only exceeded by Sourceforge.net (Web23). Ohloh is a free public 

directory of open source software, a community, and an analytics service (Web24). The site 

ranks among the most popular OS directories in the world (Web 25), and offers unique tools 

for OSS contributors who want to keep track of their contributions at a more detailed level. 

Exactly this feature is the reason why we chose this site as part of our sampling frame, as we 

hope it will increase the validity of the data collected about accepted lines of code and 

accepted code commits. We assume the members of Github and Ohloh to be representative of 

the overall population of active OSS developers, and see no crucial limitations in using the 

websites as our sampling frame.  

 

8.3.3 Collecting Email Addresses 

At Ohloh we registered as a user and signed in. A complete collection of all 749.250
17

 

profiles was accessed by selecting the People tab. Ohloh lists the profiles in groups of ten, 

starting with the profiles that has the highest kudo
18

 rank and left us with a total of 74.925 

groups - ten profiles in each. An extensive examination of profiles and kudo ranks revealed 

that almost all profile with a kudo rank of six or below was inactive. Consequently, our search 

for email addresses was limited to profiles with kudo ranks of seven or above, which left us 

with a total of 72.510 profiles equivalent to 7.251 groups of profiles. We extracted 300 

random email addresses from these profiles by using the true random number generator 

available at www.random.org. We ―told‖ the generator that we needed random numbers 

between 1 and 7.251, and a list of 30 numbers was created. The numbers were used to identify 

30 random groups of profiles with ten in each. Then we entered each of the user profiles to 

look for email addresses. Most users had their email address freely available at their profile or 

                                                 
17

 June 15, 2010. 
18 Kudo is a statement of praise or approval given to Ohloh members, or to project contributors listed on the 

Ohloh website. The kudo rank ranges from 1-10, 10 being the best (Web26). 

http://www.random.org/
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via links to other pages, but in few cases the email addresses were not available and more 

random numbers had to be generated in order to reach 300 email addresses.  

 

The sampling approach was a bit different at Github. Again, we chose to sign up as a user to 

get maximum access to all information. We selected the Explore Github tab followed by the 

Repositories tab, which made it possible to search in all projects at the site. Here, Github also 

provided a Random button which is used to randomly access one of the projects and therefore 

completely suited for our purpose as it made it possible to skip the true random number 

generator. When a random project was reached, we checked whether the developers listed in 

the project could be considered active or not. Developers within the randomly selected project 

were considered active and selected for the sample if they had made a code commit within the 

last two months. By entering the individual profiles we were able to extract email addresses 

one by one. This procedure was repeated until 1.700 email addresses were collected.         

 

8.3.4 Survey Format and Distribution 

The primary data collection was carried out by means of a self-completion web-based survey. 

We chose services from Google to both structure and distribute the survey questions. This 

was a deliberate choice in an attempt to increase the attractiveness of the survey because 

Google is known for its wide recognition in the OSS community (Web 5) and strong 

dedication to deliver unintrusive web experiences. First, we decided to structure the survey in 

Google Form, which is part of the companies free web-based office applications. The 

interface presents the respondents with a very simple and uncluttered survey environment. 

Next, we distributed the survey through a number of different email addresses created on 

Google Mail. In order to avoid spam filters we distributed the survey from 5 different email 

accounts. However, this does not altogether eliminate the possibility of our email being 

marked as spam. The opening text in the email clearly states to the respondent how his email 

was found, that his answers will be anonymous, he will get the chance to see the results, and 

that he has the option to enter a competition to win two HTC Desire smartphones (Appendix 

31). To ensure answers were collected rightly, we initially sent out the survey to 50 

respondents. When we had seen how answers were plotted into our spreadsheet and read 

through comments from respondents it became evident that no changes needed to be made. 

Thus, we distributed the survey to the entire mailing list (Appendix 23).  
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8.4 Data 

Out of 2000 emails, 74 could not be reached. Answers were successfully collected from 456 

respondents, which amount to a total response rate of 23.7%.  

 

8.4.1 Exclusion of Respondents 

Besides making sure only to contact certain respondents in specific projects through OSS 

communities, a range of questions was incorporated in the survey to help filter the respondent 

before the analysis. Eight respondents were excluded, as they did not select developer as one 

of their answers to the question regarding primary roles in the OSS community. 34 

respondents were removed from the dataset as they typed in 0 in response to the questions 

concerning accepted code commits and accepted lines of code and thereby indicating that they 

were not active OSS developers. Additionally five respondents were removed due to the 

criteria of being active as they typed in 0 in response to the question regarding the hours/week 

spend on OSS development. This procedure decreases our sample from 456 to 409 

respondents.  

 

8.4.2 Parametric and Non-parametric Tests 

It is important to clarify if the data fulfills the requirements to be used in parametric tests, or if 

we have to use non-parametric tests when we test for differences in scores between groups. 

The three conditions for using parametric tests are (Bryman & Cramer 2009): 

 

1. The level or scale of measurement has to be of equal interval or ratio scaling 

2. The distribution of the population score has to be normal 

3. The variance of both variables has to be equal or homogeneous 

 

The literature in this field appears to be inconclusive and the need to meet the three conditions 

for using parametric tests has been strongly questioned (Bryman & Cramer 2009). 

Concerning the first condition, it has been suggested that parametric tests can also be used 

with ordinal variables since tests apply for numbers and not to what those numbers signify 

(Lord 1953). Bryman and Cramer (2009) states that since many psychological and 

sociological variables – such as intrinsic motivation – are basically ordinal in nature, 

parametric tests should not be used to analyze them if the first condition is not fulfilled. But 

they further state that parametric tests are routinely applied to such variables. When it comes 
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to the second condition, which states that the distribution of the population score has to be 

normal to perform a parametric test, it is also much debated whether it has any practical 

implication for the results of the analysis. We have decided to use non-parametric tests if both 

the first and second condition is unfulfilled. The third condition will not be tested, if the two 

first conditions are unfulfilled. 

  

8.5 Recoding Variables 

8.5.1 Intrinsic Motivation 1 

It is much debated whether Likert scales can and should be treated as interval or ordinal 

variables. The problem is that the difference between scores has to be equal, and we cannot 

say for sure that the difference between e.g. 1 and 2 is the same as between 4 and 5 when the 

data has been coded from answers on a Likert scale. Strictly speaking, this means that the 

measurement is based on an ordinal scaling, which leaves the first parametric test condition 

unfulfilled. The scores on the 4 Likert scales were summed up and made it possible for the 

respondents to score between 4 and 20.  

 

Figure 6: Intrinsic motivation 1, N = 309, Group 1 and 3 
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To fulfill the second condition, the distribution of the population score has to be normal. The 

normal distribution is illustrated by the line in Figure 6 to exemplify what is meant. We see 

that the line fits most of the data, but that it also fails to capture a major part of the 

respondents with a score of 20. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Shapiro-Wilk test of 

normality (Table 10, Appendix 5) tell us that our data is not normally distributed (significance 

level < 0.05). The second condition for using the data in a parametric test is thereby also 

unfulfilled.   

The third condition requires the variance of both variables to be equal or homogeneous if a 

parametric test is to be used. To test this criterion, the procedure would normally require us to 

run the Levene‘s test of homogeneity of variance (Bryman & Cramer 2009), but since the first 

two conditions are unfulfilled, we will use the non-parametric tests when dealing with 

variable and not at this point perform the Levene‘s test of homogeneity of variance. 

When multiple item scales are used, it is particularly important to test for internal reliability to 

see whether each scale is measuring a single idea or if they together can be regarded as a valid 

measure of intrinsic motivation. We used the Cronbach´s alpha to test for internal reliability.  

 

The Cronbach‘s alpha calculates the average of all possible split-half reliability coefficients, 

which varies between 0 and 1. The rule of thumb is that the Cronbach´s alpha should be 0.7 or 

above (De Vaus 2002). Our Cronbach´s alpha for the multiple item scale measuring the 

concept of intrinsic motivation is calculated to be 0.613 (Table 13, Appendix 6) and thereby is 

does not completely fulfill the internal reliability criteria. However, (Schmitt 1996) states that 

there is no sacred level of acceptance of alpha. In some cases, measures with (by conventional 

standards) low levels of alpha may still be quite useful. Thus, our original 4 items will still be 

used in a combined scale as a measure of intrinsic motivation in our further analysis. It is 

sometimes possible to raise the Cronbach´s alpha to a higher level by removing some of the 

items, but as can be seen in the far left column in Table 14 (Appendix 6), this is not possible 

in our case as all values are lower than the initial value of 0.613 which was calculated on the 

basis of all 4 items. Another possibility is to select only one of the items to represent the 

concept of intrinsic motivation. Item 3 (I really enjoy it. It is fun) might come closest to 

represent intrinsic motivation as the sentence incorporates the words enjoy and fun. As a 

consequence of the relatively low Cronbach´s alpha, we have decided to use both the 4 items 

together and item 3 (I really enjoy it. It is fun) alone as measures of the concept of intrinsic 

motivation.        
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A test of unidimensionality was performed to see if each of the 4 items measures the same 

underlying concept. The test scores are shown in the Corrected Item-Total Correlation 

column in Table 14 (Appendix 6). As a rule of thumb, the item should be dropped from the 

scale if the correlation is less than 0.3 (De Vaus 2002). As none of the correlation coefficients 

in our test scores are below 0.3 we see no need to exclude any of the scale-items.  

 

8.5.2 Intrinsic Motivation 2  

Due to the reasons described above, we introduce the 3rd item from our overall/summed 

intrinsic motivation scale as a second indirect measure of the concept of intrinsic motivation. 

The variable is ordinal and it does not follow a normal distribution (Table 10, Appendix 5). 

Therefore, it will only be used in non-parametric tests. The variable is visualized in Figure 7 

(Appendix 7).       

  

8.5.3 Effort 

The concept of effort was operationalized by asking the respondents to estimate the amount of 

hours spend on OSS projects per week in predefined categories. In theory this variable could 

have been measured on an interval scaling but as we have grouped the answers into 

categories, such as <5, 5-9, 10-14 ect., it becomes an ordinal variable and thereby it does not 

fulfill the first condition to be used in parametric tests. As can be seen in Table 10 (Appendix 

5), the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests show no signs of the variable being 

normally distributed (significance level < 0.05). It is irrelevant to test for the third condition, 

and we can conclude that the variable effort qualifies for the non-parametric tests only. The 

variable is visualized in Figure 8 (Appendix 7).       

 

8.5.4 Productivity 

We knew from the beginning that some respondents would have a hard time responding to the 

questions concerning accepted code commits and accepted lines of code. In the end of our 

survey, our respondents were encouraged to comment on the questions and the questionnaire 

in general. The comments tell us that some of our respondents, especially the top contributors, 

experienced some trouble when they were to estimate the amount of accepted lines of code, 

simply because they had problems keeping track of the many lines of code contributed to OSS 

projects. A special effort is therefore done to filter out obviously misleading answers from 

respondents who indicated, in the comments section, that they were not keeping track at all.  
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The variables representing our four different measures of productivity are all fulfilling the 

condition of being measured at an interval scale. But in an unedited form they are highly 

positively skewed (e.g. Figure 9 & 10, Appendix 7) and therefore they fail to follow a normal 

distribution (Table 10, Appendix 5). Inspired by (Lakhani & Wolf 2005), we carried out a 

Log transformation of all four variables to make them resemble a normal distribution. It 

markedly improved skewness (e.g. Figure 11 & 12, Appendix 7) but they still failed to satisfy 

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of normality (Table 10, Appendix 5). As a consequence, the 

Log transformed version of the variables will not be used in any tests and the original 

versions of the variables will only be used in non-parametric tests. The four different 

measures of productivity are all significantly correlated at the 0.01 level (Table 31, Appendix 

15), which indicates that they are all measuring the same concept. All dependent variables 

was dichotomized
19

 using a distributional approach that make them fit the cross-table 

analyses, which will be used after the testing of the nine hypotheses. The distributions of the 

dichotomized variables are presented in Table 15 - 21 (Appendix 8).  

 

8.5.5 Payment Status  

In Table 22 (Appendix 9) we see that 59.2 % of the respondents have never been paid to 

develop OSS. These respondents were labeled Group 1 and will act as our control group. 24.4 

% of the respondents were paid now for their OSS contributions. They were labeled Group 2 

and will be excluded from most parts of our analysis as we are only testing for post-reward 

effects. 16.4 % of the respondents have been paid to develop OSS, but are not paid anymore. 

This group of respondents was labeled Group 3 and will act as our treatment group. A 

dichotomous variable containing Group 1 and Group 3 was created to make it possible to test 

the hypotheses.  

 

8.5.6 Type of Payment  

It turns out that 27% (Figure 13, Appendix 10) of the respondents in Group 3 have received 

some kind of a non-completion contingent reward. These respondents are filtered out when 

we test H2a, H2b, and H2c, as these hypotheses are dealing only with respondents who have 

received a completion contingent reward. 

 

 

                                                 
19

 Divides the sample into two equally sized groups (De Vaus 2002). 
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8.5.7 Autonomy 

Figure 14 tell us that respondents in Group 3 tend to disagree with the statement that their 

autonomy was limited during the time they were paid for their OSS contributions. We needed 

to dichotomize the variable to make it fit the testing of H3a, H3b, and H3c. In this case we 

used a distributional approach to recoding in order to avoid filtering out to many respondents. 

The procedure grouped the respondents in two parts. One part represented by respondents 

who marked the strongly disagree or disagree categories and another part represented by the 

remaining respondents. The people who marked the neither agree nor disagree category are 

in sort of a grey area but still grouped with the agreeing respondents. As a consequence we 

are only able to say that the two parts differ on the level of autonomy in relative terms. 

 

Figure 14: Perception of OSS task, N = 309, Group 1 and 3 

 

 

 

8.5.8 Interval Control Variables 

Years of OSS experience, number of current projects, number of projects in total and age 

(Figure 15-18, Appendix 11), are all interval variables as they can be ranked from low to high 

with the same amount of difference between the values (De Vaus 2002). According to the 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests of normality (Table 11, Appendix 5), none of 

the 4 variables follow a normal distribution and they are therefore not suited for non-

parametric tests. As a consequence, all 4 variables are dichotomized using a distributional 
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approach to better fit the non-parametric tests we will be using. The results of the 

dichotomization process are presented in Table 23-26 (Appendix 12). 

 

8.5.9 Ordinal Variables 

Level of income, level of education, initial intrinsic motivation and perception of OSS task 

(Figure 19-22, Appendix 13) are all ordinal variables. They can be rank-ordered from high to 

low but we cannot specify in numeric terms how much difference there is between the 

categories (De Vaus 2002). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests (Table 12, 

Appendix 5) show no sign of normal distribution on any of the variables, and a non-

parametric test is therefore the only possible solution for these variables. Again, we 

dichotomize all 4 variables by means of a distributional approach. The collapsed variables are 

presented in Table 27-30 (Appendix 14). 

 

8.5.10 Nominal Control Variables 

Employment status, type of license, and gender (Figure 23-25, Appendix 16) are all nominal 

variables, as the different categories have no set rank-order (De Vaus 2002).  They all need to 

be dichotomized before they can be used as control variables. The original seven employment 

status categories are recoded and collapsed into two categories. One category consists of OSS 

developers who are employed for wages and recoded with a 0. The other category consists of 

OSS developers who are not employed for wages and recoded with a 1. Three new categories 

were made in addition to the original 20 license categories, as respondents typed in new 

licenses, which were not on the predefined list of answers. The new categories are WTFPL, 

Public Domain, and AGPL 3.0. All types of licenses are recoded into three categories, non-

restrictive, moderate restrictive, and very restrictive according to the guidelines in Table 5 

and 6 (Appendix 3). Respondents who report the use of non-restrictive licenses only are 

recoded into the value 0 and respondents who report the use of moderate and/or restrictive 

licenses take on the value 1. Some respondents are represented in both of the categories just 

described and they are therefore not a part of the dichotomized version of the variable. The 

distribution of the recoded variable is visualized in Figure 26 (Appendix 16). 

It turns out that only about 1% of respondents are female. Consequently, it does not make any 

sense to use the gender variable as a control variable, and the variable is therefore excluded 

from further analysis.  
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8.5.11 Norm for Payment  

The initially idea was to test this variable for mediating effects on the relationship between 

payment status and our dependent variables, but it turns out to be impossible because the 

respondents have a very similar attitude towards the norm for payment. Nearly all respondents 

either agree or strongly agree (Table 32, Appendix 17) when they are asked if it is OK to get 

paid for OSS contributions. Therefore it would not make any sense to draw conclusion if a 

mediating effect was found.       

 

8.6 Test Selections and Implications  

8.6.1 Test of Hypotheses 

The non-parametric Mann-Whitney U hypothesis test is selected to test all nine hypotheses 

because, as we mentioned, all our variables fail to qualify for parametric tests. The test 

assesses whether two independent samples of observations have equally large values and it is 

considered to be the analog of the parametric Student‘s t test (Chen & Lu 2004). The Mann-

Whitney U test is even said to be more robust, as it compares the sum of ranks. The reason 

being, that the Mann-Whitney U test is less likely than the Students t test to spuriously 

indicate significance because of the presence of outliers. This attribute is especially important 

when we deal with our productivity variables, as it reduces the consequences of our decision 

to not exclude outliers (top contributors) from our sample. Another positive aspect is, that the 

test ranks the respondent relative to each other, which makes it less relevant if respondents are 

able to give us the an exact estimate of the accepted code commits and accepted lines of code, 

as long as their approximate estimates are not totally incorrect.  

 

8.6.2 Test of Control Variables 

As we cannot randomly allocate the OSS developers between our control group (Group 1) 

and treatment group (Group 3) we have to control for variables, which could vary between the 

two groups and thereby influence the relationship between the dependent and independent 

variables. The survey was designed to create a range of variables, which can act as our 

controlled variables. These variables are: Years of OSS experience, number of total OSS 

projects, age, level of education, level of income, employment status, level of initial intrinsic 

motivation, type of OSS license, and perception of OSS task. De Vaus (2002) suggests that the 
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variables selected as controlled variables must correlate at the zero-order
20

 level with both the 

independent and dependent variables. We have therefore obtained a correlation matrix for 

each of the plausible control variables in combination with our independent and dependent 

variables (Table 34-41, Appendix 18). We have chosen to use the cross-tabulation function in 

combination with a gamma test
21

, as it gives the most intuitive visualization of the data. I 

should be mentioned that the Yule‘s Q would have been the first choice instead of gamma, 

but SPSS does not operate with Yule‘s Q, and as we limit our elaboration analysis to two by 

two tables then gamma and Yule‘s Q will generate identical results (Singh 2007). The 

elaboration analysis will focus on respondents from Group 1 and 3 only. We have 

dichotomized all control and dependent variables using a distributional approach to make 

them fit the two by two cross-tables. Some information is lost in the dichotomizing process, 

but we consider this disadvantage to be outweighed by the risk of having a matrix with many 

subgroups and thereby a potential risk of very small number of respondents in some cells. The 

effect of dividing the sample into small subgroups for analysis is that small sample sizes 

produce unstable results and as a consequence generalization is made very difficult (De Vaus 

2002). 

The cross-tables are then used to generate a gamma and an approx. sig. value for both the 

zero- and first-order
22

 relationship. By comparing the zero- and first order gamma and the 

approx. sig. values, we will be able to tell whether the relationship between the independent 

and dependent variable is partly spurious
23

 or indirect
24

, completely spurious or indirect, 

specific to certain subgroups or not due to the control variable at all. The control variables 

capable of changing the relationship between payment status and one or more of the 

dependent variables, will be further investigated by means of a Mann-Whitney test. 

 

8.6.3 Test of Current Motivation Drivers 

The survey design allows us to explore the relationship between payment status and 

motivation a bit further. One of the questions in the survey asks the respondents to choose a 

maximum of three types of 11 predefined motivational statements. They are told to pick the 

                                                 
20

 The relationship between two variables without controlling for the effects of additional variables (De Vaus 

2002). 
21

 Tests the strength of association of cross tabulated data (De Vaus 2002). 
22

 The relationship between the independent and dependent variable with the effect of one control variable 

removed (De Vaus 2002). 
23

 A relationship in which two varibales co-vary and may therefore appear to be causally related but in fact co-

vary because they are both of a third, extraneous variable (De Vaus 2002). 
24

 A causal relationship between two variables that is mediated by a third, intervening variable (De Vaus 2002). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Association_(statistics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross_tabulation
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statements, which would best describe their current motivations for participating in OSS 

projects. In this case we are dealing with two unrelated samples and two nominal variables 

and the best way to analyze data like this, is to use cross-tables in combination with a Chi-

square test. The test allows us to state if the respondents in Group 1 and Group 3 differ in any 

of the 11 motivation categories (Bryman & Cramer 2009).  

9 Results 

This section deals with the results of our hypotheses testing followed by an investigation of 

alternative explanations and clarifications using control variables. By means of data regarding 

current motivation, we will seek to reveal more in depth information about the types of 

motivation driving Group 1 and 3 respondents.  

 

9.1 Hypotheses 1a, 1b and 1c 

Payment status acts as our independent variable to group the respondents. The respondents 

who have never been paid (Group 1) are our control group and respondents who have been 

paid (Group 3) constitute our treatment group in the first three hypotheses.  

 

H1a: When given a reward for working on OSS tasks an individual’s intrinsic motivation to 

do so will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a reward, when the 

payment is discontinued.  

 

The dependent variables involved in the test of H1a are intrinsic motivation 1 and intrinsic 

motivation 2. Since the p values (2-tailed) for both our indicators of intrinsic motivation are 

higher (Table 42b) than the specified α level (0.05), we accept the null hypothesis
25

. Thus, we 

have insufficient evidence to conclude that active OSS developers who have been paid 

(Group 1) differ in the mean ranking of intrinsic motivation from active OSS developers who 

have never been paid (Group 3). In conclusion we find no evidence of crowding-out of 

intrinsic motivation, and H1a is hereby completely rejected. 

 

H1b: When given a reward for working on OSS tasks an individual’s effort to do so will 

decrease, compared to those who have never been given a reward, when the payment is 

discontinued.  

 

                                                 
25

 No difference exists between Group 1 and Group 3. 
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The dependent variable involved in the test of H1b is effort. Since the p value (2-tailed) for 

our measure of effort is greater (Table 42b) than the specified α level (0.05), we accept the 

null hypothesis. Thus, we have insufficient evidence to conclude that active OSS developers 

who have been paid (Group 1) differ in the mean ranking of effort from active OSS 

developers who have never been paid (Group 3). But if we relax the α level to 0.10 then we 

can reject the null hypothesis, as the exact p value (two-tailed) is 0.093. This signifies that at 

the 0.10 level we do see a difference between Group 1 and Group 3, but the mean ranks in 

Table 42a reveal a significant increase instead of a decrease which is the exact opposite of the 

H1b prediction. In conclusion we find no evidence for crowding-out of effort, and H1b is 

hereby completely rejected. 

 

H1c: When given a reward for working on OSS tasks an individual’s productivity to do so 

will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a reward, when the payment is 

discontinued. 

 

The dependent variables involved in the test of H1c are productivity 1, productivity 2, 

productivity 3 and productivity 4. Since the p values (2-tailed) for all our four measures of 

productivity are higher (Table 42b) than the specified α level (0.05), we can reject the null 

hypothesis. Thus, we have sufficient evidence to conclude that active OSS developers who 

have been paid differ in the mean ranking of productivity from active OSS developers who 

have never been paid. A further exploration of the mean ranks in Table 42a reveals a 

significant increase in all four productivity measures when Group 1 and 3 are compared. This 

is the exact opposite of the H3c prediction. In conclusion we find no evidence of a crowding-

out of productivity, and H3c is hereby completely rejected. 
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Table 42a: Mann-Whitney U test for H1a, H1b, and H1c 

 

 

Table 42a: Mann-Whitney U test for H1a, H1b, and H1c 

 

 

9.2 Hypotheses 2a, 2b and 2c 

Payment status acts as our independent variable to group the respondents. The respondents 

who have never been paid (Group 1) constitute our control group. The treatment group is 

created by omitting from Group 3 all respondents who during the payment phase had received 

a non-completion contingent reward. 18 respondents is removed and the treatment group for 

the following three hypotheses will consist of respondents who have received a completion 

contingent reward during the payment phase. 
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H2a: When given a completion contingent reward for working on OSS tasks an individual’s 

intrinsic motivation to do so will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a 

reward, when the payment is discontinued. 

 

The dependent variables involved in the test of H2a are intrinsic motivation 1 and intrinsic 

motivation 2. 

Since the p values (2-tailed) for both our indicators of intrinsic motivation are higher (Table 

43b) than the specified α level (0.05), we accept the null hypothesis. Thus, we have 

insufficient evidence to conclude that active OSS developers who have received a completion 

contingent reward differ in the mean ranking of intrinsic motivation from active OSS 

developers who have never been paid.  

In conclusion we find no evidence of a crowding-out of intrinsic motivation, when non 

completion contingent respondents from Group 3 are filtered out, and H2a is hereby 

completely rejected. 

 

H2b: When given a completion contingent reward for working on OSS tasks an individual’s 

effort to do so will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a reward, when 

the payment is discontinued. 

 

The dependent variable involved in the test of H2b is effort. Since the p value (2-tailed) for 

our measure of effort is higher (Table 43b) than the specified α level (0.05) we accept the null 

hypothesis. Thus, we have insufficient evidence to conclude that active OSS developers who 

have received a completion contingent reward differ in the mean ranking of effort from active 

OSS developers who have never been paid. If we again relax the α level to 0.10 then we can 

reject the null hypothesis as the exact p value (two-tailed) for the effort variable is 0.079. This 

means that at the 0.10 level we do see a difference between Group 1 and Group 3, but an 

examination of the mean ranks in Table 43a reveals a significant increase instead of a 

decrease which is the exact opposite of the H2b prediction. In conclusion we find no evidence 

of a crowding-out of effort, when non-completion contingent respondents from Group 3 are 

filtered out, and H2b is hereby completely rejected. 
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H2c: When given a completion contingent reward for working on OSS tasks an individual’s 

productivity to do so will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a reward, 

when the payment is discontinued. 

 

The dependent variables involved in the test of H2c are productivity 1, productivity 2, 

productivity 3 and productivity 4. Since the p values (2-tailed) for all our four measures of 

productivity are higher (Table 43b) than the specified α level (0.05) we can reject the null 

hypothesis. Thus, we have sufficient evidence to conclude that active OSS developers who 

have received a completion contingent reward differ in the mean ranking of productivity from 

active OSS developers who have never been paid. A further exploration of the mean ranks in 

Table 43a reveals a significant increase in all four productivity measures when Group 1 and 3 

are compared. This is the exact opposite of the H3c prediction. In conclusion we find no 

evidence of a crowding-out of productivity, when non-completion contingent respondents 

from Group 3 are filtered out, and H2c is hereby completely rejected. 
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Table 43a: Mann-Whitney U test for H2a, H2b, and H2c 

 

 

 

Table 43b: Mann-Whitney U test for H2a, H2b, and H2c 

 

 

9.3 Hypotheses 3a, 3b and 3c 

As in the previous tests, Payment status acts as our independent variable to group the 

respondents. The respondents who have never been paid (Group 1) constitute our control 

group. The treatment group was created by omitting from Group 3 all respondents who 
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reported a high level of autonomy during the payment phase. 43 respondents were removed 

and the treatment group for the following three hypotheses will consists of respondents who 

have been paid and reported a low level of autonomy during the payment phase. 

 

H3a: When given a reward that limits freedom on how to solve OSS tasks an individual’s 

intrinsic motivation to do so will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a 

reward, when the payment is discontinued. 

 

The dependent variables involved in the test of H3a are intrinsic motivation 1 and intrinsic 

motivation 2. Since the p values (2-tailed) for both our indicators of intrinsic motivation are 

higher (Table 44b) than the specified α level (0.05), we accept the null hypothesis. Thus, we 

have insufficient evidence to conclude that active OSS developers who have been paid - and 

in relation to the payment phase reported a low level of autonomy - differ in the mean ranking 

of intrinsic motivation from active OSS developers who have never been paid. In conclusion 

we find no evidence of a crowding-out of intrinsic motivation, when high autonomy 

respondents from Group 3 are filtered out, and H3a is hereby completely rejected. 

 

H3b: When given a reward that limits freedom on how to solve OSS tasks an individual’s 

effort to do so will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a reward, when 

the payment is discontinued. 

 

The dependent variable involved in the test of H3b is effort. Since the p values (2-tailed) for 

our measure of effort is higher (Table 44b) than the specified α level (0.05), we accept the 

null hypothesis. Thus, we have insufficient evidence to conclude that active OSS developers 

who have been paid - and in relation to the payment phase reported a low level of autonomy - 

differ in the mean ranking of effort from active OSS developers who have never been paid. In 

conclusion we find no evidence of a crowding-out of effort, when high autonomy respondents 

from Group 3 are filtered out, and H3b is hereby completely rejected. 

 

H3c: When given a reward that limits freedom on how to solve OSS tasks an individual’s 

productivity to do so will decrease, compared to those who have never been given a reward, 

when the payment is discontinued. 
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The dependent variables involved in the test of hypothesis 3c are productivity 1, productivity 

2, productivity 3 and productivity 4. Since the p values (2-tailed) for all our four measures of 

productivity are higher (Table 44b) than the specified α level (0.05), we can reject the null 

hypothesis. Thus, we have sufficient evidence to conclude that active OSS developers who 

have been paid - and in relation to the payment phase reported a low level of autonomy - differ 

in the mean ranking of productivity from active OSS developers who have never been paid.  

A further exploration of the mean ranks in Table 44a reveals a significant increase in all four 

productivity measures when Group 1 and 3 are compared. This is the exact opposite of the 

H3c prediction. In conclusion we find no evidence of a crowding-out of productivity, when 

high autonomy respondents from Group 3 are filtered out, and H3c is hereby completely 

rejected. 

 

Table 44a: Mann-Whitney U test for H3a, H3b, and H3c 
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Table 44b: Mann-Whitney U test for H2a, H2b, and H2c 

 

9.4 Further Investigation  

In this section we will try to shed some more light on our findings from the previous section. 

Control variables will be introduced in search for alternative explanations concerning the 

relationships between the payment status and our dependent variables. This is followed by an 

investigation of current motivations to see if Group 1 and 3 differ on this matter.   

 

9.4.1 Control Variables 

By examining the correlation Tables 34-41 (Appendix 18), we find that only one, number of 

OSS projects in total, out of the initial nine potential control variables correlate with both the 

independent and one or more of the dependent variables. The next step is to control for this 

variables in the cases in which it correlates significantly with both the independent and 

dependent variable.  

Table 46-56 (Appendix 19) show the zero- and first-order relationship between the 

independent variable (payment status), the dependent variables, and the controlled variable. 

The most important information from Table 46-56 (Appendix 19) is summarized in Table 57.   

When controlling for the number of OSS projects in total, an indication of a relationship 

appears between payment status and intrinsic motivation 2 for the subgroup of people who 

have participated in a relatively low number of projects (conditional gamma = -0.473, sig. = 

0.098). This statistical interaction
26

 tell us that Group 3 respondents who have participated in 

a relatively low number of OSS projects tend to score low on intrinsic motivation compared 

to respondents with the same characteristics in Group 1. This finding makes no theoretically 

or intuitively sense and no further elaborations will be made. When controlling for the 

number of OSS projects in total, the weak relationship between payment status and effort 

seem to become even weaker. This is especially true for the subgroup of OSS developers who 

have participated in a relatively high number of projects (gamma = -0.002, sig. = 0.993). It is 

                                                 
26

 When the relationship between the independent and dependent variable differ according to the value of the 

control variable (De Vaus 2002). 
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again difficult to draw any conclusions from this finding. When we look for an overall pattern 

in relation to our productivity measures, we see that the gamma decreases for all first-order 

subgroups with a high number of total projects compared to the zero-order gammas (Table 

57). To simplify the communication of the finding we find it reasonable to assume the control 

variable, number of OSS projects in total, to be an indirect measure of OSS experience. If 

OSS developers from Group 1 have the same relatively high level of experience as the OSS 

developers in Group 3, then we see a reduction in the relationship between payment status and 

productivity. There is not only a relationship between OSS experience and productivity. Table 

34 (Appendix 18) reveals a positive correlation between OSS experience and payment status 

which is confirmed in Table 58 and 59 (Appendix 20). Intuitively, these finding does make 

sense, and further comments will be presented and discussion in section 10. 

 

Table 57: Zero- and first-order relationships between the payment status, the dependent 

variables, and number of OSS projects in total (summarized) 

 

 

 

Number of OSS projects in total is the only control variables capable of changing the 

relationship between payment status and one or more of the dependent variables. Thus, we are 

going to investigate this variable a bit further, by means of a Mann-Whitney U test (Table 60a 
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& 60b, Appendix 21). The test compares Group 1 and 3 to see if any differences can be 

found. Since the p value (2-tailed) is higher (Table 60b) than the specified α level (0.05), we 

can reject the null hypothesis. Thus, we have sufficient evidence to conclude that active OSS 

developers, who have been paid, differ in the mean ranking of number of projects in total 

from active OSS developers who have never been paid. A further exploration of the mean 

ranks in Table 60a reveals that Group 3 respondents have been participating in more OSS 

projects than respondent in Group 1. 
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9.4.2 Current Motivation Drivers 

The most important information from the cross-table analysis (Table 63a-71b, Appendix 22) 

is summarized in Table 72.  

 

Table 72: Current motivations drivers, Group 1 and 3 compared (Chi-square) 

 

 

Group 1 and 3 differ in just two of the current motivation categories in Table 72. These 

categories are Work-related user needs (Chi-square = 6.654, sig. = 0.010) and Nonwork-

related user needs (Chi-square = 8.301, sig. = 0.009). Group 3 are overrepresented in both 
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categories. Table 73 is a visualization of Table 72 and reveals information on a more 

descriptive level. Writing code is fun appears to be the top motivation for both Group 1 

(44.8%) and Group 3 (41.2%) indicating that intrinsic motivation is a primary driver for their 

participation in OSS projects. Writing code is fun and the thrill of seeing my contributions 

used by others was partly added due to our interview with Kenny Erleben, and in Table 73 

they both appear to be popular motivation drivers.   

 

Table 73: Current motivations drivers, Group 1 and 3 compared  

 

 

 

9.4.3 Correlation Between Dependent Variables 

A complete correlation matrix presenting all bivariate relationships between the dependent 

variables is presented in Table 74 (appendix 32). A weak but positive correlation is found 

between intrinsic motivation 1 and effort (cor. = 0.184, sig. = 0.001). Keeping all previously 

presented results in mind, we find none of the other correlation coefficients to reveal new 

knowledge with implications for our hypotheses.   

10 Discussion 

In this thesis we predicted that a crowding-out effect would occur among individual OSS 

developers once a financial reward was discontinued. This then lead us to study the effects 

that discontinued payments have on three important determinants of OSS project success, as 

well as how these effects are moderated by completion contingent rewards and autonomy on 
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how to solve an OSS task. We believe that based on our interesting results we are able to 

make several contributions to the literature on motivation in OSS projects – possibly beyond. 

The following discussion will revolve around whether the hypotheses have been confirmed or 

not, and because none of them have we speculate some possible reasons for their refutation 

and the implications for practice and theory.  

 

10.1 Post-Reward Crowding Effects in OSS Development 

Based on the results of our study, all nine hypotheses were completely rejected. First, we 

looked at differences in levels of intrinsic motivation between Group 1, never been paid, and, 

Group 3, have been paid, OSS developers. Contrary to our expectations, we find no evidence 

of extrinsic motivations crowding-out intrinsic motivations. This also holds true when 

restricting our focus to factors predicted by theory to have a negative effect on intrinsic 

motivation, i.e. completion contingent rewards and constrained autonomy. Thus, we find 

individuals‘ levels of intrinsic motivation to be unaffected by changing payments statuses, i.e. 

never been paid, paid now, and have been paid. Instead, we found extrinsic and intrinsic 

motivation to coexist in a manner where neither dominates or destroys the existence of the 

other. A potential explanation could be that OSS developers in Group 3 have internalized 

financial incentives when they were previously paid. Hence, individuals in Group 3 now 

strive to receive payments again because they perceive them as competence-enhancing and 

self-determining, i.e. as indicators of their autonomy and competence (Kunz & Pfaff, 2002). 

According to SDT, conditions that allow satisfaction of the personal needs for competence, 

autonomy, and relatedness support intrinsic motivation. Thus, intrinsic motivation remains 

relatively unaffected by changing payment status, and financial incentives diminish intrinsic 

motivation only when they appear to be controlling, but increase motivation when conveying 

information about competence. We believe that OSS developers in Group 3 may have 

internalized extrinsic motivations when they were in Group 2, and that interplay between 

extrinsic and intrinsic motivation have hindered dominant motives from crowding-out each 

other. As the literature showed different variables pertaining to both extrinsic and intrinsic 

motivations are interrelated in a way where neither dominates or necessarily destroys the 

efficacy of the other. All other things being equal, these results are in accord with previous 

findings, showing that rewards can enhance or leave intrinsic motivation unaffected due to 

their symbolic value (e.g. Sansone & Harackiewicz, 2000). However, our findings extent the 
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current literature on motivation in OSS by concluding that financial rewards remain 

undamaging even when payments are discontinued. 

 

Second, we examined variances in individual work effort between OSS developers in the two 

groups. Again, we did not find any crowding effects, and none of the three hypotheses were 

confirmed. However, as expected a correlation was found between our measures of effort and 

intrinsic motivation. As mentioned, other studies on post-reward crowding effects have used 

effort as a measure of intrinsic motivation (e.g. Lepper et al, 1973; Deci, 1971). Based on this 

correlation we argue that taking effort as a third measure of intrinsic motivation further 

strengthens our conclusion that the removal of financial incentives does not crowd-out 

intrinsic motivation.   

 

Finally, we furthered the exercise to look at differences in productivity levels between Group 

1 and Group 3. Perhaps surprisingly, we found substantial evidence of a crowding-in of 

productivity between Group 1 and Group 3.  We attribute three possible explanations for this 

seemingly counter-intuitive effect. First off, our results show that OSS developers in Group 3 

are involved in more projects and have more years of experience than those in Group 1. 

Hence, it seems plausible to assume that they are required to write more code to maintain 

their status in multiple communities, thereby becoming more productive than Group 1. This is 

further supported by Lindenberg‘s (2001) acknowledgement that acting on the basis of 

obligation to a community is intuitively also a form of intrinsically motivated behavior. 

Secondly, OSS developers in Group 3 have previously been part of Group 2 while they were 

still paid, and before that possibly part of Group 1. This illustrates that OSS developers in 

Group 3 have very likely had a chance to enhance their programming skills over a longer 

career, which might explain the crowding-in of productivity. Finally, in line with the literature 

on signaling incentives in OSS (e.g. Lerner & Tirole, 2002), the productivity increase 

between Group 1 and 3 could indicate that when financial rewards are taken away, OSS 

developers increase productivity to signal potential employers in an attempt to resume 

payments again. Naturally this raises the question, of whether it is meaningful to compare 

Group 1 and 3, when respondents exhibit different behaviors. However, when testing with the 

control variables, i.e. age, level of education, level of income, employment status, initial 

intrinsic motivation, type of license, perception of OSS task, no difference is found between 

the two groups, except for number of projects in total. 
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10.2 Limitations  

Although the sample size in our study is by far large enough to guarantee statistical validity, 

the low response rate means there is likely to be the risk of bias. This is because we cannot 

directly prove that those who chose not to participate do not differ from those who did. 

Traditionally a response rate around 80% is preferred, and everything under 40% is normally 

not accepted. The response rate in our study was 23.7%, and in the survey comments section 

(Appendix 27) we see indication that OSS developers suffer from response fatigue, best 

exemplified by this quote: “You academic people really need to work together. For the past 

year I have replied to at least 6 surveys about OSS, and it is becoming very annoying.” 

(Respondent nr. 3, Appendix 27). We chose not to send out twice to refusals because we did 

not find it ethically right to spam hundreds of people without their preapproval. In other 

words, it is likely that there are differences between survey participants and refusals, which 

could have an effect on the findings. The respondents were contacted by email, which brings 

up another issue. Some of our emails could have ended up in spam-filters or just perceived as 

spam, which is also confirmed in the survey comment section: “You send me an email, but 

how could I know that it was not just spam?” (Respondent nr. 73, Appendix 27). Roberts et 

al. (2006) also experienced a low response rate, but confirmed by means of a Mann-Whitney 

U test that respondents and non-respondents were drawn from the same underlying 

population. We believe their test brings some assurance that our test population is 

representative because their sample also consisted of a global community of OSS developers.  

 

Further critique could be directed at our research design, which was originally applied in 

longitudinal studies in closed experimental settings (e.g. Deci, 1971; Lepper et al, 1973). 

Unlike these experiments, we were not able to study a consistent sample over time through 

three different payment statuses. Applying such a method would simply be both technically 

and practically beyond the scope of this thesis. Our research is based on cross-sectional 

samples where groups are formed on the basis of existing differences rather than by creating 

groups and making them different by means of intervention (De Vaus, 2002). Thus, the basis 

of comparison could be questioned. However, as mentioned we mitigated this risk by testing 

for differences between the respondents in the two groups with the control variables, where 

only the differences in OSS experience, discussed above, were found (Table 57). Moreover, 

we also have to consider the possibility that extrinsically motivated individuals have simply 

abandoned the population in Group 3 because they weren‘t motivated to perform OSS tasks 

mailto:hannes.magnusson@gmail.com
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once payments were discontinued. Unlike Deci (1971) we weren‘t able to lock them in a room 

and make sure they did not leave before phase 3. Thus if this speculation holds true, crowding 

effects between Group 1 and Group 3 are obscured because only highly intrinsically 

motivated OSS developers remain. Researchers applying this experimental framework to real-

life settings have not given enough attention to these methodological limitations. We believe 

it is of utmost importance that future studies seek to improve this research design for real-life 

application.  

 

Furthermore, we found clear evidence that a strong norm for payment exists in OSS projects, 

regardless of payment status. As mentioned in our literature review, Kunz and Pfaff (2002) 

proposed that conditions for a crowding effect require a setting where rewards are 

situationally inappropriate. They argue that those experiments that succeeded in documenting 

detrimental effects of reward did so by rewarding subjects for activities for which one 

normally does not expect to be compensated for. Since extrinsic reinforcement is the norm, 

tasks are likely to be experienced as more valuable or more interesting if they lead to higher 

compensation, thereby tending to increase rather than diminish intrinsic motivation, effort and 

productivity. Thus, in practice the danger may not be that rewards are perceived as 

inappropriate, but rather that not rewarding good performance might be perceived as unfair, 

leading to frustration and diminution of interest and commitment toward the task (Kunz & 

Pfaff, 2002). As mentioned, Alexy and Leitner (2010) tested this hypothesis in an OSS 

setting, looking at individuals‘ reactions to payment based on their individual perception of its 

social acceptability – the norm about payment. They found very limited indicators that such 

an effect is relevant. Therefore it seems obvious to claim that our study provides further 

evidence that crowding effects does seldom prevail in real-life settings with a strong norm for 

payment, in this case OSS projects. With thought to the growing socio-economic significance 

of OSS, we believe this call for more dedicated research in this area.  

 

Finally, we acknowledge that the reliability of certain measures and indicators in our data can 

be questioned. As mentioned, our intrinsic motivation 1 indicator exhibited low internal 

reliability with a Cronbach‘s alpha coefficient just below 0.7. This led us to isolate one of the 

four items, it is fun, I really enjoy it, which we believe is the most precise and explicit 

indicator of intrinsic motivation. Thus, the central concept in our thesis relies on only one 

item. As a result, our hypotheses are also tested with the other four indicators to ensure 

reliability. Even though the alpha coefficient for these items was 0.613 (Table 13, Appendix 
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6) we believe that testing our hypotheses with two measures of intrinsic motivation adds 

confidence to our conclusions. Likewise, autonomy is only measured on a single item scale. 

While this indicator is decisive for the outcome of three hypotheses, it would have been 

optimal to measure it on a multi-item scale. However, we found it necessary to limit the 

number of questions in our survey in order to get a reasonable response rate and ensure that 

respondents did not drop out during the response process. Furthermore, making a binary 

distinction between completion contingent and non-completion contingent rewards might not 

be as obvious as we have made it. The question is whether in reality the eight payment 

schemes in our survey can technically be labeled as either one or the other.  Moreover, 39.2% 

of respondents in Group 3 chose work related user-needs as their current motivation for 

contributing to OSS (Table 72). This suggests that a distinction based on payment status 

between Group 2 and 3 is far from clear-cut.  

 

10.3 Implications for Practice  

Our results offer several implications for companies involved in OSS projects. We found no 

evidence of a crowding-out effect related to discontinued payments to OSS developers. 

Naturally, this is good news for project managers in commercial firms that are rewarding OSS 

developers according to periodic payment schemes, such as donations, bounties or consulting 

fees. There is a strong norm for payment within OSS projects. This affirms that OSS as a 

mode of production is robust to a variety of motivations, and that economic motivations are 

likely to be able to harmonize with the social ones as these innovation communities are 

increasingly evolving toward complicated socio-economic norms. With thoughts to previous 

research it seems very likely that financial rewards when given to OSS developers most often 

convey information about competence and hereby increase their motivation or leaves it 

unaffected. Consequently, this may indeed imply that firms should dedicate more resources to 

monitor participation in the OSS project they are supporting and make sure good performance 

is always rewarded. Otherwise high performers that are vital to project success might 

experience anxiety concerning competence and loose interest because they see others being 

rewarded for similar activities. On the other hand, if enjoyment-based intrinsic motivation is 

indeed the most persuasive driver of OSS contributions (Lakhani & Wolf, 2005), then it 

becomes a managerial challenge for companies to induce market norms to secure that 

contributions are steady and aligned with business interests while still leaving room for social 

and altruistic norms.  
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10.4 Implications for Theory  

As the literature review revealed, previous studies have not been able to identify a crowding-

out effect of payment on intrinsic motivation between Group 1, unpaid OSS developers, and 

Group 2, paid OSS developers (e.g. Hars and Ou 2002; Lakhani & Wolf 2005; Roberts et al. 

2006). This thesis explored new territory by hypothesizing that crowding effects become 

relevant once a financial reward is discontinued, i.e. in Group 3. Nevertheless, our subsequent 

study clearly refuted all hypotheses predicting such a post-reward effect, and once again 

crowding-out is dismissed in the context of OSS. Therefore, we believe our findings 

supplement and extent the results from earlier studies. Naturally, this leads to the question of 

whether the empirical understanding of the phenomenon has reached a point where crowding-

out in OSS can be ruled entirely out? Some researchers have claimed that crowding-out 

effects only occur in environments where social norms, as opposed to market norms, 

dominate. However, we find that out of 456 OSS developers 98.5% agree that there is a norm 

for payment in OSS projects (Table 32, Appendix 17). In fact, no one disagreed. Furthermore, 

Alexy and Leitner (2010) were not able to find conclusive evidence that payment norms 

moderate intrinsic motivation. Thus, it seems that social norms do not necessarily collide with 

market norms, as have otherwise been proposed by several authors (e.g. Frey 1997; Deci & 

Ryan 1995; Kunz & Pfaff 2002; Alexy & Leitner 2010). Moreover, we do not think it has any 

practical relevance to document crowding effects in settings where rewards are situationally 

inappropriate. It is our belief that relying on financial incentives in a setting where rewards 

are situationally inappropriate would simply be a case of bad management. Or put differently, 

why induce monetary rewards when people are motivated enough as it is?  

 

Our results also bring another theoretical limitation back to attention. Intrinsic motivation and 

crowding-out effects are hypothetical constructs
27

 in that their existence has not been 

empirically proven. Instead they have been conceptualized based on plausible hypothesizing 

(Kunz & Pfaff, 2002). These concepts are constructs designed around unobservable 

psychological processes, which are explained by linking them to observable behavioral 

outcomes. Therefore researchers might discover a detrimental or beneficial effect of financial 

rewards, but how can they be sure that it is caused by the crowding-out effect? We believe our 

                                                 
27

 Hypothetical constructs relate experiences by inventing a fictitious substance or process in terms of which 

these experiences can be expressed, thereby involving the supposition of entities or processes which are neither 

among the observed nor can be measured directly (Benjamin 1937). 
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results stress the importance of a careful distinction between whether one refers to the 

crowding effect as a hypothetical construct (explanans), or whether attention is given to the 

empirical evidence of externally induced effects on intrinsic motivation (explanandum). One 

might explain the same effect with different theories. We believe it is time to bring attention 

back to the phenomenon in its essence in order to pursue new promising avenues of 

theorizing.  

 

10.5 Suggestions for Further Research  

These findings call for a refinement of our understanding of motivation in OSS development. 

Besides the proposals mentioned earlier, we would like to point out two interesting openings 

for future research. Contrary to our expectations, we find no evidence of extrinsic motivations 

crowding-out intrinsic motivation, effort or productivity. Yet, we did not limit our focus to the 

specific OSS projects for which the individuals in Group 3 were previously rewarded. Our 

findings indicate that OSS developers in Group 3 work on OSS tasks with the same intrinsic 

motivation, effort and productivity as those in Group 1. On average, OSS developers 

contribute to 3.1 projects (Figure 16, Appendix 11). Consequently, the question remains if 

they still contribute to the specific project for which they were once rewarded or if they 

decided to move on to work on other projects once the payments were discontinued. 

Executive director of the GNOME Foundation, Stormy Peters proposed in her presentation at 

LinuxConf Australia that this might very well be the case. She claimed: “I think if people 

stopped working on a project due to discontinued payments they would actually go on to 

work on some other open source project. I don’t think they would leave the community” 

(Peters, 2008c). Furthermore, we do not know if they choose different types of projects once 

they have been paid, i.e. are they drawn to projects were chances of payment are high or vice 

versa? An empirical study examining this area, perhaps through means of qualitative research 

interviews, would be an important addition to our findings.  

 

Moreover, future research should seek to provide objective criteria for classifying rewards as 

either controlling or informative. This will prove important if this distinction is indeed 

decisive for when financial rewards are detrimental to intrinsic motivation. Unfortunately, the 

literature review revealed that the construct of intrinsic motivation is not of much help in 

identifying the special circumstances in which a crowding effect appears. Consequently, its 

main ability lies presently in intuitive post-hoc analysis of compensation systems, without 
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being capable of predicting behavioral outcomes beforehand. Moreover, core mechanisms 

through which post-reward crowding effects occur still remain widely unclear. Therefore, 

theories of motivation crowding-in their current state evidently cannot serve as a model for 

incorporating post-reward crowding effects into innovation management practices.  

11 Conclusion 

The halting of payments to OSS developers does not cause a crowding-out effect: Unpaid 

developers exhibit similar levels of intrinsic motivation and effort compared to previously 

paid developers. We found similar results when restricting our focus to factors predicted by 

theory to have a negative effect on intrinsic motivation, i.e. completion contingent rewards 

and limited autonomy. Thus, we have rejected all our nine hypotheses. In fact, we find a 

substantial crowding-in of productivity among OSS developers that have previously been 

paid. Perhaps not surprisingly, this crowding-in effect is moderated by OSS experience – the 

more experienced, the more productive. Moreover, our findings reveal that OSS settings do 

not fulfill several of the assumptions on when the crowding-out effect is expected to be 

relevant. First of all, as several researchers have argued, a determining factor for crowding-

out seems to be that the provision of incentives is situationally inappropriate. We found a 

strong norm for payment among OSS developers. Thus, financial incentives in OSS 

development do not violate a social norm of no payment, and market and social norms are 

able to coexist. Second, it has been hypothesized that payments might diminish OSS 

developers‘ autonomy, and thereby causing a crowding-out effect because they are perceived 

as controlling rather than informational. Yet, we found no evidence of post-reward crowding 

effects even when narrowing the focus of analysis to OSS developers who felt a limitation on 

autonomy during the payment phase. Moreover, particularly completion contingent rewards 

were expected by theory to generate a crowding-out effect. However, restricting our focus to 

OSS developers who had previously received a completion contingent reward did not reveal 

any undermining effects.  

 

With this present study, research on motivation crowding-in OSS settings has now been 

extended to refute undermining effects among previously paid developers, not just currently 

paid. Thus, based on our findings and earlier empirical studies on OSS and motivation, we 

conclude that obtaining a negative effect of financial incentives would require a highly 

unusual combination of conditions bearing little resemblance to the actual use of incentives in 
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OSS settings. The hypothetical constructs of intrinsic motivation and crowding-out effects 

therefore seems insufficient in explaining the effect of payment on individual motivation to 

contribute to OSS development, and most likely other open models of innovation and new 

product development. We advice future research to skip this hypothetical construct and 

identify entirely new paths in research that can help explain the complexity of this 

phenomenon. Hopefully this will lead to a heightened understanding, in both science and 

business, of how financial incentives can contribute to an increase in effectiveness and 

efficiency in models of open innovation. 
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Appendix 1:  
 
Table 2: Mean percentage of free-choice time that subjects chose to play with the target 
activity, by treatments  

 
Source: Lepper et al. (1973) 

 

Appendix 2: 
 
Figure 2: The SDT Continuum showing types of motivation and the process of 
internalization of extrinsic motivation 
 

 
Source: Deci and Ryan (2000) 
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Appendix 3 
 
Table 5: Definitions of licenses 
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Table 6: Classification of Selected Open Source Licenses 

 
Source: Sen et al (2009) 
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Appendix 4: Site traffic for Github, Sourceforge, and Ohloh 
 

Table 7: Site traffic for Github.com 

 
Source: www.alexa.com 

 

 

Table 8: Site traffic for Sourceforge.net 

 
Source: www.alexa.com 

 

 

Table 9: Site traffic for Ohloh.net 

 
Source: www.alexa.com 
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Appendix 5: Test of normality 
 

Table 10: Test of normality, dependent variables 

 
 

 

Table 11: Test of normality, nominal control variables 

 
 

 

Table 12: Test of normality, ordinal control variables 
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Appendix 6: Statistics on the 4 item Likert scale for intrinsic motivation 1 
 
Table 13: Cronbach’s Alpha, N = 409, all respondents 

 
 

 

Table 14: Test of unidimensionality, N = 409, all respondents 

 
 

 

Appendix 7: Visualization of dependent variables 
 
Figure 7: Intrinsic motivation 2, N = 309, Group 1 and 3 
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Figure 8: Effort, N = 309, Group 1 and 3 

   
 

 

Figure 9: Productivity 1, collapsed values, N = 276, Group 1 and 3 
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Figure 10: Productivity 2, N = 276, Group 1 and 2. 

 
 

 

Figure 11: Productivity 3, N = 261, Group 1 and 3 
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Figure 12: Productivity 4, N= 265, Group 1 and 3. 

 
Appendix 8: Dependent variables, dichotomized 
 
Table 15: Intrinsic motivation 1, dichotomized 

 
 

Table 16: Intrinsic motivation 2, dichotomized 

 
 

Table 17: Effort, dichotomized 
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Table 18: Productivity 1, dichotomized 

 
 

Table 19: Productivity 2, dichotomized 

 
 

Table 20: Productivity 3, dichotomized 

 
 

Table 21: Productivity 4, dichotomized 

 
 

Appendix 9: Independent variable 
Table 22: Payment status, all respondents 
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Appendix 10: Intervening variables 
 
Figure 13: Type of payment, N = 67, Group 3 only 

 
 

 
 
Appendix 11: Visualization of interval control variables 
 
Figure 15: Years of OSS experience  
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Figure 16: Number of current projects 

 
 

 
 
Figure 17: Number of projects in total 
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Figure 18: Age 

 
 

Appendix 12: Interval control variables, dichotomized 
 
Table 23: Years of OSS experience, dichotomized 

  
 

 

Table 24: Number of current projects, dichotomized 
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Table 25: Number of projects in total, dichotomized 

 
 

 

Table 26: Age, dichotomized 

 
 

 

Appendix 13: Visualization of ordinal control variables 
 
Figure 19: Level of income, N = 309, Group 1 and 3 
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Figure 20: Level of education, N = 308, Group 1 and 3 

 
 

Figure 21: Initial intrinsic motivation, N = 246, Group 1 and 3 
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Figure 22: Perception of OSS task, N = 309, Group 1 and 3 

 
Note: The higher the values, the more heuristic the OSS task 

 
 

Appendix 14: Control variables, dichotomized  
 
Table 27: Level of education, dichotomized 

 
 

Table 28: Level of income, dichotomized 

 
 

Table 29: Initial intrinsic motivation, dichotomized 
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Table 30: Perception of OSS task, dichotomized 

 
 

 
Appendix 15: Correlation matrix 
 
Table 31: Correlations between productivity measures 
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Appendix 16: Visualization of control variables 
 

Figure 23: Employment status, N = 309, Group 1 and 3 

 
 

 

Figure 24: Most popular licenses, N = 309, Group 1 and 3 
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Figure 25: Gender, N = 309, Group 1 and 3 

 
 

Figure 26: Type of license, N = 309, Group 1 and 3 

 
 

Appendix 17: Descriptive variables 
 
Table 32: Norm for payment 
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Appendix 18: Zero-order correlations 
 
Table 33: Zero-order correlation between years of OSS experience, payment status and the 
dependent variables  
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Table 34: Zero-order correlation between number of projects in total, payment status and 
the dependent variables  
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Table 35: Zero-order correlation between age, payment status and the dependent 
variables  
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Table 36: Zero-order correlation between level of education, payment status and the 
dependent variables  
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Table 37: Zero-order correlation between level of income, payment status and the 
dependent variables  
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Table 38: Zero-order correlation between employment status, payment status and the 
dependent variables  
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Table 39: Zero-order correlation between initial intrinsic motivation, payment status and 
the dependent variables  
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Table 40: Zero-order correlation between type of license, payment status and the 
dependent variables  
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Table 41: Zero-order correlation between heuristic task, payment status and the 
dependent variables  

 
 

 

Appendix 19: Zero- and first-order relationships compared 
 
Table 45a: Zero-order relationship between intrinsic motivation 2 and payment status 
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Table 45b: Zero-order relationship between intrinsic motivation 2 and payment status 

 
 

 

Table 46a: First-order relationship between intrinsic motivation 2, payment status and 
number of projects in total 

 
 

 

Table 46b: First-order relationship between intrinsic motivation 2, payment status and 
number of projects in total 
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Table 47a: Zero-order relationship between effort and payment status 

 
 

 
Table 47b: Zero-order relationship between effort and payment status 

 
 

 
Table 48a: First-order relationship between effort, payment status and number of projects 
in total 
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Table 48b: First-order relationship between effort, payment status and number of projects 
in total 

 
 

 
Table 49a: Zero-order relationship between productivity 1 and payment status 

 
 

 
Table 49b: Zero-order relationship between productivity 1 and payment status 
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Table 50a: First-order relationship between productivity 1, payment status and number of 
projects in total 

 
 

 
Table 50b: First-order relationship between productivity 1, payment status and number of 
projects in total 

 
 

 
Table 51a: Zero-order relationship between productivity 2 and payment status 
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Table 51b: Zero-order relationship between productivity 2 and payment status 

 
 

 
Table 52a: First-order relationship between productivity 2, payment status and number of 
projects in total 

 
 

Table 52b: First-order relationship between productivity 2, payment status and number of 
projects in total 
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Table 53a: Zero-order relationship between productivity 3 and payment status 

 
 

 
Table 53b: Zero-order relationship between productivity 3 and payment status 

 
 
 
Table 54a: First-order relationship between productivity 3, payment status and number of 
projects in total 
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Table 54b: First-order relationship between productivity 3, payment status and number of 
projects in total 

 
 

 
Table 55a: Zero-order relationship between productivity 4 and payment status 

 
 

 
Table 55b: Zero-order relationship between productivity 4 and payment status 
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Table 56a: First-order relationship between productivity 4, payment status and number of 
projects in total 

 
 

 
Table 56b: First-order relationship between productivity 4, payment status and number of 
projects in total 
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Appendix 20: Experience measures 
Table 58: Years of OSS experience, descriptive, Group 1 and 3 
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Table 59: Number of projects in total, Group 1 and 3, descriptive 

 
 

 
Appendix 21: Mann-Whitney U test comparing Group 1 and 3 in relation to 
OSS experience 
 
Table 60a: Mann-Whitney U test comparing Group 1 and 3 in relation to OSS experience 
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Table 60b: Mann-Whitney U test comparing Group 1 and 3 in relation to OSS experience 

 
 

 

Appendix 22: Current motivations 
 
Table 61a: Code for projects is intellectually stimulating 

 
 

 
Table 61b: Code for projects is intellectually stimulating 
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Table 62a: Writing code is fun 

  
 

 
Table 62b: Writing code is fun  

 
 

 
Table 63a: The thrill of seeing my contributions being used by others 
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Table 63b: The thrill of seeing my contributions being used by others 

 
 

Table 64a: Improve programming skills 

 
 

Table 64b: Improve programming skills 

 
 

Table 65a: Work-related user needs 
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Table 65b: Work-related user needs 

 
 

 

Table 66a: Nonwork-related user needs 
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Table 66b: Nonwork-related user needs 

 
 

 

Table 67a: Enhance professional status 

 
 

 

Table 67b: Enhance professional status 
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Table 68a: Believe that source code should be open 

 
 

 

Table 68b: Believe that source code should be open 

 
 

 

Table 69a: Feel personal obligation to contribute because I use OSS 
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Table 69b: Feel personal obligation to contribute because I use OSS 

 
 

 

Table 70a: Like working with a development team 

 
 

 

Table 70b: Like working with a development team 
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Table 71a: Enhance reputation in OSS communities 

 
 

 

Table 71b: Enhance reputation in OSS communities 
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Appendix 23: e-mail addresses 
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Appendix 25: Survey for Group 2 respondents 
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Appendix 26: Survey for Group 3 respondents 
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Appendix 27: Comments on survey by respondents 
 
1 Great thing guys. If you need help getting in contact with danish open source people, then 

just sent me an email. I'll gladly set you up with some contacts if you don't have it already. 
 
 
Good job! 
 
 
Will the results be published? 
 
 
Best regards and good luck, 
 
 
Alexander Færøy 
 
Irssi / Exherbo / Paludis / ex-Gentoo FOSS developer, currently getting paid for doing FOSS 
at Nokia ;-) 

2 This is the project I'm currently working on: 
http://wiki.sugarlabs.org/go/Deployment_Team/Dextrose 

3 You academic people really need to work together. 
 
For the past year I have replied to at least 6 surveys about OSS, and it is becoming very 
annoying. 

4 the estimation questions are really hard to answer correctly... 

5 I'm working on my code in private and will submit it for mainline inclusion in August. I 
currently have about 38 commits (2400 lines of code) in my private repository. 

6 Your use of "OSS" consistently limits the scope a bit. My primary motivation for working on 
what is here referred to as "open source" has nothing to do with the actual so-called "open 
source" movement, but rather everything to do with the "free software" movement. The 
distinction is important, as it's a matter of economics vs. freedom. 

7 While I liked questions about personal motivations for participating in OSS and some other 
ones, I thought that questions such as "how many hours weekly do you dedicate to OSS 
work" and "how many accepted code commits have you contributed" are just silly. 
 
 
 
While I dedicate most of my time to writing code (most of that code is opensource sooner or 
later) and have created and contributed in various ways to tens of projects, I have no idea 
on how many hours in the week I spend on that, how many commits I did (I could use 
version control to find out, but that's just silly), or how many lines of code did I write or bugs 
that I have reported. 
 
 
 
Why does it matter anyway? Most people that I know type faster than me, so they need less 
time to get the same amount of work done. On the other hand I keep a pretty concise 
coding style, so I write less lines of code than most people. In my current job I'm in charge 
of making an OSS project better, and I do that by refactoring existing code, that means I 
remove more lines of code than I add. So what should I enter in the "accepted lines of code" 
field in your survey? I just combined the added + removed lines in a total. 
 
 
 
I hope you take this feedback into account and that you understand why some questions 
shouldn't be asked (or, that you make answers to these questions loose and optional). 
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8 Most of my paid OSS work is due to Google's Summer of Code programme, in which I'm 
participating at the moment - hence no commits were accepted yet and no bugs were 
reported. 

9 No. 

10 Can I get the results of the survey? Thanks! 

11 Most projects I participate in are like this: 
 
* laptop-mode-tools - Current Maintainer 
 
* apt-offline - Original Author 
 
* autoEqualizer - Original Author 
 
* Debian Developer - Developer for many packages. 
 
* Enterprise Linux - Partner Liason 
 
So for projects I own, I don't track the commits. But for projects that I participate/influence in, 
contributions are in the range of bug reports, root causes, patches. 

12 
the email to this survey link was not directly addressed to me, which gave me doubts as to 
it's legitimacy.  after a review of the questions, there is little personal information, so the risk 
of fraud or theft based on information gathered here is low. 

13 

The numbers above are not accurate, since I can't really remember all of the projects I 
worked on during the last year.So I took statistics from my own projects over that time 
period.Bugs counted with:for f in /home/manveru/github/manveru/*(/); { cd $f; ghi -l closed } | 
wc -lLoC counted with:for f in /home/manveru/github/manveru/*(/); { cd $f; git log --oneline --
numstat --since='1 year ago' | ruby -e 't = 0; ARGF.grep(/^(\d+)\t(\d+)/){|l| la, ld = l.split[0..1]; 
t += la.to_i; t -= ld.to_i }; p t' } | ruby -e 'p ARGF.inject{|s,v| s.to_i + v.to_i }'Commits counted 
with:for f in *(/); { ruby -r git -r logger -e "g = Git.open('$f'); p g.log(9999).since('1 year 
ago').size" } | ruby -e 'p ARGF.inject{|s,v| s.to_i + v.to_i }' 

14 Question 24 and 25 are identical. 

15 
I've been participating in Google Summer of Code 2010. So when I finish in august the 
number of commits will decrease as I will have to spent time getting my Bachelor in 
Software Development from the IT University of Copenhagen  

16 The numbers you ask for are far too precise, I don't count the projects I contribute to. 

17 My info will perhaps skew your data considerably. 
 
 
It has been a key part of my life's work to create a decentralised social platform — which I 
believe needs to be open. I've tried to work on this as much as I can since I dropped out of 
school to work on it — often by bringing in revenue by other means and using that to 
subsidise myself and others to do the work that I'd like to see happen. 
 
Anyways, hope my info has been useful in some way. 
 
Good luck with your survey — look forward to the results. 
 
-- thanks, tav 

18 The vast majority of my projects are unpaid, but I get to work on a couple free software 
projects during work time. 
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19 Under payment type, I selected 'indirect' - I am paid a salary to produce a Linux-based 
product, and I contribute to open source products so they can be integrated into our product 
so they are usable by our end-users. 
 
 
I felt that indirect best described this situation. 

20 #25, 26 are very much guesses.  You could do analysis to get the answer to 24 and 25 and, 
maybe, 26 

21 Hard to say if should take this survey or the 'non payed' survey. I am allowed to spend time 
on the ylib project at work, mostly because it directly support other activities. I do get to 
dedicate some time to the promotion part of it (promoting the project as a company 'product' 
but that time is rather minor compared to everything else. 

22 
I'm employed by Google, and most of my recent OSS contributions have been related to my 
primary responsibilities at Google. 

23 Will participants be notified when the results are complete? 

24 I realise that surveys necessarily have to categorise and simplify things. 
 
But: I struggled a bit to make what I do fit in with your survey. 
 
Here's what I do: I'm one of four people who own and work at a company which sells 
telecommunications hardware, Corelatus. The company makes money selling hardware. 
Corelatus pays me a salary and, some years, a dividend. 
 
One OSS project I work on is Erlang (www.erlang.org). I wrote and maintain the FAQ. 
Sometimes, I work on the FAQ during work hours. Does Q.22 apply here or not? I'm not 
really being paid specifically for the contributions to the FAQ, nor did I actively set out to be 
paid for them ("tried"). Then, Q 24 is specifically mentions CODE. But the FAQ is 
documentation. Do we count that as code or not? Similar problems for 25 and 26. 
 
Another OSS project I work on is example code for Corelatus' hardware. That example code 
is open source (BSD licence, freely available), but is it a "project" for 
 
the purposes of your survey? There's only one developer (me) and the main purposes of the 
code is not that it gets used, but rather as a form of advertising for the company's hardware, 
i.e. "here's what you can do with the hardware". 
 
It would have helped me if you'd put a link at the top of the survey to a bit of an explanation 
about what you're actually interested in and what, exactly, you mean by an OSS project. 

25 The questions are kind of stilted for my situation.  I participate in dozens of CPAN modules 
both written by me and helping others, in addition to developing Perl itself.  I was given a 
grant by The Perl Foundation to fix the y2038 bug in Perl, which was staged payment and 
completed, and a grant to develop a new major version of Test::Builder which is still active.  
There's no strong time period on them.  The survey seems to be aimed more towards 
people who are employed working on OSS code.And I have no idea how many commits or 
LOC or bugs I've dealt with over that time.  A lot.  I could figure it out... but its across dozens 
of projects. 

26 Your survey doesn't much resonate with possibility of doing OSS as a main full time 
employment responsibility. This case is quite common, though, if not so much for the 
software houses, then quite a lot for the systems and hardware houses, where the profit is 
realized elsewhere. Think embedded systems like network gear (NAS, AP) and media 
gateways, linux device drivers,.... 

27 Please publish the results under a free and open source software licence. 

28 Some of the metrics are pretty hard to accurately guess like lines of code, and you do not 
mention if it's source lines of code (sloccount) or just lines of code (wc -l). 
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29 Atm I'm paid by my day job to work on some OSS projects, so I don't really know where to 
answer that in #22.. 
 
 
Also, when you ask how many projects and stuff have we participated in, please make it 1-
5, 6-15, etc. Because I really really don't know how many, or when I started exactly. And 
forcing me to pick one randomly in the range I think is okay is annoying my inner nerd that 
strives for precision. 
 
 
As for 24/25/26. I work mostly on PHP projects, or in-house projects or personal projects 
that I lead, where I have full access, so I don't really go through approval processes and 
therefore can't really answer those. As for bugs.. seriously I have no idea. 

30 I already have an HTC Desire :) and I mainly work on Haskell now ;-) 

31 Questions 24-26 are ridiculously hard to estimate. IDK = I don't know. 

32 License and price are orthogonal, but payment and quality are closely related. 

33 Counting LOC or number of commits rarely say anything useful about a project / 
contribution, in my experience.  
 
 
Also a bit hard to differentiate the options in question 17 - not really clear what's being 
asked. 
 
Anyway, good luck with your project. Would be interesting to see the results of your work.  

34 That estimates in last few questions may be a bit off ;) 
 
 
I have marked "indirect payment" option in Q22 but not sure if this is the best description of 
the following:  
 
 
I run a company, I write code for our clients and they agree that parts of the code that are 
unspecific to projects (think libraries, plugins, etc.) will be released by me (and co-workers) 
to the public as OSS. We get paid for delivering a product to client but part of that payment 
gets converted into OSS code. 
 
 
Cheers, 
 
 
Jacek 

35 It is very hard to estimate the lines of code I contributed. Ohloh 
[http://www.ohloh.net/accounts/hughsient] probably has a better idea. 

36 My work in the past year has been on a project which will be open sourced, but at the 
moment is moving towards a state of general completion until it's sufficiently progressed 
enough to warrant supporting users and developers. 

37 Glad to help with anything related to OSS. I'd love to see the results of this survey! 

38 Didn't understand question 26. Also, seriously had to guess on the numbers, I dabble in a 
lot of projects. 

39 Lines of code question and number of bugs questions are way too detailed and hard to find 
across projects.  I couldn't get a good answer, so I guessed. 

40 Well designed survey, thank you. 

41 Good luck with your survey. Let me know about the results, please. 

42 Questions 11 and 12 were hard. I wanted to tick most of them. 

43 Question 21 doesn't apply to me, as I've got a personal SVN repository for my part of the 
project (a Windows installer) - the project doesn't officially support any binary distributions, 
and my contribution is kinda officially unofficial. 
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44 Andre: is "Other:" in English :-) 

45 Good luck. 

46 http://erlyvideo.org/  it my opensource project. 

47 Thanks 

48 Thanks! 

49 Great idea for a survey looking forward to the results. 

50 Don't know what your definition of LOC is. I just took the line count of all ruby files in my 
project that weren't obviously written by someone else. 

51 I'd like to get paid for working on ruby/scala opensource projects. 

52 I felt that the questions did not take into account my main reason for contributing to OSS 
projects: I'm scratching my own itch. 
 
In the Ruby community it is very common to solve a (simple) problem and then publish the 
solution as a stand-alone OSS project on github. I've got 82 repositories on Github and 
about a third of those are simple projects I created to solve a simple problem. It's easier to 
open-source something these days than not to, so publishing it is a no-brainer. 

53 I don't know who are you and what's your motivation of this survey? could you state it clearly 
together? thanks, 

54 Question 22 and 23 are a really rough estimates. 

55 I'm interested in reading about the results. Sorry about not being able to provide accurate 
data about the 12 last months metrics. The reason is that I've been switching from SVN 
between Git in the meantime. 

56 The data points mentioned at the end of the list are not something I keep track of or of any 
importance to me. So I have put in a series of educated guesses. I wonder if anyone does 
keep track of them.  
 
 
 
If you found the emails via github or ohloh - you could have requested that information 
instead (github or ohloh id I mean) and gotten the data yourself. 

57 Definitions are important.  It was hard to determine what a project was or what constituted 
participation. 

58 Estimating the no. of changed lines of code, bugs or commits is just silly. It's impossible to 
estimate if you contribute significantly. My numbers are lower bounds. 
 
 
Same goes for the number of projects one was involved in over time. 

59 Adding code to a project is not the only thing off importance.  Most of my commits have 
been to remove code that can be simplified.  A smaller, easier to understand code base is 
important.  So, while I may have added 1000 lines, I removed about 3000. 

60 Sadly there is no easy way to grade how many lines of code I have written, nor how many 
contributions I have done as I also look after a couple of open source repos myself. But I 
think 60 contributions is modest for the last 12 months, and 600 lines of code will be close. 

61 Well, it really, really hard to judge the total number of commits and lines commited ;) 

62 The last three questions are really hard to answer correctly without having to spend quite 
some time investigating, so these numbers are really rough guesses 

63 Currently participate jQuery UI, Z-Blog 

64 I hope the results of this survey will be freely available, and as widely publicized as possible, 
to raise the awareness of the valuable and important work that is done by OSS contributors 
everywhere. 

65 cant wait to read the paper! 

66 Great work on this form, where will the results of your study be publicated? 
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67 

Honestly very hard to answer several questions meaningfully out of context.A few examples: 
2) Contributed hours per week have varied from 0 to 80+: as it's always been volunteer 
"work", it heavily depends on my free time, needs and mood 3) This number does not mean 
much: often i'm simply some OSS project user, i hit a bug along the way, fix it and move on. 
Sometimes i stay involved longer. Sometimes i'm the project creator/leader. 4) Who can 
remember that? 7) Depends highly on the project: a volunteer often fills holes/needs, which 
vary from one project to another, and within a project through time. When you start a new 
project, you do it all. 8) I have 2 master degrees, but none in IT 9) I don't work in the fields 
i've been studying, and i work very few (for money) 11/12) Pretty much all of them, as in: i 
believe code/knowledge should be open thus used them exclusively and attempt to make 
them used in the workplace; being a user i hit bugs, thus i fix them; doing so is intellectually 
challenging, which is fun and improves my skills; fixing bugs supposedly improves one's 
"reputation in the OSS community", etc. 13) Considering 2) this is meaningless without a 
reference 14) Varies from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree" depending on the topic 15) 
??? 21/22) These numbers don't mean much: some OSS projects i work(ed) on are mine 
and often have few users, i pretty much do all the coding (and i usually accept my commits). 
These can't be compared to other commits i contributed to major OSS projects. Also a 
refused commit is rare when it fixes a bug: at worst it is temporarily delayed because it 
needs polishing. And frankly: who's counting?Finally: - If i was interested by random wins i'd 
play bingo, i won't spend time filling this survey - my email address is the one corresponding 
to this formkey 

68 Good Luck! 

69 Would be curious to know the end result of the project and the survey.  
 
 
In true OSS style, would be very nice of you guys to publish it in the open. At the least, 
participants of the survey could have a look at the rough cut :) 
 
 
All the very best in your research! 

70 I'm the project owner of most of the opensource project I've worked on, so commit answers 
are referred mostly on my works. 

71 Interesting survey! I feel like the questions all had a positive/encouraging bias though; there 
was nothing about conflict, community dynamics, or rejected commits, all of which happens 
in OSS from time to time. 
 
 
Thanks! 

72 Thanks! 

73 You send me an email, but how could I know that it was not just spam? 
 
Also you might consider making some of the questions optional. 

74 Interesting study! I hope your results are instructive. 

75 I think this survey and this case study is really important for the whole OSS Community. 
Thanks for your work 

76 I work (among other things) on the Ubuntu distribution, so question 19 and 20 didn't make 
much sense. Also, I don't contribute code, so question 21, 22 & 23 weren't really relevant 
either. 

77 The definition of ACCEPTED LINES OF CODE is ambiguous.  Is it sum of changed lines 
across accepted commits?  Is it number of lines remaining (blamed) in current version of 
files from accepted commits?  
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78 Your questions about number of accepted commits, line numbers, etc.. I don't have on the 
top of my head and I don't think most people do (if they contribute a lot that is).  I would 
recommend using GitHub's commit data for this.  You can get the number of commiters, 
commits, etc. for every repo.  I think seeing summary stats on this type of information would 
be interesting to your research and may lead you to some interesting questions. 

79 Hope you get some useful conclusions out of it! 
 
 
Regarding my involvement, we had a 3rd child in early 2009 so my contribution since then 
has been even worse than it had for the period before that :) 
 
 
I am still coding stuff for my own use, but I can't find the time to deal with managing public-
facing projects any longer, so I don't release them. 

80 

One of the problems with this survey is your lack of definition of OSS. I operate within a 
community of users who simply put code out publicly on the internet. Most of them don't 
even bother to license it, because they don't actively think about open sourcing it - they just 
assume public code is open code and that people will use it as they need.I've contributed 
relatively little to other people's projects - no more than a couple of dozen commits. But I've 
started lots of things that multiple people have committed to or used. And I've contributed to 
their writing more code as well. Almost all of which doesn't have any OSS license.Look at 
any profile on GitHub from the Australian Ruby community to see what I mean. We're very 
informal and relaxed about the whole thing. 

81 I would love to know the results of the survey :) 

82 OSS FTW 

83 The constraints of "for-profit" short-term vision often gets in the way of true advances in 
technology.  The main driver for my participation is that commercial software seems to 
continue on beaten paths even when there are obvious problems and limitations with the 
status quo.  The fear of managers to break from the competition also prevents true 
advances in many companies.  Open source software is driven by people dissatisfied with 
current solutions, who are willing to try revolutionary alternatives to solve their own 
problems.  Look to BigData, NoSQL and concurrency to see where the changes in 
hardware have obsoleted the solutions of the past, and to see that the existing infrastructure 
fights to maintain control.  Open Source is proving that alternatives can solve problems that 
current technology cannot. 

84 Questions 21-23 are meaningless for me this year, as I am rewriting something single-
handed and the commits were not for general release yet. The other project is not yet 
released so again it is just me so far. 

85 Some of the values are not highly accurate (like # of lines of code). But they give a general 
idea. 

86 I hope you publish the results, and I hope you repeat the survey yearly. This is a very, very 
interesting set of questions; I’m very curious where I stand compared to those surveyed. :D 

87 OSS is great. I am currently enjoying helping contribute to Rakudo Perl 6, and several 
utilities and libraries that work with it. 

88 It should be said (and I think is quite relevant) that none of my projects have other 
contributors than myself, and maybe the amount of users can is no bigger than 10, although 
I have no way of measuring that of course :) 

89 My strong belief is that commercial environment constraints usually have nothing with giving 
value. By giving value I mean too put your efforts to push barriers of human knowledge 
corpus one step further. Commercial environments are created to exploit advantages and 
transform them in cash. That is fine for me, thought my primary interest, and I strongly 
believe I am not alone, is the fight with human knowledge barriers.  
 
The best companies makes a optimum compromise between these two opposite goals. But 
these companies are very rare. 

90 The last three questions are a bit difficult to approximate especially looking at a year 
interval. 
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91 I assume you mean how many BUGS did I introduce in my committed code, not how many 
bugs did I mention (or fix) in my committed code. 
 
We include a commit log than mentions the bug that the commit is fixing. 
 
Except for one inconsistency with another programmer's platform, all my introduced errors 
were found and corrected by myself.  We have not alpha released yet, so that will change. 
 
About 20% of the commits were to fix long standing issues with very old code, cleanup poor 
choices, reorganize, in preparation for tackling a long standing bug in the code area, 
because the existing mess was so difficult to understand, such as using the same name for 
different things in different areas of the code. 

92 Some questions are strangely written: number 23, for example, is probably inappropriate 
since bugs are rarely reported in a commit, instead it is reported in a bug tracker, and 
_fixed_ in a commit. 
 
 
I must precise that my current project is something I've been working on mostly alone, so I 
am the project manager in a team that only includes me ! 

93 The answer of question 22 is a very rough estimation. I think it should be possible to extract 
these answer from Oloh web site. 
 
The answer of the question 23 is not precise at all neither. It's difficult to use, because I 
think it depends more on the number of users than on the code quality for most projects 
where the number of users reporting bugs is limited. 

94 Very approximative answers for the last three questions... Beside, as you note above, 
contributing to OSS is beyond contributing lines of code... 

95 wish you were offering an iPhone 4 instead of the HTC Desire! :) 

96 I contribute in form of translations, so no lines of code at all!!! 

97 Some questions are two specifics. Number of project should be a range and I think number 
of LoC and commits are too difficult to remember. Also, number of project I am currently 
participating in is unclear. I have one project which I maintain and thus contribute to a lot but 
lots of others that I submit patch to every once in a while. No idea about the number of 
bugs. 

98 I like this survey, but the questions are geared toward existing open source projects that 
people contribute to.  Another really interesting aspect of open source is the creation and 
release of new open source projects.  I've personally released dozens of small projects that 
don't have a team of developers, but do serve quite a bit of good within the community.  I 
think that aspect of open source may be even more interesting than the contributions to 
large projects. 

99 You are collecting a fair amount of information in this survey. However there still remains, in 
my opinion, some information which you should also collect. 
 
 
Given the title of you research 'Motivational and Economic dynamics of Participation in OSS 
projects', you need to collect more information on 'Economic' side of the OSS. 
 
 
Most developers contribute to OSS just for _fun_ and learning and not for money. Most of 
these developers work five days a week and in remaining two days they try to contribute to 
OSS. There is another class of developers who work on OSS projects for all seven days a 
week. And they get paid by the organization they are working on. You should also collect 
following data: 
 
 
1. If a developer is working in an organization which maintains or helps maintain a number 
of OSS projects. 
 
2. If the OSS developer gets paid the same amount as the non OSS one. 
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3. How the organization pays the OSS developers. 
 
4. How do these developers have to manage their development time. Priority between in 
house projects and OSS projects. 
 
5. Whether the organization asks the developers give priority to features in the project which 
are crucial to any other in house project(non OSS). 
 
 
etcetera. 
 
 
Bye and All the Best! 

100 Many of my projects are small one-off things I develop for my own needs and then release 
in case others also want to use them.  Some of them gain users and get patches, and some 
don't.  I also occasionally contribute patches to libraries I use in my code. 

101 Scratching your own itch means coming across problems and finding a solution in OSS. 
Reputation means actively seeking problems to solve or projects to experiment with. I'd say 
both are equally important for me when contributing. 

102 Where will you post the results of the surveys? 

103 Thanks for doing this survey :) 

104 It seems as though you're assuming that working in open source means that you're 
contributing to a team run by another developer. I only really do any significant work on my 
own projects. I'll patch other people's projects if I need to fix a bug, but otherwise it's all on 
my own apps or tools. 
 
 
There's now easy way I can answer questions about the number of commits I've made in 
the last 12 months; I'm not sure that anybody will really give you an accurate answer for 
that. 
 
 
Cheers, 
 
Graham 

105 Looking forward to seeing the report of your research! 
 
 
Thank you! 

106 When I look at the list of Lienses, it's gotten a bit out of hand. 
 
 
Also, the only thing that has ever stopped my motivation in contributing, is when I see how 
the head dudes take the credit for themselves. Especially on big public projects, that they 
would have had NO CHANCE of ever completing on their own. Best/Worstexample must be 
Linus 

107 I also contribute to a lot of closed source software. 
 
 
Does anyone really know how many lines of code they've contributed in 12 months? 

108 Good to see an open source survey - good survey layout, easy, quick and not boring ! 
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109 Most of my work with OSS projects are in projects I created. I didn't take these into account 
for questions 21, 22 and 23. 
 
 
Cheers. 

110 most of the OSS projects I contribute to are one-man, and run by me. Hope that still counts. 
Otherwise I only participate in a handful of projects. 

111 Statistics (ie. questions 21 and 22) could have been aggregated automatically. 

112 Any additional comments, feedback or things you want us to know regarding this survey? 

113 It's really not easy to estimate the number of commits of bugs since "my commits" is 
probably a big part of the project and it's difficult to say if bugs where included in "my 
commits" on somewhere before or after. 

114 Quite hard to remember all this stuff! 

115 Great survey, I would love to hear the results. :) 
 
 
Questions 24/25/26 are hard for me, better to have a combo box with a few options 
comparing to another period. Regardless if OSS is paid or not, I always treat it the same 
way. So the average of commits, lines of code and bugs are rather the same if I haven't 
been paid at all! 
 
 
Questions 3 and 4 could be less granular also, like between 16-20, 21-25 and so on. I've 
participated already in too many projects to count. :) 

116 I am the maintainer of several Ruby projects, so I have a lot of commits that are not really 
"accepted". My contributions to other projects tend to be small fixes. 

117 Lines of code? Bad spelling? Is this survey a hoax? 

118 You don't really specify if you mean "contributed to a third party project" when you ask for 
Accepted Code Commits / Lines of Code. I have tons of OSS projects where I am the only 
contributor, and I have *no* idea how many commits / lines of code I have contributed, so 
take my numbers with a ton of salt : ) 

119 Really hard to estimate, I tend to fix things here and there as they annoy me 

120 I used to be a heavy open source contributor, but my company (which was very OSS 
friendly, and funded much of my work) was bought by a company that doesn't allow its 
developers to work in open source and I've been forced to stop. 

121 Gad vide hvor stor forskellen er hvad folk selv indrapportere af commits og kodelinier, i 
forhold til hvad man kan hente ud af github, ohloh, sf etc. 

122 The part about number of commits is *very* misleading if you look at projects using git (or 
other DVCS) and projects using centralized VCS (like svn). 

123 I'd like to know the result of your study. please share with us. 

124 Hope the study goes well. 

125 asking how many lines of code i committed or have written is unknown to me. its like asking 
how many times I chewed my food this last week. 

126 Some of the questions are extremely difficult to answer and frankly I'll be amazed if you get 
any meaningful data back. How many bugs have been reported in my commits? No clue. 
How many LOC have I committed? No clue. How many commits? I could estimate that. How 
many projects do I work on? Well, lots, so I estimated, but you seemed to want an exact 
number. 
 
 
Asking for exact months ago for so much stuff is tedious. I had to guess. 
 
 
I worked for Last.fm, there was no such option for being paid full time to work on OSS. 

127 I mainly completed OSS work as part of my employment; I would not have / do not 
otherwise participate. 
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128 It's strange that this survey kind of biased to idea that open source should be free and bring 
no money. No variants like "I'm running open source business" for example. 

129 
Most of my OSS projects are my own. This survey seems to focus on large OSS projects for 
which I'm supposed to be a contributor. The last couple of questions are strange for me 
developing my own code. I mean, how many accepted commits? I accept all my own 
commits, obviously. Bugs in my commits? My code is most of my codebase so... 

130 Being a committer for perl5, what I missed in this review is how I am being involved in code 
reviews and the code-accepting process. This also includes reading and understanding 
code submitted by others, commenting on that, changing it before applying it etc etc. 

131 m.bykov@gmail.com, but I dont like HTC  

132 

Question 22 regarding types of payment doesn't have an option for being paid hourly.  I 
have been paid by the hour to work on OSS, as are many others.  It also asks for the types 
of payments we have "tried" to receive?  That's confusing.Also, the survey seems like it's 
geared towards people who contribute to huge projects.  I was invited to this survey 
because of my github contributions.  Like many other github users, I have dozens of my own 
OSS projects.  I have also worked on large OSS projects but ... it's just a little weird.  For 
example, all of the commits/LOC I write for my own OSS projects are obviously accepted! 

133 Lines of code is a suspect metric. Several of my commits refactored existing code to 
drastically simplify and reduce the amount of code in the system.   

134 As a professional programmer, my contributions to OSS have nothing to do with licensing or 
lifestyle or beliefs or such. 
 
 
I would contribute to closed source software if I could. Except, well, usually there is no way 
to do so. 
 
 
 
As an anology. If I rent a summer cottage and there is a door that doesn't close properly, I 
would fix it. It only costs me a bit of my time and at night it doesn't get so drafty. Obviously 
the owner of the cottage has benefits too, and I don't expect him to pay me or something. 
 
 
But the great thing about software is: it truly only costs time, and I could remodel the whole 
cottage until it suits me. The owner of the cottage can choose to keep the old cottage or the 
new one, at absolutely zero cost for him. So even if my "fix" damaged the cottage, in 
software there is no harm done (there is always undo), plus tools and supplies are free. 
 
 
 
So the great thing about OSS is: it is free, and you can fix it if you need. It is like a cottage 
you can always live in, you don't have to pay rent, and you can fix a door if you need to. 
 
 
Why choose to release your own software as OSS: if you are not making money off your 
software otherwise: you get more people using it and and more people fixing it. It is like 
opening your cottage for visitors to live in, but you can still go there whenever you want (it is 
never occupied). You don't get any rent, but other people do fix the door and the leak in the 
roof! 

 

 

Appendix 28: Interview with André Tischer 
 

André Tischer, Cand. Sceint. Backend Developer at Issue Inc., former developer on Open 

Tissue and other OSS projects. Interview date: 20.05.2010 
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I: Vi ønsker at få afgrænset, hvad vi gerne vil kikke på, og teste nogle af de idéer vi har. Og 

måske også om det segment vi gerne vil kikke på overhovedet eksisterer. Men indledende kan 

du forklare, hvad din baggrund er i software udvikling? 

Jeg er datalog fra KU. Det er en uddanelse i teoretisk databehandling. Programmering er et 

værktøj ved siden af datalære. Så du bliver ikke undervist decideret i programmering. 

Ligesom hvis du studerer engelsk så det at tale engelsk bliver du ikke undervist i. Men du 

lærer alt muligt andet omkring det. Sådan er datalogi også. Men man kan ikke komme 

igennem datalogi uden at programmere en hel masse. Den del jeg har valgt som er 

billedbehandling, grafik og kunstig intelligens programmerer du rigtigt rigtigt meget. Så det 

er min faglige baggrund.  

I: Hvornår blev du færdig? 

2006. Hvad årgang er du? 1997 og jeg er født i 1976. Jeg er 33. Og så kan man jo vælge at 

lave det til fritidsinteresse ved siden af. Det er der den fede ved den disciplin er, at det er så 

ungt et emne. Der er mange steder, hvor sneen ikke er rigtig trådt ned endnu. Så der er mange 

nicher for forskellige applikationer hist og her. Det sjove ved datalogi er, at det i sig selv ikke 

har nogen betydning. Det har kun betydning i relation til andre ting. Datalogi ville være 

fuldstændig ligegyldigt, hvis vi  var i stenalderen. Selve det at arbejde med computere det er 

et generisk værktøj man kan lave til at lave om sådan at man kan hjælpe en eller anden 

proces. Så hvis man har en eller anden proces herovre, som er vi er i gang med at flytte at lære 

at indexere alt hvad vi nu har på vores lager. Man kan gøre det på mange måder. Man kan 

gøre kan gøre det, hver gang man flytter en vare ind og en vare ud. Så kan man engang 

imellem lave en status sådan så de fejl der har sneget sig ind dem kan man så ta‘ med. Sælger 

man en vare så skriver man hvad fik man får varen, hvor lang tid lå den der. Så kan man 

angribe det på en anden måde. Man kan f.eks. få sådan en som mig gå ind og analysere deres 

arbejdsproces og så kunne jeg jo foreslå dem, at de kunne bruge et excel-regneark. Det er ikke 

engang mig der har lavet programmet, men de kunne jo godt bruge et regneark, og det ville 

sådan set hjælpe dem markant i forhold til papir og blyant. Eller også så kunne jeg lave et 

generisksystem, der kunne tage deres små håndholdte scannere, der er connected til en Palm-

pilot og et wireless netværk og så kan de bare gå rundt og pippe deres vare og på den måde er 

fejlmargenen næsten nul. Så er det næsten kun svindet man kan se. Og alt afhængig af, hvad 

det er for en virksomhed ville jeg kunne anbefale forskellige løsninger. Det er jo sådan noget 

som datalogi går ud på. Det er at kunne være med til at lave det analyse af, hvad er behovet. 

Nu var det et lager, men det kunne også være en hypotetisk situation, hvis man nu har en 

masse dokumentar i stedet for at læse dem på papir vil læse dem på en iPhone så har man et 

problem og man kan gøre det i hånden eller man måske også hyre sådan en som mig til at ta‘ 

de her millioner af dokumenter og prøve at få noget præsenteret på en smart måde på en 

telefon. Så det er min uddannelse. Og så vælger man selvfølgelig fordi alle ting i verden kan 

du ikke specialisere dig indenfor. Så du vælger nogen områder. Datalogi er en meget bred 

ting, hvor du kan vælge nogen specialer. 

I: Når du siger at programmering er et værktøj, som ikke er en direkte del af uddannelsen så 

de her OSS communities er det noget som spiller en rolle i at udvikle det praktiske værktøj 

ved siden af? 

Det er der nok mange der gør. … 

I: Eller hvordan har du udviklet dine færdigheder? 

Det er nok igennem opgaver. Altså du får at vide, at du skal lave en opgave. Du skal løse den 

og implementere og vise at din løsning viser. Du skal lave en analyse, og så skal man så også 

lave implementationen. Og vise, at din analyse er korrekt. For hvad der typisk er en god idé 

på papiret viser sig, at der er et praktisk problem. Vi kan ikke overføre så store mængder 

mellem data og mobiltelefonen. OK så bliver vi nødt til at lave noget mere arbejde på 

serversiden så det er mindre data vi skal sende over. Eller vores problem er, at vi ikke kan 
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lave særligt meget CPU-tungt ude på mobiltelefonen fordi de er ikke særligt kraftige. De 

varrierer rigtigt meget i, hvad de kan. Så vi bliver nødt til at lave en hel masse på server siden 

og bare håndfodre maskinerne. Men det ville være svært måske at analysere sig frem til før 

man ligesom sad i situationen. Du bliver nødt til at implementere det. Det er der man lærer 

det. Men jeg tror de interesseprojekter, som folk har ved siden af studiet. Der bliver man 

hooket op i forskellige communities. I mit tilfælde var det gaming. Og det er typisk sådan 

som kommer senere hen i studiet så bliver dine projekter større og dine ambitioner bliver 

større. De ting du vil lave er mere. Og så støder du ind i den grænse, at du ikke kan nøjes med 

at være en person. Og så er det du har problemet. Og så den vej tror jeg at folk ser, at de her 

OSS communities er en måde, hvorpå man kan gøre mere end, hvis man kun var en person. 

Så det kan godt være, at du har et OSS community som er drevet af en lille kerne af en, to 

eller 5 personer som er dem der virkelig kører det her show. Så er der sådan nogle, hvad 

hedder sådan noget prospects som ligger i periferien og ligesom løber med og dem er der 

mange af også. Og måske er man drivværk i det her projekt, men man er prospect i det andet 

projekt. Så man kan godt være med i flere communities på en gang. Og jeg tror også der er 

mange som er med i et community og når de så holder op med at skulle bruge det her værktøj 

så gider de ikke udvikle til det mere og så hopper de væk så det kun er den her kerne af folk 

som startede det. Hvor det er deres barn. 

I: Så det er ofte fordi man skal bruge det værktøj og forsøger mange at udvikle det i en eller 

anden retning.  

Det er et gæt. For mit vedkommende har det været det. Det har været, at jeg skulle bruge 

noget og så har jeg set hvad der var. Så har jeg fået nogle anmeldelser af et eller andet. Det er 

fedt. Tool B. Det er bare lige det jeg skal bruge. Og så sætter man sig ned og sætter sig ind i 

communitiet og så laver man sin dims og så sidder man og tænker og siger ‘den her dims kan 

jeg jo give tilbage‘, hvis jeg lige submitter den og hører om de vil have den. Jeg har ikke lave 

en undersøgelse af det. Det er måske én ud af 10 der vælger at give sin dims tilbage eller 

måske én ud af 50. Du har et langt større leech community end folk der bidrager. Det tror jeg, 

men det er et rent gæt.  

I: Så de tager koden sætter det de skal bruge oven i det og tager det så selv? 

Ja, men der er jo mange måder man kan bruge kode på. Der er også mange måder at lave de 

her OSS biblioteker på. Der er nogen som laver det sådan så når du tager koden så har du din 

egen kode, og så skal du flette din egen kode dybt ind i det her bibliotek så når du er færdig 

kan du ikke skille de to ting ad igen. Og jeg tror hvis det er sådan en type bibliotek du bruger 

så er du mere forpligtiget til at give tilbage i de fleste af de her OSS projekter. Men den mest 

gængse måde at lave sådan nogle biblioteker er rent faktisk ved at tage biblioteket have 

biblioteket og så simpelthen have et API, hvor man kalder mellem din egen kode og den kode 

du får udefra. Og det betyder du ændrer sådan set ikke noget i koden. Du bruger det bare. Så 

der er foreskel på om du ændrer ved biblioteket og fletter din egen kode ned i eller om du bare 

bruger. Og hvis du bare bruger biblioteket og bare udnytter den funktionalitet der er så har du 

jo ikke noget at give. Langt de fleste… .I starten var det ikke sådan. Men nu er det sådan at de 

fleste licenser, at hvis du bare bruger… go ahead. Hvis du laver en ændring, hvis den kode du 

ændrer er under den her licens så skal du give den tilbage. Men de fleste biblioteker kan du 

sådan set bare bruge som bruger og det er nok styrken ved det hele. Jeg tror ikke det var 

blevet til noget, hvis man skulle give sin egen kode væk. Så ville sådan et sted som Issuu 

aldrig bruge OSS, fordi så ville du skulle give det du skulle tjene penge væk gratis. Det kan 

ingen firmaer.  

I: Så den licens der ligger til grund for projektet, den er ofte udslagsgivende for om man går 

ind i det? 

Ja det gætter jeg på, hvis man er privat virksomhedskører fordi så vil du ikke… vi har et 

samarbejde med et firma i Århus. De laver vores iPhone applikation og de får intet kode af os. 
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Til gengæld er der en del af den aftale der blev lavet med dem, at vi har rettighederne til den 

kode de laver. Så når de er færdige så skal de give os koden og slette den selv. Det gør de jo 

selvfølgelig ikke. De har den jo bare liggende, men de kan ikke bruge den. Fordi så kommer 

vi efter dem.  

I: Men det vil sige, at inden du startede med studiet så havde du ingen erfaring? 

Jeg havde jo så en hel masse, men studiet startede på det sted der forklarede, hvad det var for 

en dims der lå ved siden af den aflange dims med knapperne. Det var der det startede. Hvad 

jeg antager i dag er at folk nu ved hvad et keyboard og en mus er. Men det havde vi et kursus 

i, da jeg startede. 

I: Hvad erfaring har du i OSS? 

Jeg har lavet noget på det her Open Tissue som er nogle af forskerne på billedgruppens barn. 

Det er et stort projekt. Det blev også til en bog og lektorens hjemmeside. Og det kører 

stadigvæk og har massere af bidragsydere fra hele verden. Det er Kenny Erleben som står for 

det. Han kunne også være meget interessant at snakke med. Så han… men det er et stort 

projekt. Han har meget mere erfaring med OSS end jeg har. Fordi han er en af de her 

karakterer der har startet et projekt der kører derud af med alt hvad det indebærer. Han er 

lektor på Datalogisk Institut.  

I: Hvis du skulle segmentere de grupper af mennesker der arbejder med OSS kunne du så 

pege på 3-4 segmenter? 

Når man når så langt i studiet at man pludselig får idéer til projekter som er større end hvad 

man kan nå alene der får man pludselig interesse for at være medlem af de her communities 

fordi du får jo. Først og fremmest når du melder dig ind får du jo en kæmpe klump… hey nu 

kan jeg alt det her jeg ikke kunne før. Det tog en halv time og en email. Og hvis det så er 

noget som du rent faktisk kan bruge jamen så møder du en der har interesse for noget du ikke 

har interesse for, men du har brug for den funktionalitet og så får du pludselig den synergi 

med, at der er nogen som laver noget for dig, som ikke koster noget. Det giver noget 

tilknytning. Derudover så er det en karrierefremmer, hvis det projekt du arbejder på bliver 

kendt og brugt. Der var nogen af dem jeg studerede med…. Der var en af dem jeg studerende 

med som var med på et ‖lille‖ projekt som hedder  Mozilla. Han tjener rigtigt godt i dag. 

Altså… har lejlighed i New York, London og København. Fordi han arbejder alle tre steder. 

I: Han gik simpelthen ind i det og lagde en masse arbejde i det. 

Jeg tror at løst og fast men det var det der skete cirka.  

I: Men den første gruppe du beskriver de gør det sådan set mere af nød end af lyst fordi de er 

studerende? 

Det bliver… jeg tror måske det er dualt. Det er dobbelt. Det ene er at man gør det af nød, 

fordi man har behov for at få noget man ikke slev har tid til at lave og ikke har lyst til at lave. 

Det er meget ofte at man ikke gider at lave al det der benarbejde og bare vil i gang med det 

man har lyst til, men det bliver jo også noget med at man pludselig kan se nogle muligheder i 

det altså… så… hvad kan jeg stjæle? Hvad kan jeg få? Så bliver det jo sådan OK hvis jeg kan 

få det her så kan jeg… det er i hvert fald sådan jeg har set det. Det har været en fantastisk 

mængde af skridt jeg ikke behøvede selv at grave den her grav fordi der er nogen som har 

gravet den for mig allerede. Så kan jeg bygge de første par trin af en trappe. Så kan jeg bare 

kravle op der og fortsætte. Det er det fantastiske ved software. Det bliver ikke slidt. Du kan 

bruge det lige så mange gange du har lyst til. Så hvis nogen har lavet et solidt nok fundament 

så behøver du aldrig nogensinde at opgradere det igen. Så kan der selvfølgelig komme nogen 

nye computere endnu. Det kører stadig 686 386 arkitektur nederst. I de fleste tilfælde skal 

man sådan set bare tage de her fundamenter og arbejde videre med. Linux er vel et af de mest 

kendte OSS projekter.  

I: Så vi har en gruppe som kommer ind fordi de er studerende?  

Det er i hvert fald en af de klare grunde. 
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I: Og så karrierefremmende? 

Jeg tror ikke det er sådan det starter. Jeg tror på, at det starter med at du laver et eller andet og 

så pludselig er der nogen firmaer der hooker op på det og siger ‖vi vil gerne betale dig for at 

give os noget support på det her‖ eller ‖hold da op han er sej, hvis det her virker så skal han 

over til os og arbejde‖. Det kan så være noget helt andet ikke nødvendigvis OS, men de kan 

se at OS projektet bliver brugt af 2500 datalogistuderende verden over. Eller University of 

California har taget det ind som en del af deres grundforløb at det her produkt skal bruges til 

et eller andet eller at det her billedsegmenterings program kan rent faktisk bruges i Pro 

Secures nye parkeringspladsovervågning. Så har du fået dig et navn. Det er den måde du kan 

blive kendis på. Så har du noget af vise. Det er meget bedre end et død CV. Jeg har lavet det 

her. Det virker. Download det. Prøv det. Se min kode. Det er meget bedre end alt andet du 

kan få. Men jeg tror ikke det er motivation for at gå ind i det. Jeg tror du gik ind i det pga. 

Interesse eller du havde en studiemæssig opgave du skulle løse. Du kom ind i det blev 

hængende og fik en idé. Og pludselig kan det bide sig selv i halen den vej, men for det fleste 

tror jeg ikke det gør. Det kan det jo gøre. 

I: Så det ender med at blive karrierefremmende, men det var ikke motivationen da man 

startede. 

Det tror jeg ikke. Jeg har også lavet sådan en gameengine, som nu er død. Det var klart 

meningen, at den skulle op og flyve. Bare det at jeg lavede på den, og arbejde på det den og 

var ansat af universiteten for at arbejde på den. Sådan en OSS engine, gjorde jo at jeg fik 

instant job i spilbranchen og stadigvæk i dag kan sige, at jeg var med til at lave det her. I 

Danmark vel og mærke.  

I: Men du havde ikke tænkt over, at du ville anerkendt? 

Nej, det var først da jeg blev træt og sagde nu skal jeg væk fra uni og ud i det private 

erhvervsliv. Indtil da var det bare fordi det var det fede at lave. Det var først efterfølgende, at 

jeg havde den tanke. Jeg tror det er de færreste der gider at bruge så meget af deres tid og 

fritid på noget som er karrierefremmende. Det er ikke den primære motivation.  

I: Tror du der er den der gruppe af kernen og dem der sidder i udkanten, og de får også deres 

navn i dokumentationen. Tror du man tænker over det, at få ens navn på? 

Det er meget personligt. Jeg tænker rigtigt meget over det, fordi jeg var medlem af en 

demogruppe i 1990‘erne og senere har været i et band, og nogle andre lidt mere kunstneriske 

og kreative dele af det. Og hvis du skal have anerkendelse der er der to muligheder for 

anerkendelse. Det ene er at man kan blive anerkendt som gruppe, men når man så står med 

gruppen og skal lave credits så bliver man meget opmærksom på, hvem der har lavet hvad. 

Det var det i hvert fald i den gruppe. Det kan godt være, at det bare var tilfældigt, at der i den 

gruppe var en som gik meget op i den slags. Det var der i den her gruppe. Så vi lavede altid 

meget minutiøse credits; hvem har lavet hvad? 

I: Det var først bagefter, at det gik op for en af det betød noget? 

Ja, det fandt man ud af til sidst. Folk så ens demoer og tænkte WOW. Det var sjovt at de 

lavede det der South Park og så gik man ind og så hvem der havde lavet det. Og der var det 

altså vigtigt at man havde kæmpet for at få sit navn det rigtige sted i credits. Så for mig har 

det bare været naturligt efterfølgende… altså alt Issuu kode står der André Tischer på. Indtil 

for nu ved jeg ikke, jeg tror det har launchet det nye intranet, men jeg var med til at lave det 

første intranet på KU i 1998. Jeg skrev mit navn på det. Indtil for et år siden stod der listet 

André i alle deres secure heading filer osv. Det er jeg bare begyndt at gøre. Jeg ved ikke 

hvorfor. Men jeg tror altså ikke motivationen for OSS folk er, at de kan få deres navn på. Jeg 

tror det er et sekundært mål senere hen. Altså når du står i situationen og skal bruge det så er 

det rart og fedt og når du bliver head huntet på det, men det er ligesom, hvor mange 

skuespillere eksisterer der i Danmark, og hvor mange gang vi navnet på.  

I: Så du har været med i, hvor meget var det? 3 OSS projekter i din studietid? 
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2 i hvert fald. Men jeg har ikke været… det ene har jeg været primus motor på og holdt 

kørende, men ikke det andet. Der har jeg bare været ansat til at gøre nogle småting.  

I: Men det her Open Tissue fortsatte du så da du fik det job i spilbranchen? 

Nix. Det var ikke den vej jeg ville gå. Jeg havde ikke så meget med situationen at gøre. Det 

var meningen at den her game-engine skulle være visual frontend, men da det ligesom 

begyndte at gå død i det så skiftede de til O??? som er en anden game-engine som rent faktisk 

kører. 

I: Så den kom du til at bidrage til? 

Nej, jeg har aldrig haft noget med O??? At gøre det var bare det vi kikkede på, da vi ligesom 

så hvor det bar hen ad. I Os kommer folk ind når de er interesserede. Problemet er jo, at man 

ikke hyrer folk i et OSS projekter. Der er jo ikke rigtigt nogle penge i det når man giver det 

gratis væk. Men der er jo nogle der er begyndt at sælge know-how og support. Så får du alt 

gratis du kan gøre med det hvad du vil, men alt dokumentation det koster. Det tror jeg er en 

business model vi vil se oftere og oftere. 

I: Implementering og support. 

Unity har nogle sjove… det er en game-engine, som er lavet af nogle hernede på Duevej. Den 

kører under en licens-aftale, hvor at jo mere man betaler, jo mere source-kode får man. Det er 

også en sjov licens-aftale. Det er ikke helt OSS. Du kan ikke få det hele. Men du kan få mere 

eller mindre.  

I: Men sådan som du beskriver det så er der mange som har en bagtanke når de går ind i OSS 

Det er svært at sige. Det jeg jo ikke. Jeg havde klare bagtanker med at lave gameengine fordi 

jeg ville bruge det som springet til at få lov at lege med spil. Og jeg tror da også når man er 

under udannelse og vælger at specialisere sig i sin uddannelse så har man jo bagtanker med 

hvor man er på vej hen. Mere eller mindre ik. Der er jo noge uddannelser som virkelig er 

selvskrevet i forhold til jobvej, men der er også nogle hvor når du kommer ud er der ret åbent, 

hvad du kan lave. Du kommer ud sammen med alle de andre kandidater, som hvis du ikke er 

farvet i en retning jamen så er du en del af sumpen. Men folk er forskellige i deres 

selviscenesættelse. Og jeg er nok mere selviscenesættende end de fleste.  

I: Men så bruger man det så til at skabe sig en vej frem? Men er det så den vej… ahhm… er 

det fordi det er kan man sige de gode penge eller er det fordi man vil bane vejen for at komme 

til det man interesserer sig for? 

 

Det er det sidste. Kun. Kun. I hvert fald for mit vedkommende. Spilbranchen er absolut den 

branche du kan vælge som datalog som der er mindst penge i. Det er absolut der hvor får lov 

at arbejde for luderløn. Gratis og massere af overarbejde. Altså. Dårlige forhold. Det er helt 

forfærdelig.  

I: Men alligevel så sidder man og laver OSS for at komme til at arbejde med det? 

Ja, det gjorde jeg. Nu blev jeg tvunget til at skifte branche her for et halvt år siden, men da på 

et tidspunkt, at jeg skal tilbage og lave spil. Det er bare noget andet.  

I: Nu siger du at man arbejder til et skodlån i spilbranchen tror du så det vil påvirke din 

motivation, hvis du kommer tilbage til spilbranchen og er vant til en høj løn? 

Ja, det kan du tro! 

I: I hvilken retning? 

Jeg tror ikke jeg kommer tilbage i spilbranchen, hvis ikke de kan tilbyde mig en ordentlig løn. 

I: Hvordan kan det være? Du var der jo før? 

Ja, der var jeg ung og var på uni. Det ved jeg ikke. Jeg tror ikke… jeg ville synes det var ok 

ikke at sidde til lige så høj løn som andre steder, men man får mere og mere erfaring og bliver 

mere og mere sikker i sin faglighed. Jeg var rimelig usikker på hvad jeg kunne faglig og det 

var meget med at sælge sig selv allesteder og stadig få jobbet. Jeg ved det ikke. Engang i 
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fremtiden. Jeg har ikke overvejet det. Lige nu er jeg på Issuu. Det jeg laver synes jeg egentlig 

er sjovt.  

I: Det vil sige man kan måske sige, at du er blevet mere refleksiv om hvad dit arbejde er 

blevet værd? 

Ja, men jeg har også større sikkerhed. Jeg kan vise hvad jeg har lavet. Jeg har lavet det her. 

Det har jeg tjent penge på i X periode. Den erfaring jamen er helt vildt meget værd at have. Så 

alt det OSS jeg har lavet det har jeg ikke fået den samme sikkerhed fra.  

I: Men den entusiasme i et spilfirma kan man sammenligne den med OSS? 

Ja, det tror jeg godt den der hobbyfornemmelse med at alle er der pga. Det er deres hobby. 

Lige på nær animatørerne. De vælger ikke et spilfirma.  

I: De sidder der fordi de ikke kan lave det de gerne vil? 

Ja præcis.  

I: Kunne man mærke det på dem? 

Nej, ikke rigtigt. De er en anden faggruppe. De har en anden måde at arbejde på. Dataloger og 

programmører er ofte meget mere eksakte. Så når vi får noget i hovedet tilbage fra dem som 

vi skal sidde og rydde op i, fordi de ikke lige har valgt de rigtige enheder. Det bliver man 

sådan lidt… men det er bare sådan de er. 

I: Har du så oplevet det her med at dem som har arbejdet i OSS i studietiden de falder fra når 

de kommer i et job, hvor de får en højere løn? 

Det er svær at sige. Det er det jeg har gjort. Siden jeg er blevet ansat har jeg ikke rørt et OSS 

projekt andet det jeg har lavet på Issuu, hvor vi bruger nogle OSS biblioteker. Men jeg tror 

ikke at man, at hvis man som et firma bruger OSS biblioteker, nu snakker jeg ikke om at 

udvikle videre på den, så er der simpelthen ikke penge og tid til at sætte penge og tid af til at 

bidrage til communitiet. Hvis jeg skulle bidrage til communities til det arbejde jeg laver på 

Issuu så ville jeg skulle gøre det i min fritid og det gør jeg ikke. 

I: Hvorfor ikke det? 

Fordi at når jeg har siddet 8 timer foran en skærm og kommer hjem, og hvis jeg skal sidde 

yderligere foran en skærm så skal jeg lave absolut det jeg har mest lyst til. Og det er enten at 

optage musik eller det kan være at spille spil eller det kan være at hjælpe Susanne med et eller 

andet men det er ikke. … jeg har ikke lyst til at lave noget som jeg mener mit firma egentlig 

skulle betale mig for. 

I: Og det gælder også noget spilrelateret som du mener har en personlig interesse? Der ville 

du også have nået et mætningspunkt når du kommer hjem? 

Ja altså det laver jeg faktisk på hobbyplan, hvor jeg snakker med en chef for et nyopstartet 

spilfirma, hvor jeg har lavet noget design for ham. Så det vil tiden jo vise, men jeg kan 

mærke, at jeg kan ikke … jeg kan måske ligge 5 timer maksimalt ekstra om ugen, fordi der er 

for mange ting der kører i ens liv ved siden af til, at jeg har lyst til at binde mig med mere. Jeg 

har ikke lyst til at binde mig til noget, fordi jeg vil holde fri når jeg har fri. Men det er jo en 

personlig præference. Der er jo nogle mennesker på trods af de har kærester stadigvæk sidder 

og arbejder til kl. 22 hver aften, og det er der jo nogle der kan. Det kan jeg så ikke. Æhmn.. og 

der er jo de der entusiastiske mennesker som at uvisse årsager har fået en familie ting op at 

køre, hvor det kan lade sig at de sidder til langt ud på natten. Hatten af for dem, men det er 

bare ikke mig. Jeg tror sofa og avis og bog og laver alle mulige andre ting der er mere vigtigt. 

Alt hvad vi laver af hobby ting ved siden af.  

Det sjove ved Issuu er at vi rent faktisk bruger et OSS bibliotek, som jeg har udviklet videre 

på.  

I: I skal give det tilbage? 

Jeg har ikke læst licens-aftalen. Der er jo også de her, hvor det ikke er et krav at give det 

tilbage. Det her er blevet lavet til et bestemt projekt, og da man kunne løse den opgave har 

man ikke rørt det siden, og så er vi kommet og skulle bruge det til en lidt anden opgave og så 
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fuck… og så er vi stødt ind i problemerne og har måtte lave nogle ændringer. Det er så 

kernedel af vores kompetencer, at vi ikke kan give det tilbage. Jeg tror det er ret godt det her.  

I: Kan man få feedback når man sidder i et OS community? 

Ja, du får feedback igennem mange ting, jeg får jo selvfølgelig også feedback på Issuu.. 

feedback kommer i mange klumper. Den feedback man altid får, og som man faktisk får af et 

privat firma i meget høj grad det er test altså quality assurance. Og det kommer i form af at 

hvis du sidder i et firma så udvikler du et eller andet produkt, og jeg udvikler typisk til 

frontend programmøren, som så udvikler til brugeren. Så der er et mellemled mellem det jeg 

laver og det som brugeren rent faktisk får. Så jeg får virkelig meget feedback på de ting jeg 

laver især hvis de ikke virker. Altså så får jeg det tilbage i hovedet prompte, og det er jo 

meget ofte at man laver et eller andet så virker det på de eksempler jeg har haft på min 

computer, men så kommer det eksempel som frontend-udviklingen sidder med og så crasher 

det. Den slags feedback får du, og det gør du også i OSS-miljøer. Og det er der hvor, det er en 

af de ting, hvor man i et OS miljø er mere end sig selv, fordi du kan sagtens få noget til at 

virke på din egen computer med dine egne settings og med dit eget environment og egen 

opsætning og installationer og hjælpeprogrammer, men når den så kommer over på din 

computer som ikke har de her installerede så virker det lige pludselig ikke eller opfører sig 

anderledes eller noget andet. Og så er det du får feedback og så er det, at du får noget du ikke 

selv kunne opdage. Det er med til at gøre det mere brugbart, at du får den feedback. 

I: Men hvad så hvis du har lavet noget rigtigt godt OSS. Får du så også positiv feedback 

tilbage? 

Ja, det gør folk. Gå ind på deres blogs og se. Folk de giver hinanden kadot, og jeg tror det er 

en del af motivationen for folk, at de bliver kendte på den måde. Altså de får en social 

feedback på det. Det kender vi jo alle sammen. Man får ros for et eller andet man har lavet så 

har man lyst til at lave mere af det samme. Det er en basal menneskelig psykologi, at hvis 

man laver et eller andet folk synes er fedt så gør man mere af det, fordi det bliver man 

afhængig af at få at vide.  

I: Og det er der meget af i OSS? 

Det tror jeg der er. Altså, til gengæld, hvis du laver noget virkelig lort så får du det også at 

vide. Men du har de her kontrollerede communities, hvor man smider spaderne ud, og der er 

der også nogle af de der OS projekter der er døde, fordi der sidder en spade og styrer det, og 

så vil folk bare ikke være med. Så kunne det være et nok så fedt projekt, men så er det en idiot 

der har ansvaret. Hej hej! Og netop fordi det er frivilligt så bliver det ekstra vigtigt at folk er 

rare over for hinanden. 

I: Så lederen fungerer ofte som en der giver folk klap på skulderen? 

Det synes jeg, at jeg har oplevet i hvert fald hos… Det kan i snakke med Kenny om. Fordi 

han har haft masserende af studerende til at videreudvikle på sine ting. Der har han bare 

siddet som vejleder og holdt trådene kørende. Det er hans store drøm, at han bare skal holde 

trådene kørende, og have en masse mennesker til at lave det. Og det er jo fantastisk hvis det 

kan lade sig gøre. 

I: Jeg tænkte på en anden ting. Er det almindelig praksis, at man bliver aflønnet ude i 

virksomheder på baggrund altså, hvor godt det kode man producerer? Altså helt konkret det 

her du har kodet her… så man laver en performance-baseret aflønnet? 

Jeg har ikke prøvet så meget. Jeg har prøvet Staten. Det er helt fast. Det er lige gyldigt, 

hvordan du laver det. Så har jeg prøvet Deadline Games de havde et skema, hvor de tog dine 

erhvervserfaring og dit uddannelsesniveau og sådan nogle ting. Og så har jeg så prøvet Issuu, 

og jeg ved ikke om det er hemmeligt eller ej‘. Men det plejer at være noget man selv 

forhandler hundrede procent. Men jeg går ud fra, at Issuu har en politik internt, der hedder at 

de afstemmer lønnen nogenlunde. Hvis jeg får at vide, at Stephanie tjener 20.000 mere om 

måneden end jeg gør. Så er jeg jo forsvundet. Så føler jeg mig ekstremt unfair behandlet. Så 
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jeg går ud fra… det er noget Henrik har sagt, at løn… man kan godt bruge løn til at motivere 

en lille smule, men efter tre måneder har man glemt den motivation. Men løn demotiverer, 

hvis du ikke får nok i løn eller hvis du opdager at du får meget mindre end alle de her andre så 

demotiverer det virkelig meget. Det har den her sjove virkning, at man umiddelbart tænker at 

det motiverer helt vildt, hvis man får meget i løn. Men efter 8 måneder har du glemt det. Men 

hvis du får at vide, at du tjener en tredje del mindre end alle andre så demotiverer det helt 

vildt meget. Så jeg går ud fra, at de har afstemt det. Men jeg aner ikke, hvad andre tjener.  

I: Det giver meget godt mening. Det er også noget Hertzberg tror jeg.  

Det er mit gæt. Så det er den måde det tror jeg det er på.  

 

I:  Hvad arbejder du frem mod? Hvad er dit mål med hensyn til din karriere? 

Jeg vil gerne lave AI. Jeg vil gerne lave de her beslutnings algoritmer. Jeg kunne godt tænke 

mig at komme til det stridt, hvor at jeg får lov til at lave… det er det mål jeg har med at 

arbejde for Issuu. Det vi laver for tiden er deterministiske algoritmer. Det er nogle helt faste 

regler. Vi har noget tekst her. Den er af den og den font størrelse, og her har vi noget tekst der 

fylder så og så meget af en meget stor font størrelse så det kunne godt være, at det var en 

overskrift, så vil det også betyde at den klump tekst her umiddelbart hører til den overskrift, 

og så kan vi prøve at danne artiklen efter den. Det er sådan nogle helt faste regler, som jeg 

kan sidde og tænke mig til og sige ‘ja‘ det må i alle tilfælde være sådan at den klump tekst 

hører med til den klump tekst. Og så prøver jeg bare at skrive nok af de her regler til at det 

giver det resultat vi har på telefonen lige nu.  

I: Der er mange der tænker, at så skal de stige i rang inden for virksomheden. Er det noget du 

tænker på?  

Jeg vil ikke være leder. I hvert fald ikke nu. Det kan være det kommer senere i livet. Men lige 

nu er det ikke mellemleder vejen jeg gider at gå. Inde på Deadline fik de lige inden de gik 

konkurs indført at man kunne vælge teknikker og leder tracket. I starten var der kun leder-

tracket, og så skulle du vælge leder-tracket, hvis du ville stige i løn og ancinitet. Og så ender 

du med at lave mere excel end kode. Det gider jeg ikke. I hvert fald ikke lige nu. Jeg synes, at 

man i mange tilfælde bør lønne dem der laver tingene bedre eller give dem nogle bedre vilkår 

end dem der leder tingene, fordi det kan godt være at dem der leder tingene er dem der skal 

holde styr på de der tråde, men essentielt set er det ligegyldigt, hvis du ikke har nogle til at 

lave det. Du kan ansætte nok så mange til at slå på trommen så galajen kommer fremad, men 

hvis der ikke er nogen til at ro er det lige meget. Desværre har man i mange år haft det der 

pyramide-syn på firmaer, og jeg tror altså ikke det er den vej du skal gå i et software-firma. 

Det er igen også en personlig vinkel på det. Men lige nu er det den vej jeg går. Så godt kan 

det godt være jeg vil tilbage til spilbranchen og lave spil på et senere tidspunkt, og jeg holder 

da også mine forbindelser ved lige. Karrieremæssigt og bevidsthedsmæssigt, der er jeg meget 

bevidst om det jeg laver. At jeg kan jeg snakke om beslutningsalgoritmer for det er ligesom 

det jeg har interesse for. 

I: Men vi har det her forsøg som vi binder os op af, hvor en forsker lavede et eksperiment i 

1970‘erne med nogle trækuber ligesom sådan nogle træbikker. Han havde samlet 24 

studerende i et lokale, sagde 12 i hver gruppe. Gruppe A og Gruppe B de får alle sammen 

sådan en træterning og så får de et A-4 ark med fire forskellige figurer man kan samle, hvis 

man laver lidt om. Og det gik han ud fra, at det ville de synes var sjovt, og det svarede de 

også senere at den var. Så de var motiveret til at gøre det. Han sagde I får ikke noget for det. 

Nu skal I sidde i en afgrænset periode, og så skal I lave så mange af de her figurer i kan, og de 

gik så helt amok. På et tidspunkt afbryd han forsøget og sagde ‖på baggrund af det i har lavet 

indtil videre skal jeg lige ned og taste noget ind på en computer‖. Og de skulle så stoppe 

forsøget, men de måtte lave hvad han ville mens han var væk. Han var så væk i 8 minutter. 

Men han gik ind og kikkede ud på den anden side og kikkede igennem et en-vejs spejl og 
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observerede på de her folk. Folk havde mulighed for at læse i nogle blade osv, men de sad 

stadig og syntes at terningen var interessant og de sad og lege med den. Han målte så, hvor 

mange minutter ud af de 8 de rodede med den. Nå så næste gang var det den samme gruppe af 

studerende. 2 dag, siger han bare til Gruppe B, altså 12 af dem, nu  får i 1 dollar per figur i 

kan samle. Og de går i gang og da han så igen stopper det for at gå ned og taste på 

computeren og de får lov til at sidde lidt… forsøget kører faktisk videre efterfølgende så i den 

periode, hvor de kan få lov til at sidde i de 8 minutter kan de faktisk øge deres chance for at 

tjene den ekstra dollar. Og det gjorde faktisk også. Dem der blev lovet dollar per figur de 

rodede endnu mere med figuren. Så det vil sige, at de blev mere motiveret pga. De fik penge 

for det. Det giver jo også meget god mening. Så laver han så forsøg 3, hvor han tager nøjagtig 

samme personer igen , gruppe A, Gruppe B, men nu får ingen noget for det igen. Gruppe B 

får heller ikke noget for det nu. Og igen stopper han forsøget, går ud og kikker i 8 minutter. 

Så viser det sig, at den gruppe der fik noget for det i forsøg 2, nu gider de faktisk ikke rode 

med den terning mere. Nu læser de bladene i stedet for. Nu er de ikke motiveret mere. De fik 

noget for det i forsøg 2 og det gør de ikke mere.  

Så jeg har faktisk lige opfyldt den teori! Men det er jo også rigtigt.  

I: Det er det vi gerne vil undersøge, om det er en hypotese vi kan påvise I jeres branche. 

Jeg føler nu, at jeg er mere værd. Det er ikke fordi jeg ikke ville… det er ikke fordi jeg skal 

have X milliarder om måneden. Jeg ville godt gå ned i løn, men ville jeg ville overveje, hvor 

meget jeg ville gå ned i løn. Unity folket der de var berygtet for at give 26.000 om måneden. 

Jeg ved jo ikke engang om det var sandt. Der er sådan et minimum når man har prøvet det 

mere så synes man også, at man er det værd. Det kommer jo også an på, hvad man bliver 

ansat til. Hvis man bliver ansat til at sidde og lave det fede så er man villig til at gå på 

kompromis med rigtigt meget. 

I: Tror du folk ville blive mere snæversynede, hvis de fik performance betaling, og dermed fik 

at vide at de skulle hurtigt fra A til B?  

Spørg en sælger. Jeg ved det ikke.  

I: Så er der en anden teori, der handler om feedback, som jo også er noget der kommer udefra 

ligesom løn, altså en eller anden form for reward så virker det modsat. Så bliver folk meget 

mere motiverede.  Hvis du får god feedback så skulle det være meget gavnligt for din indre 

motivation. 

Det er det også. Det er helt fantastisk når folk synes noget er fedt. Det var også det som var 

svært ved at skifte. I spilbranchen kunne jeg umiddelbart fortælle, hvad jeg lavede og folk 

synes det var fedt. Det kan jeg ikke gøre nu. Nå du laver en iPhone App. Det fede ved det er, 

at jeg siger ordet iPhone. Alle er snotforelskede i rundehjørner.  

I: Jamen jeg tror vi er kommet igennem.  
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Appendix 29: Interview with Kenny Erleben 
 

Kenny Erleben, Associate professor, Department of Computer Science at University of 

Copenhagen. Interview date: 28.06.2010 

 

I: Hvad  er din rolle på datalogisk institut? 

Det er forskning faktisk. Hvor vi prøver at lave nye matematiske modeller for alle mulige 

ting, og vi prøver at lave kodeløsninger. Så det er typisk alle mulige mærkelige ting lige fra 

computerspils effekter til modeller over hvad der foregår alle mulige mærkelige steder. 

Tuneller, højbroer og hvad ved jeg. You name it. Medicinske simuleringer.  Så alle sådan 

nogle ting render vi rundt og laver. Så man kan sige, at sådan en sideeffekt af det så 

underviser også en hel del. Så vores open source system Open Tissue startede egentlig op som 

en samling af hovedeksempler der gjorde det nemmere for os at arbejde. Så blev det 

efterhånden lidt mere strømlinet, og så begyndte vi at arbejde med det i undervisningen så de 

studerende ligesom også begyndte at lave projekter baseret på det her. Så det er et stykke 

software som er skabt ud af et forskningsbehov og et undervisningsbehov.  

I: Hvem  bruger det software? 

Det gør vi. De forskere der bruger det. Og så de studerende på typiske projekter. 

Specialestuderende. Altså når man kommer lidt op i den højere ende. De sidder typisk og 

laver deres udvikling i OSS projektet i nogle branches og skriver deres speciale der. Så nogen 

gange bliver det selvfølgelig ikke til noget og så dør det i branchen. Og andre gange er det 

noget der er så lækkert og dejligt, og så kommer det lige igennem en iteration eller to og så 

begynder vi at flytte det over i vores trunk og begynder at arbejde med det og bruge det. Altså 

absorbere det simpelthen. Så det er meget lokalt der er lavet af udvikling, som måske er lidt 

atypisk i forhold til mange andre OSS projekter.  

I: Det er ikke åbent tilgængeligt? 

Jo, det ligger åbent tilgængeligt, men det er hvis du sammenligner det… det er sådan et 

simuleringsbibliotek vi har. I kender måske sådan nogle gamesimuleringsbiblioteker. Bullet 

hvis det siger jer noget.  De løser en anden opgave end vi gør. Det er jo til at lave spil med. 

Vores software har altid været lidt mere datalogisk korrekt. Rigtig løsning. Kodet på den 

rigtige måde. Den effektive måde at gøre det på og sådan noget. Så det betyder, at det kræver 

et vis uddannelsesniveau før det er nemt at læse den kode. Det kræver at man ved en masse 

om matematik og en masse om fysik. Man ved en masse om nogle avancerede 

programmeringsparadigmer. Så det er svært tilgængelig kode i den forstand at bruge det. Så 

har man selvfølgelig langt det ud online så alle kan gå ind og hente det. Der er en del forskere 

rundt omkring i verden der bruger det som skal vi sige deres egen forskningsværktøj. Noget 

af det vi har gjort er, at vi har valgt at køre meget hårdt igennem det man kan kalde 

generiskprogrammering, som er en måde at skrive kode på så det virkelig bliver modulært. En 

klump her og en klump her og så kan du komme med en klump sat sammen. Og det betyder at 

når du sidder som forsker og vil sammenligne med et eller andet. Man har et eller andet 

stykke simuleringsværktøj man har en algoritme og så skriver man en ny versionering af 

clienten et eller andet sted. Så vil man gerne sammenligne sin algoritme mod de andre. Så har 

man bare lavet den så den kan blive plugget ind i det her moduleringsinterface, jamen så kan 

man lave sammenligningen og man kan  forskellige kombinationer af algoritmer. Det er nemt 

at gøre deri. Det kræver, at man kan det her generiskprogrammering. Det er ikke særlig 

tilgængeligt. Der er en stejl læringskurve på det.  

I: Det er ikke noget man ser meget af i OSS? 

Der er meget af… der findes nogle rigtigt store projekter. Sådan noget som Boost. Som er en 

kæmpemæssigt OSS project. Det er der hvor alt det nye udvikling ligger. Det her STS 

bibliotek som er lavet i C++. Det foregår inde i det her Boost environment, og det er 
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generiskprogrammering. Men altså der er en masse af hvad skal man sige eksempler på kode 

derude. Men typisk pakker vi det ind i interfacet så folk ikke ser det.  

I: Men det kan være vi skal prøve at gå videre til… Det vi gerne vil ind og kikke på det er 

motivation i OSS. Fordi der er mange som undrer sig over hvorfor pokker sidder folk og laver 

OSS gratis. Vi er ikke de første der kikker på det overhovedet. Men vi vil gerne kikke på, 

hvad der sker, hvis man så giver folk i OSS netværk en eller anden form for finansiel 

belønning, hvad der så sker med deres motivation. Stiger den eller den falder den, eller sker 

der ingenting. Performer de bedre? 

Vores problem med vores projekt har været at finde nogle kommercielle interesser i det. Vi er 

et universitet så mange af dem vi arbejder sammen er ikke virksomheder, men 

forskningssamarbejder, hvor man er interesseret i at løse et eller andet problem. De er ikke så 

interesseret i den kode der bliver lavet til det problem ryger ud i et OSS miljø. Det er typisk 

det som er en stopklods. At kunne tage vores forskning og ligge direkte over i OSS, fordi der 

sidder nogle virksomheder og er bange for IP rettigheder og sådan nogle ting og sager. Så det 

gør det svært at få finansieret, hvad skal man sige, udviklingen til vores OSS. På den anden 

side kan man sige, at vores det er så lavet som et undervisningsforsknings værktøj, så at få 

penge til det er også ret begrænset, fordi forskere rundt omkring i verden de har ikke nogle 

penge til det her. Vi er jo ikke… de vil jo ikke bruge det til produktion, fordi det er ikke 

venligt i et produktionsmiljø. Vi har haft svært ved simpelthen at trække penge til vores OSS 

projekt.. Så det er helt non-commerciel. No money what so ever.  

I: Men I har forsøgt på det? 

Ja, fordi vi må jo sige, at det er en måde at få betalt de servere der står rundt omkring. Det er 

en måde at lave kvalitetssikring af sin kode er et problem vi er haft, som vi har arbejdet meget 

hårdt på. Det vil sige, at man har brug for nogle folk som sætter sig ned og begynder at teste 

det, og virkelig bruge det og sådan nogle ting og sager. Der ville vi gerne have haft penge til 

simpelthen at kunne hyre nogle til at sidde og gøre det der.  For at sikre at kvaliteten af 

softwaren kommer op. Det har vi ikke kunne så det har været vores studerende igen det er 

gået ud over. Så de har lært en masse om kvalitetssikring. Hvilket jo selvfølgelig også har 

sine fordele for dem. Det har været svært for os. Vi har ikke formået at kunne gøre det. Jeg 

tror så også, at hvis man kikker på lignende OSS projekter i forhold til os, at det er igen de der 

sådan lidt mere game-orienterede, at måde de lancerer sig på og sådan noget den er lidt 

anerledes. Det er gerne sådan en portfolio orienteret måde. Man tager sin software og så går 

man ud og viser, at den bliver brugt et eller anden sted. Sådan man kan se sådan case for case. 

Hey, det lykkedes at lave det. Hvorimod vi altid har været sådan.. vi synes jo selv at folk skal 

finde ud af at lære og bruge det. Vi har altid sagt, at vi leverer modulerne og I skal selv lave 

limen der binder dem sammen så I får en engine. De andre de har en engine og så viser de 

hvordan enginen kører.  

I: Det er ikke så let i jeres? 

Nej!  

I: Ved du hvordan de typisk går ind og støtter OSS projekter? 

Sådan noget som Bullit der er der et meget meget en energisk drive bag i form af ham som 

leder det, der hedder Erwin Coumans. Han er ansat på Sony, og hans eneste formål det er, at 

få det her ud I verden så det kan blive brugt. Han ved noget om, hvordan alt sådan noget 

fungere på Playstation. Det koder han ind I det her Bullit. Han hjælper til med at få lavet den 

her integrering med nogle af de spilløsninger og sådan noget. Så der er meget aktiv 

community omkring det.  

I: Så han er simpelthen både administrator på netværket  og ansat i Sony? 

Ja, Sony de kikker den anden vej når han laver OSS. Det er sådan lidt. Jo selvfølgelig er 

rynebærene sure, men det er en dejlig situation at være i. Men det betyder også, at han sidder 

og har kontakt op til spilverdenen gennem hans position på Sony. Så det kan han udnytte så 
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han kan vise, at hans software i spillene. Det har virkelig gjort, at det måske er en af grundene 

til at man siger, at vi ikke er blevet spredt på samme måde. Vores projekter er jo gamle. Det 

startede i 2001. Altså så vi er næsten snart 10 års jubilæum, og Bullit de kom til i 2004-5 

stykker eller så noget. De har overhældet os flere gange, hvis man kikker på deres 

brugerflade. Deres kommunity størrelse. Vores communitystørrelse i dag det er nede på 20-30 

stykker. Det er jo meget meget lille. Lille men eksklusivt. Bullit de er oppe i 1000, måske 

endda mere.  

 

I: Og det kan godt hænge sammen med, at de har Sony i ryggen til at støtte dem? 

Det har i hvert fald givet nogle ressourcer. Altså når der sidder en man som er i spilbranchen, 

og hjælper til med integrering af enginen i spilverdenen. Han ved lidt mere om, hvad det er 

for noget spilfirmaerne de går efter. Jeg tror også, at noget af det vi har gjort forkert er, at vi 

har jo gået mod det tekniske i det. Så dem vi henvender os til det er jo typisk programmørerne 

som er i et firma. Hvis du tænker på det som et træ. Så dem vi snakker med det er jo dem som 

er i bunden af et træ i en virksomhed. Hvis du ser de der cases med et spil som har givet et 

million dollar profit ik‘. Når du ser alle de cases så tror jeg da nok lidt mere det er toppen i 

hierarkiet som er i tale. Det hænger jo noget sammen med ens viden om spilbranchen. Det er 

jo bare et eksempel på noget OSS. Der findes jo mange andre af alle de her GNU værktøjer, 

som er virkelig frelst med at være OSS.  

I: Er det noget du har set andre steder med at nogle har en dobbeltrolle som administrator? 

Både ansatte og har en interesse i netværk, og så også fungere som ansat? 

Ja, det tror jeg helt klart. Der er mange af de her C++ fyre, de sidder også typisk i IBM eller 

SUN firmaer. Og der er mange af de store firmaer, som simpelthen i de tilfælde siger det vil 

vi gerne have at du gør. Det ser vi meget positivt på, at du gør.  

I: Ved du så om de moderfirmaer nogle gange går ned og stykker nogle af udviklerne som 

udvikler i netværket? 

Nej, det ved jeg ikke. Men der er mange virksomheder som benytter donationer. Det er heller 

ikke noget vi har prøvet at gøre.  Jeg ved der er nogle studerende som har prøvet at lave deres 

egne ting. Man kan jo gå ind på Google Code og så noget ting. Der får man jo en template, 

som allerede har den her funktionalitet med donationer. Det sker sgu de får donationer. Det 

blive jeg meget meget overrasket over.  

I: Det er også de her dynamikker, hvor nogle måske i perioder modtager aflønning. Det vil 

sige, at I nogle perioder så udviklet de aflønnet, og I andre perioder frivilligt. 

Vi har prøvet at gøre det, at vi har søgt funding hos Nvidia. Der søgte vi noget funding til at 

få nogle udviklingspenge. Og vi fik dem faktisk med henblik på at lave en klump kode i vores 

bibliotek. Så på den måde har der været interesse. Nvidia har også været interesseret i at 

sprede deres teknologi. Når der begynder at være OSS projekter som bruger ens teknologi så 

er det jo en måde at få spredt den på. Det må jeg indrømme pengemæssigt, der har vi været 

håbløse og community mæssigt har vi været håbløse, men vi har et skidegodt stykke software.  

I: Ja, det er jo en helt anden måde, at få sin teknologi spredt på den måde med at udvikle så 

OS udvikler ind til den 

Ja, det er jo også sådan noget som IBM og SUN er interesseret i. De er interesseret i at der 

kommer compilere som kører på deres hardware med deres software.  

I: Vi kommer til at køre vores survey igennem Google Form. Det tænkte vi var en ok måde at 

gøre det på, også for ligesom at appelere til at folk skulle respondere, da det er et OSS projekt. 

Og så det her det er sådan en Beta version, så der er en bugs i det. Du må gerne kikke det her 

igennem og så kommentere højt om der er noget som ikke giver mening, og om du mener der 

er noget som de måske slet ikke kan svare på.  

De to første er meget lige til må jeg indrømme. Det tredje spørgsmål er vel også ret lige til. 

Der er selvfølgelig mange der elsker at programmere. Det at programmere er i sig selv lidt 
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nørdet og lidt teknisk. Man kan sidde og drikke cola, men der er jo mange andre roller i OS 

projekter. Der er meget management også. Der er meget vedligeholdelse. Der er meget 

kvalitetssikring. Vi havde feks. En styregruppe på vores, har det stadigvæk, som mødes 

engang imellem og diskuterer strategi. Altså hvilket retning softwaren skal gå i. Hvad vil vi 

fokusere på, hvad vil vi ha‘ ud. Hvordan vil vi håndtere vores review-processer. Altså det er 

jo ikke programmering. Så jeg ville måske overveje om man skulle have en lidt bredere vifte 

af roller. Man kunne have en måske, hvor man spurgte til, hvad har din rolle været 

hovedsageligt. Har det været programmering. Altså hvor du har siddet og kodet. Har det være 

management. Så måske en lille vifte af nogle buzzwords for at finde ud af, hvad rollen har 

været.  

I: Ja, men lad os prøve at diskutere bagefter. Så kan vi lige gå igennem alle spørgsmålene 

først.  

Det slog  mig bare allerede fordi der  står programmering og udvikling hele vejen ned 

igennem, men der er jo mange. Her er det sådan set fint nok, fordi det er jo alle roller om det 

ikke. Med mindre man også overvejer de her transfer roller som jeg snakkede om. En ting er 

at lave et stykke software, en anden ting er at få folk til at bruge softwaren. Og der er mange 

OS projekter, der ligger meget energi i at have forummer der sørger for at have udviklere der 

sidder klar til at gå i flæsket på ting ik. Der er udviklere der sidder klar til at integrere noget i 

et produkt et eller andet sted og så noget. Så der er også mange spin-offs omkring sådan nogle 

ting ikke os. Der er jo simpelthen konsulentvirksomheder, hvor deres eneste formål er at gå 

ud og lave konsulentarbejde for at integrere OS koden.  

I: Vi sender det ud gennem Sourceforge fordi de mest aktive projekter. Der er sådan en liste, 

hvor de rater de mest aktive. Sådan så vi ved, at der er gang i den.  

(lang pause) 

Sådan et spørgsmål som det her f.eks. 

I: Vi vil gerne kikke på det om det her med finansiel belønning har en indvirkning på, hvor 

meget man ligger i kodning. Derfor vil vi gerne se på om, der kan kan være andre faktorer 

som gør, at der lige pludselig er et udsving i hvor meget kodning man foretager. Altså tror du 

at… 

Der kan jeg næsten ikke forestille mig andet end, at… Altså jeg har jo set det og jeg må sige, 

at på vores eget lille projekt, at sådan noget som at få børn det kan slå folk ud af kurs. Det er 

ikke fordi de ikke har lyst, men der er simpelthen andre ting der får første prioritet. Nogle af 

dem vi har haft med inde de har siddet i spilindustrien i så nogle ret store job, hvor de har 

været inde på forskellige. Det har ikke været pengene, der har motiverende. Det har mere 

været det her fame & glory med at lave det bedste software. Det har været deres 

motivationsfaktor, fordi de tjente rigeligt med penge. De var high-end kan man nærmeste 

sige. Så er der selvfølgelig de studerende som ikke tjener ret mange penge, men de gør det jo 

typisk af to grunde. De skal jo ha noget kredit på studiet, og det får de jo så ved at lave et 

stykke spændende arbejde, men så er der også de andre som godt kan li‘ at arbejde op mod 

noget der skal bruges til noget. Fordi typisk er vi jo hængt op på noget forskning. Det vil sige, 

at den klump der bliver lavet, hvor vi bruger vores OSS indgår typisk i et samarbejde med 

nogle eksterne. En eller anden fra LIFE eller Pharma eller… øhh. … ja biologer eller 

doktorere. Det vil sige, at de studerende kommer til at sidde i den der krydsild, og det er 

spændende at få lov at lave noget til rigtige brugere når man er studerende. Det er rigtige folk 

der kommer ind over. Det er ikke bare længere en teoretisk tekst. Det er rigtige mennesker. 

Det er en kæmpe motivationsfaktor. Der er ikke…. Jeg tror desværre ikke for vores i hvert 

fald har været det store økonomiske incitament til at lave de hersens ting. Det har mere været 

nogle andre ting. Noget man gjorde for at komme videre i sin karriere. Eller for at arbejde 

med mennesker. Eller noget man gør fordi man kan li det. At lave et godt produkt som man 

gerne vil have at omverdenen til skal se, og sige ‖wow, hvor er det godt!‖. På den måde det 
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har været sådan nogle faktorer som jeg har observeret. Men så igen, vi har aldrig rigtigt 

formået at få gang i det økonomiske. Så det er biased kan man sige. Havde vi haft muligheden 

havde jeg ikke kunne sige om det havde haft en effekt. Men jeg synes, da at det er meget godt 

at have det med. Men jeg tror bare, at I får at vide, at ‘ja‘, der kan være andre faktorer, som 

gør at man bliver sparket ud af kurs. Det kunne være, at I skulle lave den sådan lidt større så 

man kan finde ud af hvilke faktorer som slår folk ud af kurs. Fordi er det at få børn eller er det 

det at gå fra at være studerende til at være ansat et eller andet sted. Fordi jeg tror bare, at I vil 

få at vide, at ja, der er faktorer i livet der kan slå en ud.  

I: Men det vi helst vil frem til med det spørgsmål det er, er der noget som har slået 

vedkommende ud inden for det sidst stykke tid, fordi så kan vi nemlig ikke rigtigt bruge 

vedkommende, fordi så vil det være andre faktorer end den her belønning, som har 

indvirkning.  

Jeg håber bare ikke, at der er alt for mange der svarer.  

I: Men det kan godt være, at vi altså…. 

Altså nu sender I det jo ud, hvor der er aktive communities så de brugere i får fat i der det er 

jo forhåbentlig brugere der er aktive. Jeg ved det jo ikke det kan jo godt være, at dem som 

ikke er aktive også ville kunne give et godt grundlag. Hvem ved, det kan jo være der er folk 

som har tjent penge igennem deres studietid så de ikke har behøvet. Så kan det jo godt være, 

at fordi de er blevet ansatte så har de ikke behov for OSS udvikling fordi nu tjener de penge et 

andet sted. Ja, jeg ved det ikke. Jeg tror bare, at jeg ville forvente, at ‖ja‖ det er der. Øhm…  

I: Og du har selv set det her med børn som påvirker brugeren. 

Ja…. 

I: Vi tænker også på sådan noget med at du lige pludselig køber et hus, og så har du store 

faste udgifter og så kan du lige pludselig ikke tillade dig at bruge så meget tid på OSS. 

Ja ja, det har vi også set. Der var jo den her DOT.COM periode, hvor studerende lige 

pludselig fik mange penge mellem hænderne, og fik koner, børn og hus…. Og BANG! Og så 

står man med et helt færdig studie og hus og børn.  

I: Det er faktisk meget sjovt, fordi vi har læst noget som blev lavet i 2003, og den konkluderer 

at alle de her programmører fik børn lige inden boblen sprang. 

Der er også skilsmisser. De kan også gå ind og lægge folk ned i en god periode. Det er sådan 

lidt mere kedelige oplevelser selvfølgelig. Dødsfald i familien. Miste far og mor. Sådan nogle 

ting har jeg også set ske. Så ja der kan ske alle mulige sjove ting. Jeg vil bare forvente, at der 

er mange som siger, at der er sket et eller andet som har ændret min fokus eller ændret min 

arbejdsindsats. 

I: Det er jo sådan set meget godt, fordi så skal den jo i hvert fald med. Vi kan jo ikke bruge 

dem i vores analyse, hvis der er andre faktorer der spiller ind.  

Jeg ved ikke om man skal gradbøje den måske. Jeg kan godt forestille mig, at det kan godt 

være at man har fået børn, men man laver måske stadig OSS. Det kan godt være man bare 

skal sige ‖influenced my levels‖ så betyder det jo bare, at hvis jeg mister en time om ugen så 

har det jo influeret mig, men det kan jo godt være at jeg stadig er OSS entusiast.  

I: Det skal ikke være en lille influence.  

Det er sådan enten er jeg stoppet helt eller hvordan? 

I: Ja præcis. 

Fordi ellers ville alle nok sige, der har været en eller anden… Der er altid et eller andet der 

har influeret. Det er noget jeg ser meget hos studerende. Jamen altså, de har jo travlt nu om 

dage. De har studie, de fritidsjob, de har fritidsinteresser, de har kæreste. De er spændt ret 

hårdt for, og der er nogle hårde prioriteringer for hvad de vil, og hvad de ikke vil. Der skal 

ikke være ret meget ubalance i det der før det kan vælte et studie totalt fordi der er så mange 

andre prioriteter. Og for vores vedkommende, hvor mange af vores projekter er igennem 

studerende, der arbejder altså så har det en stor impact på vores projekt i hvert fald.  
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Og så er der en meget meget lang liste. Jeg sad mere og spekulerede på om den var komplet 

om der var noget ekstra. Altså der er måske lidt det her fame & glory som ikke er så meget 

inde over. Der er selvfølgelig reputation in OSS community. Altså vi gjorde i første omgang 

det for at hjælpe vores studerende, men også for at putte vores navn på landkortet. Så på den 

måde var der sådan nogle horn vi gerne ville have løbet af rent fagligt. Det var sådan set ikke 

fordi det var OSS. Det var mere fordi vi gerne ville ud til en masse mennesker. Og så skrev vi 

jo artikler. Inde for vores felt der er meget sådan noget med ‘vi mener at alle de andre udlader 

alle de vigtige detaljer‘ fordi så sidder de og arbejder med Pixar eller Disney. Der er ikke 

noget kode på bordet, hvor man kan sige så bruger vi bare det. Så når vi skrev artikler havde 

vi sådan en meget fin ambition om, at sige ‖hey, her er også koden til det‖. Det var sådan lige 

at pisse de andre lidt mere over tærene. Så der var sådan lidt Heeman. Lidt Heemans 

motivation i det der. Det gjorde vi de mange første år og sådan noget. Det var også noget folk 

var rigtigt glade for. Det betød bare at vi pumpede alle mulige metoder og ting og sager ind i 

vores software. Virkelig havde en masse derinde. Så den der… jeg ved ikke hvad man skal 

kalde det. Fame & Glory Heeman-effekt. 

I: Får man fame & glory? 

Ja, vi lige udover… altså udover vi lavede vores så skrev vi også en læreblog. Det gjorde, at 

vi rent fagligt i vores fagfelt blev kendt rundt omkring. Folk begyndte at invitere os ud og 

holde foredrag om vores software. Så ja… Det er ekstremt hårdt at lave sådan noget. Så det 

gav noget ‘credit‘ blandt vores faglige ligesindede, at de kunne se. For de ved jo også godt 

hvor hårdt det er at skrive sådan noget software. Det gav noget kredit, og gør det stadigvæk. 

Vi er ikke så aktive som vi har været fordi… altså… De politiske vinde gør, at alle bliver 

spændt mere hårdt for. Så der er ikke så meget tid i vores arbejdshverdag til at gøre sådan 

nogle ting længere.  Så det er måske også lidt i forbindelse med den anden deroppe. Vores 

regerings ønske om frie midler og effektivisering. Det koster mange opgaver her for vi bruger 

tiden på at sidde og udfylde formularer, skemaer, evalueringer, kurser osv. Det betyder at må 

man sige det bliver ligesom, der er jo typisk nogle hovedpersoner der driver et OSS projekt, 

som er drivet, hvis de personer begynder at blive slået ud af kurs så stagnerer  projektet os 

lidt. Det kan man også sige med vores, at alle os der startede deroppe dengang vi var PHD 

studerende, vi er jo i dag holdt oppe i dag. Sidder som management eller er lektor på et 

universitet. Det betyder at vi har rigtigt mange andre arbejdsopgaver som fylder. Det er ikke 

fordi vi ikke er motiveret eller ikke gerne vil. Men der er noget administration, 

telefonmøder… og det gør så bare, at der hvor man normalt lige vil have haft en halv times 

kodning eller lige ville have svaret på et par mails… altså det bliver nedprioriteret og så går 

der en måned og så kan man lige så godt lade vær. Så det…. 

I: Skal der være en ekstra her? 

Det er svært at sige fordi nu tager jeg udgangspunkt i det vi har lavet. Det er meget specifikt 

for os. Det er ikke sikkert, at det er generaliserbart. Profesional status. Det vil jeg nok. Det er 

sådan en som den, der har været vores motivation. Det var det vi gjorde da vi startede. Vi 

havde også meget det her med, at vores forskningskode skulle være åben, fordi det var bare 

sådan en måde at lægge afstand til alle andre fagligt.  

I: Tror du det er en god måde at sige man skal vælge 3 forskellige eller hellere en ratingskala 

mmmm… jeg sidder og overvejer, hvordan jeg selv ville svar på det, hvis det var det ene eller 

det andet. Jeg tror jeg synes det ville være overvældende at skulle rate alle dem der. Men jeg 

vil sige, at det er nok bedre at sige omkring, at sige et eller andet antal, som i har gjort her. 

Det tror jeg ville give. Fordi ellers bliver folk irriteret over, at de skal sidde.  

I: Ja så begynder de at blive ligeglade.  

Ja, så det tror jeg, at jeg ville bibeholde det som I har der.  

Altså der er én, men jeg ved ikke om den er der. Der er mange der godt kan li det der med at 

arbejde op mod rigtige mennesker. Den er måske ikke…altså… der er sgu mange mennesker, 
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der synes det er meget… en af grundene til at LIFE som uddannelse det der er det der med 

den menneskelige kommunikation, og komme ud. Jeg har altid undret mig over der er så 

mange der vil sådan en uddannelse. Der er ingen mulighed for at tjene penge eller gøre 

karriere. Men der er den her mulighed for at have med mennesker at gøre. Ligesom 

stewardesser. Hvem fanden gider det? Men det er rart at komme ud og rejse, arbejde med 

mennesker og se og opleve. Jeg tror det er nogle ret stærke faktorer. Vi har sådan en, hvor der 

er noget medicinsk ind over. Der er jo hele det der aspekt med at redde verden. Altså finde en 

cure for cancer. Det er altså meget motiverende for studerende, og for mennesker generelt at 

kunne være med til at påvirke hele verden på den måde.  

I: Der er et større formål 

Ja altså the greater good. Men det er en motivationsfaktor for rigtig mange. Jeg kan også godt 

selv huske det i den DOTCOM periode, hvor jeg var ud og arbejde. Jeg kom ud i sådan en 

udviklingsafdeling og lavede in-house software, men vi spillede op mod de konsulenter der 

arbejde i virksomheder. Og de kom ind med rigtige kunder, som havde rigtige behov. Hov, 

jeg sidder sgu og skriver noget gode som bliver brugt af rigtige mennesker. Og de siger om 

det er godt eller dårligt. Fra at være studerende som skulle sidde og skrive regressive 

algoritmer og vise det til nogle undervisere. 

I: ligesom at være musiker og komme ud og optræde 

Ja, det var ligesom den omgang narko. Saltvandsindsprøjtning så det batter. Det var stærkt 

vanedannende. Der var sådan en eufori omkring det. Det var sgu så dejligt at være der. Jeg 

blev jo så trukket væk fra studiet i en periode. Det kunne man dengang. Det kan man ikke i 

dag. Der bliver man sparket ud. Det var skide godt at gøre det. Jeg tror også der er nogle OSS 

projekter, der har den effekt, fordi de har så store brugercommunities så hvis man sidder som 

udvikler i OSS jamen så hov der er nogle virksomheder der bruger min kode. Der er nogen 

der bruger det. Er glade for det. Så er der den næste hernede. Current motivation. Det er da 

nøjagtig det samme spørgsmål. 

I: Vi prøver at spørge ind til, hvad der fik folk til at starte. 

Ja tidsaspektet i det. Har det ændret sig. Hmmmm… æhhh…  

I: Tror du man kan det? At prøve at få folk til at huske tilbage? 

Det tror jeg godt. Det fungerer jo fint når i snakker med mig om det. Så hvorfor skulle I ikke 

kunne spørge om det. Man kan sige, at vores holdning til OSS har jo ændret sig lidt over tid. 

Netop fordi vi ikke kunne finde den der. Vi har ikke lykkedes at få et større community end vi 

har. Det er ikke lykkedes os at finde de der økonomiske feedback, der gør at vi nemmere kan 

drive projektet. Det har ændret vores holdning lidt til, hvordan vi vil køre vores OSS projekt. 

Vi holder mere igen med tingene, og det er ikke alt vi lægger ud længere, og overvejer andre 

modeller for at lave et deployment af vores kode. F.eks. at vi dropper idéen om at det skal 

være generiskemoduller. Så det er strategiske beslutninger om, hvordan koden skal se ud. Så 

vi går over til nogle standard API‘er som alle andre bruger for at gøre det nemmere for folk at 

bruge det på. Så på den måde har vi ændret fokus abnormt. Pga. Måske netop det der 

manglende feedback. Men vi vil gerne have det. Vi vil gerne have et stort community. Det 

ville være dejligt. Så det synes jeg er meget godt. Fordi der er en hel klar ændring, men man 

kan også. Altså nu spørger I jo ind til de enkelte personer, der deltager i OS projekter. Men 

der er jo også sig også den der overordnede. Har projektet drejet sit fokus, ændret sin strategi. 

Det har måske ikke så meget med de enkelte personer at gøre. 

I: Tror du man kan se en drejning inden for OS. 

Jeg tror det drejer sig meget om de folk der sidder som driftkraft på projekterne, fordi nogle 

gange er der nogle der træder i baggrunden, og så kommer der nogle ind som har en anden 

opfattelse eller en anden måde at se verden på, og så bliver det selvfølgelig drejet i den 

retning, og så er der OS projekter, der simpelthen dør eller bliver absoberet. Der sker også de 

der lidt skæve. Så noget som det her Novo Days, der blev lavet af… hvad fanden var det? Det 
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startede op som et uni projekt, men blev et spin-off. Du kunne bruge koden som du havde lyst 

til. Det var åbent. Du kunne lave forretning jamen så ville de gerne have nogle licenspenge af 

det. Og det blev så opkøbt af Nvidia. Det bygger lidt på den samme idé. Du kan bruge det kvit 

og frit. Men hvis du vil sælge det i et produkt så skal du betale. Så det var os. Man kan sige, 

der er også… altså licensen. Vi har ændret licens. Vi startede ud med at ha‘ en GNU general 

public license. Men så fandt vi ud af, at det er et generiskbibliotek så når vi ændrede i en 

enkelt fil skulle vi sikre os at alle som brugte vores produkt kunne bruge det i deres system. 

Så vi skulle pludselig tage sig af alles problemer i lovens forstand. I praksis skulle man nok 

ikke gøre det. Det betød jo så, at der var en masse potentielle brugere, der sagde nej til at 

bruge vores. Det betød jo også, at der var nogle virksomheder der stejlede lidt når de så, at der 

stod GNU. Især hvis man havde en rigtig GNU, fordi så skulle de jo sådan set også lægge 

deres kode ud, hvis de bruge vores kode ik. Det gjorde, at vi skiftede licens så vi gik over og 

bruge en SimPL licens. Det betyder at de kan bruge det som de vil. Det er deres problemer, og 

vi kræver ikke noget retur. Så det er en meget liberalistisk licens. Jeg ved så ikke om det var 

fornuftigt at gøre, men vi gjorde det motiveret af, hvilke brugere vi var i kontakt med.  

I: Så valget af licens påvirker hvilke brugere man tiltrækker? 

Ja, fordi vi ændrede strategi så skiftede vi licenstype, og det betød en kæmpe ændring i, 

hvordan vores kode blev brugt rundt omkring. Det hænger jo ikke op på individuelle 

personer. Det er jo… det kan være i skal have nogle spørgsmål om, hvordan de her personer 

opfatter det OS projekt de tilhører. Hvilken slags retning er der i det? Hvilken slags strategi i 

det? Og har den ændret sig over tid? Det kan også være en faktor. Nu kan man sige vi har jo 

ændret holdning en hel del netop pga. vi ikke har haft det her økonomiske incitament eller det 

her voksende community. Vi har jo et ønske om at få det, men det betyder jo sådan set at nu 

er vi ved at lave noget nyt, hvor vi er klar til at lancere en helt ny strategi i de hersens ting. Og 

det betyder, at I øjeblikket at den kodebase vi har er stagneret lidt. Det er ovre i nyudvikling, 

som foregår sådan lidt bag scenen nu indtil vi har noget som er klar. Når vi engang har det 

klar så vil det blive lanceret på en helt anden måde, fordi vi vil gerne have at der kommer et 

fokus på vores projekt. Gerne tiltrække folk der bruger det og virksomheder som er 

interesseret i at bruge det. Så på den måde har der været en direkte konsekvens af at der ikke 

har været de ting. Så kan man diskutere, hvorfor har vi fået de ting. Er det os der har styret det 

forkert. Er det os der har satset de forkerte steder. Men det er en helt anden analyse.  

Så ja, jeg synes godt, at I kan gøre det over tid. Jeg synes måske ikke bare, at I skal kikke på 

den enkelte person, men måske også hvordan de opfatter det enkelte projekt de er på.  

Jeg tror ikke helt jeg forstår den første her? Er det udviklingsmodellen i spørger til? 

I: Det vi gerne vil spørge ind til om folk opfatter det arbejde de laver som heuristisk eller 

algoritmisk. Altså om de mener, at når de skal sætte sig ned og programmere, at så skal de 

følge en slavisk model, hvor nu gør man det, det, det og det. Man skal bare putte nogle timer i 

det og så har man et stykke koder. Eller er det noget virkelig kreativt, hvor man skal prøve en 

lang række muligheder af før man har et stykke kode.  

Jeg tror igen det afhænger meget af projektet. Vores eget projekt er jo… tænk på det som om 

man skal bygge en bil. Det sætter du sammen af forskellige produkter. Der er nogen som 

bygger hjulene, der er nogen som bygger sæder. Nogle der bygger motor. Vi bygger 

specieldele nede i motoren, hvor der er nogle andre der sætter det hele sammen. For at bygge 

det nede i motoren er du nødt til at være ret sikker på, hvordan det virker. Du er nødt til at 

have nogle klare sikkerhedsregler så du ved at bilen ikke eksploderer når man kører. Men hvis 

du laver betræk til sæderne så behøver du måske ikke alle de her sikkerhedsprocesser. Så er 

det måske mere et spørgsmål om look and feel og tekstur. Føles det rigtigt. Så hvis du havde 

et OS projekt til den ene retning og et til den anden retning. Så vil der i den ene være nogle 

meget hårde krav til koden. Den skal være testet på nogle specielle måder. Du skal garantere 

nogle performancekrav. Du skal dokumentere nøjagtighed. Fordi ellers er der ikke nogle der 
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gider, at bruge skidtet i din bil. Hvorimod i den anden betyder det ikke det store. Bare det ser 

godt ud når det kommer ind i bilen. Så der vil nok ikke være alle de her test og ting og sager.  

I: Jeg kan godt følge dig, men når du sidder i processen og skal kode noget tænker man så i 

dag skal jeg være kreativ for at løse det her. Eller tænker man bare, jeg skal bare lægge nogle 

timer og så løser det sig? Som vi arbejder starter du ikke med at skrive kode fra dag 1 af. Du 

er nødt til at starte nede i matematikken, nede i de matematiske modeller. Du er nødt til at 

sidde og overveje, hvad du vil lave og hvordan det bliver sat sammen. Du er nødt til at lave en 

beskrivelse eller et design over, hvordan den endelige kode kommer til at se ud. Du er nødt til 

at overveje, hvilken kode der skal ind og, hvilken kode der skal ud, fordi ellers kommer det 

generiske ikke til at virke i enden. Når du så har lavet alle de her forøvelser som godt kan tage 

50% af tiden på at lave en klump kode. Først der går du i gang med at kode. Og den der 

mængde kode. Det er måske kun halvdelen af den næste sidste halvdel. Det vil sige en 

fjerdedel af den tid du bruger. Den anden halvdel bruger du på at dokumentere, og 

kvalitetssikring osv. Så hvis du ser det som, her skal jeg lave en løsning. Så er det måske kun 

en fjerdedel som bliver brugt på at sidde og kode. Resten bliver brugt på at bruge hovedet 

faktisk. Og det er specifikt for den slags software vi laver. 

I: Hvis man kikker på hele processen ville du så betegne det som en kreativ proces? 

Ja… ja… ja… programmering er kreativt. Det er ligesom at være møbelsnedker. Hver gang 

du laver et møbel putter du lidt af dig selv i. Du bygger noget ikke. Det kan godt være det er 

virtuelt. Alene det at skrive koden er en kreativ process. Det er et stykke håndværk. Det er der 

nogen som er mere eller mindre gode til. Der findes dem som godt kan finde ud af at lave en 

stol, men du tør ikke at sætte dig på den. Og så findes der dem der kan lave en stol som du 

godt kan li bare står der, fordi den er æstetisk flot. 

I: der er jo også forskellige opfattelser af, hvad der er kreativt. Man kan definere det lidt som, 

hvis du har et mål, som du ikke engang selv kan definere fra starten og du ved ikke, hvordan 

du kommer derhen, og du har mangel på information for hvordan du kommer derhen. Så skal 

der en kreativ proces til for at nå derhen. 

Ja idégenerering. Det er en  stor del af det. Tit og ofte også bare det at forstå, hvad problemet 

er kan tage sin tid. Så skriver man nogle matematikformler op for det. Prøver at forstå det. 

Prøver at forstå de brugere som sidder med behovene. Det er ikke nok, at man bare kan regne 

noget ud. Man skal også kunne regne det ud på en måde, hvor man kan aktivt bruge 

resultaterne. Så der er en masse menneskelige faktorer der. Der er de hårde matematiske krav. 

Der er f.eks. hvordan fysikken i verden opfører sig, som ligesom også skal overholdes. Så det 

er en kæmpestor surdej af ting som skal passe sammen.  I vil nok komme frem til at alle vil 

føle at det er kreativt det de laver.  

Noget af det vi oplevede første gang det her blev lanceret for nogle år siden var, at der 

ligesom var en deling mellem dem man kan kunne kalde de tekniske og de kunstneriske. Og i 

starten havde de kunstneriske troede fra starten, at de havde monopol på det kreative i 

processen. De troede at de tekniske folk kun var der for at udføre arbejdet. Det gik helt galt. 

Du kan ikke gå ind til folk og sige du skal gøre det og det og det. Hvis du sidder og koder et 

stykke kode har du en idé om, hvordan det skal virke. De har nogle idéer om, hvordan det skal 

udformes. Så det endte med, at vi endte i sådan en, du er teknisk-kreativ eller du er 

kunstnerisk-kreativ for at tilfredsstille alle. For man kunne ikke køre på den anden måde. Der 

var også nogle som mente, at for at være kreativ så skal man være en rodet person. Altså, der 

skal være papirbunker på ens skrivebord osv. Kreative mennesker er rodede mennesker. Det 

er vist lidt en fordom i stedet for noget reelt. Så det havde vi en masse småting med omkring 

det dersens. Jeg tror ikke helt jeg forstår, hvordan det der skal gøres.  

I: Vi skal måske bare i højere grad spørge ind til om folk selv opfatter sig som kreative.  
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Det havde jo nok været nemmere at spørge til, hvordan de mener deres kreativitet bliver 

udfoldet. Så har du antaget det fra starten, og så kan de selv udtrykke hvordan. Så kan du selv 

udlede bagefter om du mener, at det er kreativt. 

I: Det har noget at gøre med at vi… Jeg synes det er vigtigere faktisk at definere det på en 

måde hvor de ikke helt forstår, hvad vi spørger til. Fordi alle vil jo gerne være kreative. Det er 

fordi, at vores hypotese er, at det som ligger inde bag det her, det er, at hvis du har nogle folk 

der udfører et stykke arbejde som minder mere om et stykke samlebåndsarbejde, hvor der er 

en manual til det hele. Så gør det ikke så meget at de får en belønning, og det går ikke ud over 

motivationen. Hvis man har folk som har et meget heuristic arbejde og meget kreativt så går 

det mere ud over den måde de opfatter deres arbejde på, og deres motivation, hvis de får en 

belønning. Det er nogle hypoteser vi har, og det er dem vi gerne vil teste.  

Altså jeg sidder jo og tænker, at hvis man snakker fabriksarbejde i forhold til arkitekter. De 

får begge penge for deres arbejde, og de er sikkert begge to… ej jeg ved sku ikke. Måske den 

ene hellere vil have arbejdet oversået og hjem og se fodbold.  

I: Fabriksarbejderen vil jo typisk godt kunne sige, at du får en aflønning per styk du samler, 

og hvis du så siger at nu sætter vi aflønningen op til det dobbelte så skal vi nok begyndte at 

samle hurtigere. Det er ikke altid, at det fungerer på samme måde i mere kreative miljøer.  

Nej måske, hvis du kikker ind i mit job. Jeg kan ikke finde ud af at skelne mellem min hobby 

og mit arbejde. Så om jeg har arbejdet 37timer eller 80 timer om ugen… uha … jeg får det 

samme for det. Jeg synes, at det er skægt.  

I: Så er du et tydeligt eksempel på lige præcis det her med, at det adskiller sig væsentligt fra 

folk der står i mere samlebåndsarbejde. Fordi der er nogle klare teorier om, at de er mere 

fokuseret på miljøer. Hvad ville der ske med dig, hvis du pludselig blev aflønnet pga. Hvor 

meget kode du skriver? 

Altså det har jeg jo været da jeg var studerende. Der fik vi at vide af vores manager. Det 

gjorde ikke noget at der var nogle fejl nogen steder. Det var sådan lidt ufint synes jeg. Copy 

paste var en fantastisk måde at producere kode på. Så ja, det virker da nok i og med, at man 

får produceret noget mere, men man skal jo så også spørge til kvaliteten af det som bliver 

produceret. Vi kan lave 1000 linjer kode om dagen… meeen. Jeg ved, at der er nogle af de 

større virksomheder der bruger det som et ansættelseskriterie sådan noget med, hvor meget 

kode skriver du? Altså, er du sådan en der koder 1000 linjer om dagen, fordi de. Det er lidt 

ligesom hvis du skal ansætte en smed vil du gerne have en smed der ved, hvordan man bruger 

en hammer. Og det er jo noget med, hvor meget bruger du din hammer om dagen. Hvis du 

bruger den meget jamen så må du da efterhånden have lært, hvordan den fungerer. Så det 

bruger man nogle gange som ansættelseskrav. Vi havde en mand som var ude i IO Interactive 

nogle år, som havde nogle arrangementer, hvor de fortalte om, hvilke slags folk de gerne vil 

have ind. Og det var sådan nogle der kunne lave 10.000 linjers programmer på en uge. Dem 

vil vi gerne have.  

I: Nå 

Det var ligesom kriterium nummer 1 på det tidspunkt. Det har måske ændret sig. Det var så 

fordi, at de har oplevet at de fik nogle folk ud, hvis programmerne var længere end 100 linjer 

så blev folk forvirrede og kunne ikke overskue det. Det var svært for dem at håndtere. Og 

deres egne kodebaser var jo store. Så de folk kunne ikke rigtigt fungere effektivt. Det var et 

udtryk for kvalitetskravet i virkeligheden. Det var ikke udtryk for om man kunne producere. 

Det var kvaliteten som var afgørende. Det har jo intet med OS at gøre. I vores projekt har vi 

jo indført nogle review processer for at sikre os kvaliteten. Hvis der kommer en eller anden 

knold, og siger jeg vil gerne kode, kan jeg få lov til det. Ja, folk kan få lov at kode. Det kan 

alle. Så kan de så sende os nogle patches til vores kode, og så kikker vi det igennem, og siger 

jooo,,,jaaaa… og så når vi på et niveau har fået nok patches fra dem så stoler vi på at du har 

en hvis kvalitet så får de så lov at udvikle direkte i nogle branches. Men det er stadigvæk 
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nogle i styregruppen der sørger for at lave de her merges ind i trunks, og det er os der styrer 

det. Når de så har arbejdet dernede i et stykke tid kan de være, at de ryger op på et niveau 

endnu mere. Så siger ja nu stoler vi på at du kan finde ud af det her. Nu kan du få lov at lægge 

ind i trunk når du synes der er noget. Vi bygger det op på den måde. Der er helt klart en 

hierarkisk opdeling. Jeg ved ikke lige præcis hvordan den er.  

I: Vi kan se på Sourceforge, at man bliver tildelt forskellig rang. Afhængig af bidrag.  

Ja kvaliteten af det man har bidraget med.  

I: Vi har jo også tænkt over at måle på performance på en eller anden måde. Og der er jo 

nogle der har målt på antal linjer kode eller antal patches. Men det er ikke nødvendigvis et 

performance mål.  

Jo det er et performance mål, men ikke nødvendigvis et udtryk for kvalitet.  

I: Man kan sige ikke hvor mange du har lavet, men hvor mange du har fået accepteret. 

Så er vi også ude i, at der er nogle patches der er svære at lave end andre. Der er måske en 

patch på 10 linjer som gør at produktet virker. Så er der en på 100 linjer, som måske bare er 

meget rar at have. Så hvordan vægter man vigtigheden af det. Det kunne være jeg skulle have 

brugt 3 måneder på at udtænke den løsning der tog mig 10 linjer at skrive. Hvorimod ham på 

100 linjer han sad bare lige og var kreativ. Så hvordan måler du hvem der har været produktiv 

der? 

I: Ja, det kan vi ikke helt komme uden om. Alle andre der har prøvet har ikke kunne komme 

længere end at måle på patches og lines of code.  

Det er jo fordi de er nemme at måle på, hvis det er hooket op på et versionskontrol system. Du 

har nogle brugere, de har et login, du kan se hvad de har bidraget med. Du kan måle hvor 

meget kode, hvor mange linjer. Alle sådan nogle hårde mål kan du jo nemt lave. Der findes 

også værktøjer man kan, som er endnu mere sådan nogle kodeanalyse værktøjer, der er noget 

som er hedder Coder eller sådan et eller andet. Som virkelig går ind og kikker på alle mulige 

ting. Også strukturen i koden. Er koden konsistent, ensformig, alle sådan nogle mål. Og så 

prøver man så ud fra det at konkludere et eller andet fornuftigt.  

I: Det kunne jo være et sindssygt godt mål, men det ville være svært for os, fordi så skal vi 

ind og have adgang til det de har lavet.  

Det ville måske være sjovere at se på hvad for nogle performance mål som bliver brugt og 

hvorfor. 

I: Vi skal helst ind og have en eller anden form for performancemål fordi vi skal kunne holde 

op mod, hvorvidt de har været aflønnede eller ikke aflønnede.  

Jamen I har jo arbejdstimerne. Det er da et udtryk for hvor meget arbejde de har lagt i det. Det 

er arbejde i forhold til penge man tjener. Det må da vel være. Du sidder den der bruger 100 

timer på en lille løsning. Folk vil betale dig på at bruge flere timer på at lave et eller andet.  

I: Det kan godt være, at det et eller andet sted ligger mellem hvor mange linjer de bidrager 

med og så hvor mange timer de bruger på det. Så skal vi bare ind og differentiere om det er 

timer i alt. Eller timer i fritiden 

Altså måden vi gør det på. Vi har en reviewfase, hvor vi har sat nogle regler op for, hvordan 

vi vurderer kodebidrag, og hvad der skal til for at blive accepteret. Vi har en meget 

struktureret proces omkring det. Alle de her måder at måle på. Det er sådan generelt også i 

vores samfund. Man har så meget med sådan nogle performancemål i dag for at lave 

effektivisering for at se om det kan finde ud af at udlicetere. Du kan sgu aldrig finde det 

perfekte mål. Der er altid nogle personer som bliver skåret skævt i forhold til et eller andet 

mål. Så man kan prøve at lægge mere end et mål ud så man har lidt bredde. Men der er jo ikke 

nogle af dem som er perfekte. Så det her med at tro, at man kan finde et perfekt mål det skal 

man sige fra starten at det kan man ikke. Men I kan måske finde 3-4 indikatorer og så lægge 

dem sammen og så kan man sige, at det er et bedre estimat. Det er stadig ikke perfekt, men 

det er lidt mere robust fordi man har brugt flere mål.  
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I: Så vi er ude, at hvis vi bruger antal timer, antal linjer kode, antal patches, antal bugreports.  

Ja, hvis I tager lidt forskellige ting jamen så har I nok lidt mere robusthed I at sige om folk er 

produktive eller ej. Så tror jeg I skal vælge nogle mål ud som er nemme for folk at svare på.  

I: Hvor lang tid tror du man kan huske tilbage med hvor mange linjer kode man har skrevet? 

Altså jeg synes jo altid, at jeg har skrevet uendelige mængder kode. Det ved jeg ikke. De store 

ting man har lavet dem husker kan sgu da. Det er jo sådan nogle manddomsprøver i sig selv. I 

vores software tror jeg vi har 3 millioner linjer kode i dag, og ja, jeg synes jeg har været inde 

over dem alle sammen. Det ved jeg ikke. Hvis I beder om linjer kode, og I holder dem op 

mod de andre så kan I jo se om der er en korrelation, hvis det følger, jamen så er det nok et 

meget godt mål. Hvis nu ikke de følger de andre mål i beder om, så er det måske et mål I bør 

ignorerer i jeres endelige konklusion. Så find 4-5 mål og se om de korrelerer på samme måde. 

Så må de jo være udtryk for det samme.  

I: Men et år tilbage? Tror du man kan huske det? Om ikke andet kan man så slå det op i sin 

log? 

Jamen jeg tror ikke, at I skal forvente at folk gør det. Det er ikke et spørgsmål om man kan. 

Det er et spørgsmål om man gider. Altså det kommer også an på, hvilken rolle du har i et OS 

projekt. Jeg føler ret hårdt med I hvad der sker i vores projekt. Læser logsne, og ser på hvilke 

ændringer der kommer ind og ud. Så jeg har ret godt overblik over hvem der laver og hvad og 

hvor meget. Og hvordan det fordeler sig. Jeg har også et ret godt overblik over kvaliteten af 

dem der koder. Men det er jo i kraft af den rolle jeg har på projektet. Dem der sidder nede i 

bunden de ser det nok mere som ej hvor er det sjovt at skrive den her kodeblok der skal ind 

der. Selvfølgelig fylder det en stor del af deres verden, men de ser jo ikke alt det andet der 

sker.  

I: Men det er vel en begivenhed hver gang de bliver accepteret? 

Jaja, nu kom det ind. Det er jo en belønning. Sejt, jeg bidrager. Skal vi sige at det var det.  

I: I den sidste skal vi så høre om folk de modtager penge eller de har gjort. Og det er så 

spørgsmålet om der findes nogle i den tredje kategori.  

Jeg sidder og overvejer om det her med, at man har fået betaling ikke som en del af OS 

projektet men som noget ved siden af. Vi har haft et eksempel på nogle fra Italien, som ville 

have vi sendte nogle folk ned i en måned så vi kunne inkorporere vores løsning. Det er jo så 

ikke i forbindelse med selve OS udviklingen. Det har været som privat konsulenter.  

I: Men det læner sig jo stadig op af det kode de har lavet. 

Nej, men det er jo ikke OS projektet der driver det eller dem der får noget ud af det. Det er 

dem som privatpersoner. Man kan også vende det om og sige har i den her med ‖jeg vil ikke 

betale for min OS‖? 

I: Den er næsten fanget i den tidligere? 

Den siger bare om man har gjort det. Den siger ikke om det er fordi man slet ikke vil det.  

I: Den må vi lige inkorporere. Det kan godt være det ligefrem fornærmer nogen det her 

spørgsmål.  

Ja, fordi der bliver langt op til at man SKAL have penge for det. Men det kan godt være at der 

er nogen som mener at man ikke skal have penge for det. Altså vores idé er, at hvis vi skulle 

gå hen og penge for det ville de ryge ind i projektet og ikke ud til folkene. Det ville gå til at 

gøre projektet bedre, støtte projektet eller gøre arbejdsprocessen nemmere for dem som er 

tilknyttet. Vi ville aldrig gå ud og give folk penge. Det hænger så også sammen med at mange 

af dem er studerende. Så det må vi ikke. Så ville vi få hele det danske system til at knække 

nakken. Så det ville være omkring projektet, at vi ville lægge pengene og ikke i detaljerne i 

projektet. Eller events, hvor vi ville organisere et eller andet. Men ikke direkte løn.  

I: Men vi kan fornemme, at du skal ud og snakke med dine studerende. 

Ja, jeg har en kø af folk uden for. Så jeg håber, at I kunne bruge det.  

I: Ja, mange tak. Det kunne vi i hvert fald.  
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Appendix 30: Replication of conventional research design 
 

The dependent variables involved in this test are intrinsic motivation 1 (sum of 4 items) and 

intrinsic motivation 2 (Item 3). Since the p values (2-tailed) for both our indicators of intrinsic 

motivation are higher (table 75a) than the specified α level (0.05), we fail to reject the null 

hypothesis
28

. Thus, we have insufficient evidence to conclude that active OSS developers 

who have been paid (Group 1) differ in the mean ranking of intrinsic motivation from active 

OSS developers who are paid now (Group 2). 

 

 

Table 74a: Mann-Whitney U test, Group 1 and 2 

 
 

 

Table 74b: Mann-Whitney U test, Group 1 and 2 

 
 

  

                                                 
28

 No difference exists between Group 1 and Group 2 
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Appendix 31: Email to respondents 
 
Dear OSS contributor, 

We are two researchers from Copenhagen Business School, Denmark working on a research project, exploring the 

motivational and economic dynamics of participation in OSS projects. 

Based on your profile on Ohloh or Github we‘ve identified you as an ideal respondent, and would like to invite you to 

participate in a short survey about your participation in OSS projects. It‘s very important for the validity of our study, that 

you provide exact answers and estimates. Once you have submitted your response you have the chance to participate in a 

random drawing for two Google Nexus One smartphones. 

Choose ONE of the following surveys: 

Choose this link if you have NEVER been paid for contributing to OSS projects - NEVER BEEN PAID 

Choose this link if you are CURRENTLY being paid for contributing to OSS projects - CURRENTLY PAID 

Choose this link if you HAVE BEEN paid for contributing to OSS projects, but DON’T RECEIVE ANY PAYMENT AT THE 

MOMENT - PAID, BUT NOT CURRENTLY 

We‘ll be more than happy to share the final results with you. If you have questions or feedback don‘t hesitate to contact us 

at:  opensourcestudies@gmail.com 

Looking forward to your response, and thank you for your cooperation and contribution to this research project. 

Please note: Your contact details have been gathered manually. This is a noncommercial offer from a non-profit 

organization, and your response will be kept strictly confidential. 

 

Best regards, 

Søren Iver and Thor Martin 

Copenhagen Business School 

Department of Innovation and Organizational Economics  

 

 

Appendix 32 
Table 74: Correlation matrix, dependent variables 
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